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Abstract 

The drift tracks of five large tabular icebergs drifting around Antarctica were 

simulated using a dynamic model similar to that used by Lichey and Hellmer (2001) 

with the exception that sea ice strength was not considered as a condition of iceberg 

trapping. Three of these iceberg tracks (737n165, 74n131 and BlOB) drifted in the 

Ross Sea for periods of time between 1995 and 2000. Iceberg BO9A drifted along the 

coast of East Antarctica along the Antarctic coastal current and entered the Weddell 

Sea. Iceberg BlOA drifted along the West Antarctic region initially moving west in 

the Antarctic coastal current then moved north near 130 °W before entering the 

Antarctic Circumpolar current and moving east through Drake Passage. The input 

fields of wind, ocean and sea ice velocity, and sea ice concentration are used in the 

model to simulate the drift of these icebergs. The iceberg sizes range from 200 km 2  

to 2070 lcm2, with drift tracks lasting between 1 and 8 years. 

Only periods that indicated movement of the iceberg from one composite image to 

the next were simulated, providing a more focussed model track. Various model 

simulations are conducted using ocean velocity fields at either 103 m or 238 m 

depths and three variations of the iceberg trapping criteria dependent on sea ice 

concentration. Two of these variations are based on the sea ice concentration at the 

iceberg position (using 85% or 90% sea ice concentration as the trapping criteria) 

and the other excludes iceberg trapping altogether. The assumption of a trapped 

iceberg instantly moving at the velocity of the sea ice, regardless of previous iceberg 

velocity, returns poor results and at times moves the iceberg in the opposite direction. 

If the iceberg is released from the sea ice, all the forces in the model become active 

and large amplitude inertial oscillations are initiated in the drift track. 



An analysis of the force contribution to the iceberg velocity is conducted and it was 

found that the Coriolis and sea surface slope are close to opposing forces, keeping 

the iceberg within the ocean current and the air drag can influence the iceberg drift 

when sufficiently strong enough. An RMS analysis between the final position of the 

model iceberg and the position of the observed drift track for the same date are 

assessed for each model track. The model simulation ocean currents near the base of 

the iceberg (238 m) and no iceberg trapping attain the least rms error in position 

between the model and the observed iceberg track for all but two icebergs, B1OA and 

BO9A. For these icebergs, the model simulations providing the least error were 85% 

iceberg trapping criteria and 238 m ocean currents for both icebergs. 

This result shows that the sea ice movement is well represented in East and West 

Antarctica, and not so well in the Ross Sea, as model simulations performed better 

with no iceberg trapping. These results show that trapping an iceberg and instantly 

moving that iceberg with the sea ice floe doesn't fully necessarily capture the drift of 

large tabular icebergs. The iceberg model is strongly dependent on the data 

representing the ocean currents and sea ice movement to sufficiently model the drift 

of large tabular icebergs. 
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I Introduction 

This thesis is about understanding the dynamics that control iceberg trajectories 

around the Antarctic Continent. Icebergs play an important role in the Antarctic 

environment and are a key element of transfer of mass from the Antarctic continent 

to the Southern Ocean. 

Climate change and its impact on the Antarctic ice sheet is an important factor in 

determining the cause of sea-level rise. The combination of increased atmospheric 

and ocean temperatures due to climate change can strongly affect the basal melt rates 

and iceberg calving events on the ice shelves around Antarctica. Basal melt rates of 

ice shelves around Antarctica exceed 500 Gt yr-I  and the calving rate of icebergs is 

around 2016 Gt yr-I  (Jacobs 1992; Jacobs et al. 1992). Meteorological records from 

stations in the Antarctic Peninsula observed an increase in atmospheric temperatures 

over the last few decades, which coincide with a major iceberg calving event in the 

region in 1995 (Skvarca et al. 1998). 

Icebergs are a major source of freshwater input into the Southern Ocean. After 

calving, they can drift over large distances, injecting the surface waters with 

freshwater as they melt (primarily through basal melt). 

Icebergs are fragments of ice that have calved from various sources around the 

coastline such as ice shelves, glacier tongues and ice cliffs. Forty four percent of the 

Antarctic coastline is made up of ice shelves, thirteen percent as glacier tongues and 

thirty eight percent as ice cliffs. Ice shelves generally produce large tabular icebergs 

and glacier tongues tend to produce smaller and more numerous icebergs (Young et 
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al. 1998), although they have been known to produce the odd large iceberg, e.g. 

Thwaites Glacier in west Antarctica. 

A major iceberg calving event occurred in January 1995 when 4200 km 2  of the 

Larsen Ice Shelf disintegrated within a few weeks, including a section of the Prince 

Gustav Channel, the section between Sobral Peninsula and Seal Nunataks and a large 

iceberg broke off the section between Seal Nunataks and Jason Peninsula (Rott et al. 

1996; Skvarca et al. 1998). Prior to this sudden event there had been a steady retreat 

of the ice shelf, which was associated with a regional trend of atmospheric warming 

(Rott et al. 1996). A study into the possibility of a warming trend on the eastern 

Antarctic Peninsula was conducted by (Skvarca et al. 1998). They used the 

meteorological records from four stations, two located on the western side of the 

Antarctic Peninsula and the other two on the northern and eastern sides of the 

Antarctic Peninsula. The records show an increase in atmospheric temperature over 

the last couple of decades, and that decade 1981 — 1990 was the warmest in all 

stations. This increase in atmospheric temperatures coincides with the retreat of the 

Larsen Ice Shelf during those last two decades. Events leading to the collapse of the 

Larsen Ice Shelf over the last century include retreating tidewater glaciers on James 

Ross Island since 1975, the retreat of the ice front on the Larsen Ice Shelf north of 

Robertson Island since the 1940s, and the separation of the ice shelf in Prince Gustav 

Channel from the Larsen Ice Shelf around 1957 (Skvarca etal. '1998). Other events 

include the reduction in size of the ice shelf north of Jason Peninsula by around 

5700 lun2  between 1986 and 1996, and the breakup of the Larsen Inlet between 1986 

and 1988 (Skvarca etal. 1998). In 2002, the Larsen B Ice Shelf collapsed, which was 

followed by an increase in 2003 in the speed of the Jorum and Crane Glaciers that 
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flowed into the area previously occupied by the ice shelf in 2003 (Rignot et al. 

2004). 

Once an iceberg has calved from its source, the depth of the iceberg and local 

bathymetry determines whether it drifts away from its source or is grounded near the 

source. When an iceberg is grounded, the base of the iceberg ploughs along the 

seafloor, which can devastate benthic communities in the area. Gutt and Starmans 

(2001) conducted a study into the re-colonisation of marine life within the scour 

marks left by grounded icebergs in the Weddell Sea. They found that if the seafloor 

slowly increases in height then the iceberg will create many scour marks along the 

seafloor and cause extreme devastation to the environment, the extent of which is 

only outdone by tree falls in the tropical forests of Panama. Recovery of the marine 

communities in the area of their study could take up to 500 years (Gutt and Starmans 

2001). 

Icebergs are a significant component of the mass balance of fresh water in Antarctica 

and range in size from less than a kilometre to tens of kilometres in length (Bigg et 

al. 1997). An annual iceberg production rate of around 2016 Gt yr 1  (Jacobs et al. 

1992) has been calculated from satellite imagery since 1978 and results from a 

census project endorsed by the Scientific Committee on Antarctic Research (SCAR). 

Melting icebergs provide the surface layer of the ocean with an injection of 

freshwater. When injection of freshwater occurs, the surface water is cooled by three 

possible processes: absorption of latent heat during the phase change from ice to 

water, heat conduction from water to ice which warms the ice, and mixing of 

meltwater (Jenkins 1999). The iceberg will continue to melt as long as the in situ 

temperature of the ocean waters is above the freezing point. There is also an increase 
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in density between the surface ocean layer and layers below, so when the deeper 

parts of the iceberg melt, the buoyant convection causes further melt of the iceberg 

through rapid entrainment of warmer surrounding waters. The effects of a melting 

iceberg on the surface waters will always be cooling, dilution, depletion of heavy 

isotopes, and isotropic enrichment of the fraction of dissolved gases such as 0 18  

(Jenkins 1999). 

Icebergs are a hazard to oil rig platforms in the Arctic Ocean and shipping in the 

Arctic and Antarctic regions (Bailey 1994; Bigg et a/. 1997; Lichey and Hellmer 

2001; Gladstone and Bigg 2002). If there is a danger of an iceberg colliding with an 

oil rig platform, the recent movement of the iceberg is assessed, and if necessary the 

iceberg is towed such that it will pass by the oil rig platform (Smith 1993). In the late 

1970s studies by Looyen (1979), Compton (1979) and Coillet and Dunlap (1979) 

investigated the possibility of utilising icebergs as a fresh water supply for use by 

humans. Compton (1979) investigated the possibility of towing an iceberg from the 

Weddell Sea to Saudi Arabia. It was discovered that over the length of the journey, 

an iceberg up to 1300 m thick would completely melt due to the higher ocean 

temperatures near the equator. It was suggested that the iceberg would need to be 

insulated to prevent total loss. 

In the past, visual observations from ships have been the main source of iceberg 

sightings and provide valuable information about the size and shape of the icebergs 

observed (Young et al. 1998). In recent years, orbiting satellites have instruments 

that enable the detection of very large icebergs. These instruments monitor the entire 

Antarctic region on a continuing basis. The movement of identified icebergs can be 

regularly observed over long timeframes using the data collected from these 
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instruments. Advances in technology will give us the ability to track smaller 

icebergs, which will increase the number of representative tracks. The National Ice 

Centre (NIC) has been reporting iceberg positions around Antarctica for the past 25 

years (Ballantyne and Long 2002). Instruments used to detect icebergs over the years 

include the Operational Linescan System (OLS), Advanced Very High Resolution 

Radiometer (AVHRR), SAR (Synthetic Aperture Radar), Seasat-A Satellite 

scatterometer (SASS), European Space Agency's Remote Sensing Satellite 1 & 2 

(ERS-1 and ERS-2), NASA Scatterometer (NSCAT), QuikSCAT/SeaWinds 

scatterometer (QSCAT) and Special Sensor Microwave/Imager (SSM/I) (Ballantyne 

and Long 2002). The OLS and AVHRR instruments are limited in that the visibility 

of the surface can be obscured by cloud. The SeaWinds instrument aboard the 

QuikSCAT satellite was designed to measure the near surface wind field with a 

25-km resolution (Stephen2000). Ballantyne and Long (2002) conducted a long term 

analysis on the activity of Antarctic icebergs based on scatterometer and radiometer 

data. They found that there was an increase in reported iceberg numbers over the last 

25 years, primarily due to improvements to technology and resources, but also due to 

an increase in calving events in recent years. 

Stephen (2000) observed iceberg BlOA from 1992 to 2000 using the ERS-1/2 

scatterometers, NSCAT and QSCAT instruments. N1C briefly lost the position of 

iceberg BlOA in the summer of 1999, but it was relocated in the Drake Passage in 

July 1999 using the SeaWinds scatterometer (Stephen and Long 2000). Young et al. 

(1998) use data from the ERS-1 and ERS-2 instruments to monitor the drift of 

icebergs around Antarctica and describe the technique used to identify icebergs. 

Iceberg concentrations are higher near the coast than further offshore, particularly in 

the Mertz Glacier region (130°E-150°E), but icebergs have been located up to 
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550 km offshore from the West Ice Shelf (Young et a/. 1998). Observations of 

iceberg positions in the South Atlantic Ocean were obtained during the 1986 Winter 

Weddell Sea Project using X-band radar and visual observations. It was noted that no 

stray icebergs were seen at low latitudes and there was a clear northern limit to where 

icebergs were located (Wadhams 1988). 

Iceberg movement is primarily driven by the ocean currents, with their speed 

moderated by the winds (Bigg et al. 1997; Young et al. 1998; Gladstone et al. 2001). 

Therefore the drift tracks of icebergs are a great indicator of near surface ocean 

currents, particularly in areas of limited study. After calving, icebergs tend to move 

westward with the Antarctic slope front current (Budd etal. 1980; Crepon 1988; 

Young et al. 1998). There are a few locations along the Antarctic slope front current 

where icebergs can deviate away from this current and move north, eventually 

moving into the eastward moving Antarctic Circumpolar Current. The preferred 

corridors through which icebergs move into the Antarctic Circumpolar Current are in 

the Weddell Sea (although the northward movement is caused by the presence of the 

Antarctic Peninsula), the Ross Sea, and near the Kergulen-Gaussberg ridge (Budd et 

al. 1980). These icebergs are unlikely to leave the Antarctic Circumpolar Current and 

in time disintegrate with warmer ocean temperatures within this current (Budd et al. 

1980). 

The movement of iceberg B9 is described in Keys etal. (1990). B9 calved from the 

Ross Ice Shelf in October 1987 and drifted with the Antarctic slope front current 

westward before it broke into three pieces north of Cape Adare in 1989. The 

movement of iceberg B1OA is described by Stephen et al. (2000) in which BlOA 

calved from the Thwaites Glacier tongue and began drifting west with the Antarctic 
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Coastal Current until it turned north in 1997 and eventually moved eastward with the 

Antarctic Circumpolar Current. 

Sea ice in the Antarctic region has a strong annual cycle of variation in extent from a 

minimum of approximately 4 x 106  km2  in the austral summer to a maximum of 

20 x 106  km2  in the austral winter (Allison 1989), agreeing with the figure given by 

Yuan and Martinson (2000) in which there is an 80% depletion of the sea ice cover 

between winter and summer. The local and global climates are influenced by the 

formation of sea ice by its effect on exchange of heat, mass and momentum between 

the ocean and atmosphere, surface albedo and roughness, and temperature and 

salinity structure of the ocean (Allison 1989; Heil etal. 1998; Heil and Allison 

1999). Sea ice in the Antarctic region is mainly first year ice with a maximum 

thickness of around 2.0 m (Allison 1989). The sea ice around Antarctica is quite 

mobile and generally forms in open water regions where there is strong divergence in 

the sea-ice velocity field (Heil and Allison 1999), particularly near coastal polynyas. 

Sea ice drift is dominated by the ocean currents over long time scales, but the 

atmospheric surface winds dominate the sea ice drift on a day to day basis (Allison 

1989). 

In East Antarctica, the sea ice forms via thermodynamic processes, usually to only 

about 0.5 m thick, although thicker sea ice is observed and is the result of rafting and 

ridging in areas of sea-ice velocity convergence. Heil and Allison (1999) used 

drifting buoys as part of the Australian National Antarctic Research Expedition 

(ANARE) to study the pattern of drift and deformation of sea ice off East Antarctica 

between 20°E and 160°E. The buoys started south of the Antarctic Divergence (a 

region separating the easterly, mean coastal winds from the westerly wind further 
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north) and followed the westward coastal current. Pronounced northward transport of 

sea ice occurs between 86°E and 90°E, and at 95°E, 125°E and 135°E, where sea ice 

is transported from the westward coastal current to the eastward flowing Antarctic 

Circumpolar Current (Heil and Allison 1999). Budd et al. (1980) and Young (1998) 

observed northward movement in iceberg tracks around East Antarctica coinciding 

with regions of northward movement of sea ice reported by Heil and Allison (1999). 

The position of the Antarctic Divergence in this region promotes clockwise 

circulation as the northward flowing waters contact the high density waters 

upwelling at the Antarctic Divergence. 

The circulation of the sea ice in the Weddell Sea has a different character because 

the Antarctic Divergence is further north in this region (Heil and Allison 1999). The 

movement of sea ice in the Weddell Sea is dominated by the clockwise Weddell 

Gyre with an increase in velocities as the sea ice escapes the coastal escarpment of 

the Antarctic Peninsula and enters the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (Drinkwater 

1997). The sea ice extent over the Bellingshausen and Amundsen Seas has shown a 

twenty percent decline in the 1980s and 1990s (Jacobs and Comiso 1997). Sea-ice 

motion over the deep ocean west of the Antarctic Peninsula is northeast connected to 

clockwise circulation with southward flow over the continental shelf. Sea-ice motion 

in the Bellingshausen Sea is slow and erratic with a stronger (4 cm s-i ) westward drift 

near the shelf break (Jacobs and Comiso 1997). In the southwest Ross Sea a polynya 

forms each year over the continental shelf due to strong persistent katabatic winds 

that move sea ice offshore away from the front of the Ross Ice Shelf during winter 

(Arrigo et al. 2002). 
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There are three main ocean basins surrounding Antarctica: the Weddell-Enderby; 

Bellingshausen-Amundsen; and the Australian-Antarctic Basins (Bindoff et al. 

2000). A study conducted by Bindoff et a/. (2000) investigated the ocean circulation 

and water masses over the Antarctic continental slope and continental rise between 

80°E and 150°E in 1996. They observed that the westward Antarctic slope front 

current closely follows the bottom topography, which has been evident in many 

iceberg tracks. They also observed the northward divergence of the coastal current 

near 90°E, which is the western arm of a recirculating clockwise gyre, similar to the 

Weddell Gyre, between the westward coastal current and the southern boundary of 

the Antarctic Circumpolar Current. This northward divergence in the coastal current 

is likely to represent the transport mechanism that moves sea ice offshore as 

indicated by Heil and Allison (1999). 

In the Ross Sea, the Antarctic slope front current follows the continental shelf break 

reasonably well until around 175°W where the current splits. One branch follows the 

ice shelf edge towards Ross Island and the other continues along the continental shelf 

break (Assmann etal. 2003). Ice Shelf Water (ISW) is formed by the bottom melting 

of the ice shelf and forms a northward current flow off the ice shelf in the central 

Ross Sea east of Roosevelt Island (Keys et al. 1990; Assmann et al. 2003). Within 

the ice shelf cavity an anti-clockwise circulation confined to an area west of 175°W 

was observed by Assman et al. (2003) which coincides with the sudden southward 

movement of iceberg B-9 in 1988 and caused the iceberg to collide with the ice shelf 

(Keys etal. 1990). 

Drift tracks of large tabular icebergs have been simulated by various authors using 

statistical, kinematic and dynamic models to predict the movement of the icebergs. A 
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statistical model uses the history of icebergs drift tracks in the area to forecast the 

movement of current icebergs. A few examples of statistical models are Garrett 

(1985) and Gaskill and Rochester (1984). A kinematic model uses empirical 

relationships to predict the iceberg movement and a dynamic model estimates the 

contribution of each force that is involved in moving an iceberg of known size and 

mass. Dynamic models include air and water drag, Coriolis force, sea surface slope 

and wave radiation force (Smith 1993). A dynamic model which included 

thermodynamics and stability criteria for iceberg rollover was used by Bigg et al. 

(1997) to simulate the movement of icebergs in the North Atlantic. Bigg et al. (1997) 

found that the dominant forces are the pressure gradient force and the water drag 

(contributing roughly 70 ± 15% of total forcing), with Coriolis force and air drag 

contributing approximately 15%. In some regions, Coriolis force replaces water drag 

as one of the dominant forces and air drag becomes more important. The pressure 

gradient force and the water drag are in rough balance with each other which 

suggested that the iceberg is advected by the ocean currents, but subject to wind 

forcing and the Coriolis force. Sea ice drag was typically negligible and wave forcing 

made only a small contribution to the iceberg motion compared to the other forces. 

When the wind speed increases across the open ocean, the height of the surface 

waves also increase which causes the air drag and wave forcing terms to increase. 

Mountain (1980) used a dynamic model that included air and water drag, Coriolis 

force, and sea surface slope forcing. No sea ice interaction, thermodynamics, or wave 

erosion was included. The error in position between model track and observed track 

became random with increasing distance along the track and it was concluded that 

the main cause of error was the input fields of wind speed and ocean velocity. 
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Smith (1993) used a dynamic model to simulate the drift of thirteen icebergs in the 

Arctic Ocean. Observed winds, current profiles, iceberg size and shape were used as 

input variables to test the dynamic model. The air and water drag coefficients are 

adjusted to improve the accuracy of the model, but did not give the ideal solution for 

correcting the error in iceberg position. Lichey and Hellmer (2001) used a dynamic 

model that included sea ice interaction, but no wave forcing or thermodynamics to 

model the drift of iceberg C-7 (length is 27 km and the thickness is 225 m) from 

where it entered the Weddell Sea. They used a criterion for iceberg trapping in which 

the sea ice concentration at the iceberg position was used to determine if the iceberg 

would become trapped within the sea ice and move with the sea ice, be influenced by 

sea ice drag, or no sea ice interaction was experienced by the iceberg. In their study 

the importance of each driving force was examined. They found that wind and ocean 

currents are of minor importance in ice covered seas. The explicit trapping of iceberg 

C-7 in the sea ice improved the accuracy of the modelled track. They also 

highlighted the importance of seasonal variability can have on the drift of an iceberg. 

They investigated the change in drift tracks between an iceberg crossing the 00 

longitude meridian in June 1989 and December 1989. Iceberg tracks in June drift 

over the southwest Weddell Sea continental shelf, while the icebergs in December do 

not get locked in the sea ice and drift with the coastal current to the west. 

In this study the equations used by Lichey and Hellmer (2001) to model the drift 

track of iceberg C-7 are used to simulate the drift tracks of five large tabular icebergs 

around Antarctica. These icebergs are designated 737n165, 74n165 and BlOB (in the 

Ross Sea), BO9A (East Antarctica) and B1OA (West Antarctica). The effect of sea ice 

interaction is assessed based on the sea-ice concentration around the iceberg. Three 

possible scenarios for sea ice interaction are: no interaction; sea ice drag forcing; and 
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iceberg trapping within the sea ice when the sea-ice concentration is above a specific 

value. This same set of cases for sea ice interaction was used by Lichey and Hellmer 

(2001), except that, their dependence of sea-ice strength as a requirement for iceberg 

trapping within the sea ice is omitted in this study. 

The iceberg model used in this study is only applied to sections of each iceberg drift 

track where the iceberg drift velocity is non-zero. Iceberg 74n131 and BlOB drift 

through the Ross Sea in the Antarctic slope front current and 737n165 drifts north 

within the Ross Sea. Iceberg B 10A follows the Antarctic slope front current, then 

turns north and is captured by the Antarctic Circumpolar Current, drifting east 

through Drake Passage. Iceberg BO9A drifts west in the Antarctic slope front current 

and enters the Weddell Sea (similar to iceberg C-7). 

Chapter 2 of this thesis examines the data sets that represent the bathymetry of the 

ocean, the drift tracks of the icebergs, the ocean currents, and the sea ice extent, 

concentration, and movement. The positions within each iceberg drift track that 

represent possible grounding locations are assessed using the bathymetry data. The 

speed and distance travelled by each iceberg along each interval within their drift 

tracks are presented. 

Chapter 3 describes the dynamic model used to simulate the drift tracks of the five 

icebergs. The discussion includes analysis of the forcing terms, values of all constant 

terms, numerical stability of the model, and assumptions made in the model. 

Chapter 4 presents the results of the simulated tracks and compares these with the 

drift tracks of the five icebergs. An analysis of the forcing terms indicates the 
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dominant forces and a discussion offers explanations for a number of large 

discrepancies between model and iceberg positions. 

Chapter 5 summarises the important findings from this study and suggests items for 

further study. 
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2 Data Used in this Study 

This chapter describes in detail the data used as input variables in this study, which 

includes real iceberg tracks, wind velocity, ocean velocity, sea ice concentration and 

sea ice velocity. All distances quoted in this chapter are great circle distances 

between the two positions. Each section contains a brief description of the source and 

methods used to obtain each dataset. 

In Section 2.1, an analysis of the movement of each iceberg track and any issues are 

highlighted in terms of their quality and accuracy (e.g. temporal gaps). Sections 2.2 

to 2.5 describe the datasets used in the iceberg model (described in Chapter 3). 

Chapter 4 contains the analysis of the value of each data variable that is used as input 

to the iceberg model. 

2.1 Iceberg Tracks 

The iceberg tracks were provided as a set of time-tagged positions for each iceberg 

(Young 1998). The positions of the icebergs have been extracted through analysis of 

coarse-resolution radar images of the Antarctic region. Those images were generated 

from wind scatterometer data collected by the Active Microwave Instrument on the 

European Space Agency's ERS satellites. Each image is a composite image covering 

the entire Antarctic region between 55°S and 79°S using data acquired over 5-day 

intervals. A minimum of 3 days is required for the orbit pattern to provide a complete 

cover of the region. There are often gaps in the data, so a complete image is obtained 

using an integration of images over 5 days. The images have a pixel size of 25 km 
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and the error in position is estimated as half a pixel, or 12.5 km. The smallest non-

zero velocity of an iceberg is 25 km over 5 days (0.058 m s -1 ). 

An iceberg is detected in the images as a continuous bright feature against a darker 

background of sea ice or open water. Detection of an iceberg can be difficult when 

the contrast representing the iceberg is perturbed. This occurs through surface melt of 

the snow cover on the iceberg, which reduces the level of the signal backscattered to 

the instrument on the satellite, or by an increase in the backscatter from the 

background caused by an increase in roughness of the sea ice or ocean surface. In 

some cases, a feature corresponding to an iceberg can appear dark against a brighter 

background. 

The iceberg tracks are a sequence of time-tagged positions at 5-day intervals. Each 

pair of position coordinates represents the average position within the 5-day data 

accumulation period. The centroid (centre pixel) of the persistent feature moving in a 

consistent fashion in a sequence of images represents the position of the iceberg. 

There can be gaps in a sequence of images lasting one or more 5-day periods. Due to 

the nature of the instrument and the data, identification of icebergs is restricted to 

very large icebergs with horizontal dimensions of the order of tens of kilometres. 

The tracks of five large tabular icebergs are used in this study, which were tracked 

for varying periods of time between 1991 and 2001. Figure 2.1-1 shows the drift 

tracks of these five icebergs. Three of the iceberg tracks are located near the Ross 

Sea (identified as 737n165, 74n131, and BlOB). One track follows the coastal 

current along the east coast of Antarctica, passing the Australian Antarctic stations 

Casey, Davis, and Mawson, before entering the Weddell Sea (B09A). The last track 
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begins in the Amundsen Sea in West Antarctica and drifts towards Drake Passage 

(B10A). 

   

  

737n165 
74n131 
BOBA 
B10A 
B108 

  

  

  

   

   

180°W 

Figure 2.1-1: Five iceberg tracks selected for this study around Antarctica. Icebergs 
74n131, BO9A and B 10B all drift west, iceberg 737n165 drifts  north  and iceberg 
BlOA start drifting west, turns north near 1300W and then  continues  east. 

Table 2.1-1 describes the size statistics of each iceberg, including  the  size, draft, 

thickness and freeboard sizes, iceberg volume and mass. The  draft of  an iceberg is 

the distance from the surface of the ocean to the base of the  iceberg.  The freeboard 

thickness of the iceberg is the distance from the top of the iceberg  to  the surface of 

the ocean, generally about 12% of the total thickness of the iceberg. The shape of 

each iceberg is assumed to be a rectangular prism (tabular icebergs), and therefore 

the volume is a simple calculation of length by width by height.  The  mass of the 

iceberg is calculated using a density of 917 kg 111-3  and the volume  of  the iceberg. 

The approximations of mass and volume of each iceberg is based  on  estimates 

derived from satellite images, and as discussed in Chapter 3, errors in these 

geometric factors do not profoundly affect the simulated drift  tracks. 
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737n165 74n131 BO9A BlOA BlOB 

Size 
Length x Width 
(km x km) 

10 x 20 10 x 20 45 x 31 90 x 23 25 x 22 

Thickness (m) 250 250 250 350 330 

Draft (m) 220 220 220 300 300 

Freeboard (m) 30 30 30 45 30 

Volume (m3) 50 x 109  50 x 109  350 x 109  725 x 109  182 x 109  

Mass (kg) 45.8 x 10 12  45.8 x 10 x 10 12  660 x 10 12  166 x 10 12  

Table 2.1-1: Size statistics for each iceberg in this study and underlying assumptions 
around the size estimates from the satellite images is discussed in the text. 

2.1.1 Days in interval and gaps in data 

Each time-tagged position of the iceberg track is determined from a composite 

satellite image over a period of up to five days. The optimum integration period for 

each composite image is five days, with each track consisting of sequential 

composite images (i.e. no temporal gaps). The date assigned to the position of the 

iceberg is the starting date of the integration period. 

Table 2.1-2 displays the number of positions along each iceberg track and how many 

of these positions were obtained from composite images integrated over either 1-3 

days or 4-5 days. Positions obtained from composite images integrated over 4-5 days 

are regarded as stable, while positions obtained by integrating over less than 4 days 

are regarded as less accurate. Iceberg 737n165 is the only iceberg track in which 

each position is obtained from a 5-day composite image. There is only one position 

for iceberg 74n131 (position 31, obtained from integrating images over 3 days 

starting on the 1 st  of June 1998), BO9A (position 36, using the same set of images as 
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737n165), and B1OB (position 62, obtained by integrating over two days starting on 

the 14th  July 1996) which may be less accurate. 

Total number 
of intervals 

Number of intervals 
of length 1-3 days 

Number of intervals 
of length 4-5 days 

737n165 40 0 40 

74n131 195 1 194 

BO9A 206 1 205 

BlOA 501 4 497 

BlOB 145 1 144 

Table 2.1-2: The total number of intervals in each iceberg track. The intervals are 
split into 1-3 days in length and 4-5 days in length. 

Iceberg B1OA has four positions obtained by integrating images over a period less 

than four days. These positions occur on the 31 st  of March 1992, 22 nd  of June 1992, 

29th  of March 1994, and the 14 th  of July 1996 and range in duration between one and 

three days. The first these intervals for iceberg BlOA occur when the iceberg appears 

stationary (sequential images indicate no change in position) and for all of them, at 

least one or two of the subsequent 5-day intervals are missing from the data set. 

This study concentrates on simulating the drift of these five icebergs during periods 

of positional change (as explained in Section 2.1.7). Gaps in the iceberg tracks 

signify missing data and hence no record of iceberg movement during these periods. 

The iceberg model used in this study attempts to simulate the iceberg movement, so 

if there is a change in position over the duration of a gap, then the gap is included in 

the simulation. Large gaps in the drift track which are simulated can cause significant 

errors to develop and affect the overall performance of the model and its results. 

Gaps in the iceberg tracks occur when the ERS satellite failed to acquire 
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scatterometer data due to a number of reasons (Young, 1998). Figure 2.1-2 shows 

when these gaps appear in the iceberg track. 

B1OB 

B1 OA 

BO9A 

74n131 

737n165 

Jan91 
	

Jan93 
	

Jan95 
	

Jan97 
	

Jan99 
	

Jan01 

Figure 2.1-2: Temporal coverage of all iceberg tracks, with gaps in the horizontal 
time line indicating when missing data occurs. 

Icebergs BO9A and 74n131 were tracked over a similar period of time, and gaps in 

these iceberg tracks occur simultaneously over a varying period of time in January 

1998, June 1998, Januar},  — March 2000, July 2000 and October 2000. The first two 

gaps occur simultaneously in January 1998 and June 1998 in the track of iceberg 

BlOA. All of the gaps in the track of iceberg B1OB occur simultaneously in the track 

of iceberg BlOA. These gaps occur in July 1996, September 1996, and March 1997. 

Figure 2.1-3 shows the duration of these gaps and when these gaps occur. 
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Figure 2.1-3: Duration of gaps for iceberg tracks a) 737n165, 74n131, BO9A, BLOB 
and b) BlOA. Horizontal axis represents days of duration. 

Over all five iceberg tracks there are 53 gaps, of which 31 of these are in the track of 

iceberg BlOA. Nine of these gaps are longer than 25 days and three are longer than 

50 days. Iceberg B1OA has three large gaps ranging from 60 to 120 days in duration. 

These gaps occur from the 17 th  January 1997 to the 7th  of April 1997, the 2 nd  of 

January 1998 to the 3" of March 1998, and the 23 rd  of December 1998 to the 22 nd  of 

April 1999. A gap of 95 days (28 th  November 1997 to 3 rd  March 1998) and 85 days 

(23 rd  December 1999 to the 17th  of March 2000) occurs in the position tracks of 

icebergs BO9A and 74n131 respectively. Iceberg 737n165 and B1OB do not have any 

gaps lasting longer than 50 days. 

Jun96 
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2.1.2 Iceberg 737n165 
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Figure 2.1-4: The drift track of Iceberg 737n165 in the Ross Sea. Magenta stars 
indicate the start and end position of the iceberg. Red stars indicate the monthly 
position of iceberg 737n165. The grey shading represents land and red crosses 
indicate the position of landmarks Hull Bay and Cape Adare. 

Iceberg 737n165 is one of three icebergs in this study that drifts in the Ross Sea. It is 

one of two icebergs that represent the smallest icebergs in this study with an area of 

200 km2 . The other iceberg is 74n131. It begins its journey from 73.73°S, 164.89°W, 

in the Ross Sea on the 12 th  of April 1997. It travels for 210 days with 40 time-tagged 

positions covering a total incremental distance between each pair of positions of 

1493 km to its final position at 69.47°S, 156.72°W on the 13 th  of November 1997. 

The size of iceberg 737n165 is 10 km x 20 km covering an area of 200 km 2 . Figure 

2.1-4 shows the movement of iceberg 737n165 and surrounding landmarks. The red 

asterisks indicate the monthly position of the iceberg. The general spacing of the 

asterisks indicate that the movement was reasonably steady, as confirmed by the 

mean velocity in Figure 2.1-5. Iceberg 737n165 drifts northeast with large deviations 

from this general direction throughout the drift track. 

76°S 
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Figure 2.1-5: (a) Distance travelled between successive positions along the track of 
iceberg 737n165 and (b) the mean velocity of iceberg 737n165 along each interval 
(red) and the mean velocity over the entire track (blue). Dates labelled according to 
the end position of each interval along the iceberg track. 

Figure 2.1-5 identifies changes in the mean drift speed and distance travelled by 

iceberg 737n165 between each time-tagged position. The dates on Figure 2.1-5 begin 

at May 1997 because the duration of the first interval is 20 days, starting on the 12 th  

of April and concluding on the 2'd  of May. The position of the iceberg on the 12 th  of 

April was derived from a 5-day composite image, but there is a gap of 15 days 

between this position and the next, so when the distance and mean velocity are 

calculated, the duration of the interval is 20 days. There are four intervals where the 

iceberg appears to be stationary (zero velocity and distance travelled), which will be 

discussed in Section 2.1.7. Iceberg 737n165 has a mean velocity of 7.1 km day-I  

(blue line in Figure 2.1-5b), with individual sections displaying large variability 

around the mean. The majority of the intervals indicate a fluctuation in the mean 

velocity of the iceberg over the distance between positions of 5-11 km day -I . The 

consistency between the mean velocity and the distance travelled suggests the regular 

duration of each interval. There are three intervals in which the iceberg reaches mean 
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velocities of around 15 km day  l . The first of these occurs in July and the remainder 

occur in early September. 

2.1.3 Iceberg 74n131 
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Figure 2.1-6: The drift track of iceberg 74n131 in the Ross Sea. Magenta crosses 
indicate the start and end date, and the position of the iceberg annually. Red stars 
indicate the monthly position of the iceberg. The grey shading represents land and 
red crosses indicate the position of land marks Hull Bay, Terra Nova Bay, Cape 
Adare and Mertz Glacier. 

Iceberg 74n131 is the second iceberg in this study that drifts across the Ross Sea. It 

starts at 74.07°S 130.91°W (east of Hull Bay) on the 13 th  of November 1997 and 

travels a total distance of 4904 km over 1112 days, with 197 time-tagged positions. 

Its final position is 64.36°S 175.17°E on the 29 th  of November 2000 (Figure 2.1-6). 

The iceberg is the second of two icebergs that represent the smallest iceberg in this 

study, covering an area of 200 km2 . The iceberg tracks slowly west for the first eight 

months before turning southwest in June 1998 where its mean velocity increases, 

reaching its maximum during this period. In September 1998 the iceberg turns 

northwest and meanders about this mean heading until the end of its drift track. For 

the last year of the track, the mean velocity is much reduced. 
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Figure 2.1-7: (a) Distance travelled between successive positions along the track of 
iceberg 74n131 and (b) the mean velocity of iceberg 74n131 along each interval (red) 
and the mean velocity over the entire track (blue). 

Figure 2.1-7 identifies the changes in the mean velocity for each interval along the 

track of iceberg 74n131. There are three distinct periods when the iceberg velocity 

increases substantially. These are identified as being periods June-August 1998, 

March-September 1999 and June-August 2000. The maximum mean velocity during 

an interval is 20.8 km day-1  in July 1998, when the iceberg is near 142°W. The 

longest distance travelled in an interval was 123 km over 90 days from the 18 th  of 

December 1999 to the 17 th  March 2000. This period coincides with the largest gap in 

the position track and a due west heading. The mean velocity over the entire drift 

track is 4.4 km day-1 . There are a total of 48 intervals that show no movement by the 

iceberg. This causes large fluctuations in the mean velocity and distance travelled by 

the iceberg. 
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2.1.4 Iceberg BO9A 
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Figure 2.1-8: The drift track of iceberg BO9A in East Antarctica. Magenta crosses 
indicate the start and end date, and the position of the iceberg annually. Red stars 
indicate the monthly position of the iceberg. The grey shading represents land and 
red crosses indicate the position of Australian stations Casey, Davis, and Mawson, 
and Riiser Larsenhalvoya (RL). 

Iceberg BO9A is the only iceberg in this study that drifts round East Antarctica. It 

starts at 65.47°S 130.11°E on the 30 th  of August 1997 and travels a total distance of 

8255 km over 1227 days, with 206 time-tagged positions. The end of the drift track is 

at 73.19°S 34.45°W on the 8 th  of January 2001. The drift track (Figure 2.1-8) 

meanders along the coastline of East Antarctica, closely following the Antarctic 

Coastal Current until it enters the Weddell Sea, at which point it moves further 

offshore. 
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Figure 2.1-9: (a) Distance travelled between successive positions along the track of 
iceberg BO9A and (b) the mean velocity of iceberg BO9A along each interval (red) 
and the mean velocity over the entire track (blue). 

Figure 2.1-9 shows the distance travelled and mean velocity along each interval 

between time-tagged positions and the mean velocity of the iceberg over the entire 

trip. The velocity of the iceberg is relatively steady until it reaches Cape Borley (near 

56°E) in January 2000, when the velocity increases to 20 km day -I . A velocity of 

approximately 17 km day' is maintained until September 2000 when it enters the 

Weddell Sea region and the iceberg velocity reduces. The mean velocity over the 

entire track is 6.7 km day -1 . The largest distance between positions (387 km) over an 

interval coincides with the largest gap in the drift track (95 days). 
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2.1.5 Iceberg B10A 
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Figure 2.1-10: The drift track of iceberg BlOA in West Antarctica between August 
1991 and December 1998 (top), and between April 1999 and September 1999 
(bottom). Magenta crosses indicate the start and end date, and the position of the 
iceberg annually. Red stars indicate the monthly position of the iceberg. The grey 
shading represents land and the red cross indicates the position of Cape Herlacher 
(CH). The South Shetland Islands and Joinville Island are also indicated. 

Iceberg BlOA is the largest of the five icebergs in this study (2070 km2) and is the 

only iceberg to drift from West Antarctica through Drake Passage. Its drift track 

starts at 73.3°S 112.17°W (near Cape Herlacher) on the 4 th  of August 1991 and drifts 
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for 2978 days with 501 time tagged positions travelling a distance of 8733 km. The 

mean velocity over the entire track is 2.9 km day -1  The iceberg track concludes at 

59.21°S 55.44°W on the 29 th  of September 1999 in Drake Passage. There is a large 

data gap between December 1998 and April 1999 in which the iceberg was lost to 

scatterometer instruments (Stephen et al, 2000), only to be relocated in Drake 

Passage. 
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Figure 2.1-11: (a) Distance travelled between successive positions along the track of 
iceberg BlOA and (b) the mean velocity of iceberg BlOA along each interval (red) 
and the mean velocity over the entire track (blue). 

Iceberg BlOA spends most of its first three years with little change in its position 

(Figure 2.1-11) until in July 1994 it moves northwest. It moves in a general westward 

direction for one year starting in February 1995 before it tracks north. It continues to 

travel north reaching 67.17°S in July 1997 before turning east and travels in this 

direction until it steers northeast towards Drake Passage in December 1998. When 

BlOA reaches Drake Passage, it passes the South Shetland Islands before completing 

a clockwise loop over a four month period from June 1999, reaching its final position 
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in September 1999. Stephen eta! (2000) state that iceberg B1OA breaks up in 

January 2000 northwest of South Georgia Island (near 54°S 37°W), suggesting that it 

may be possible to obtain some more data points for this drift track. 

Figure 2.1-11 shows the distance travelled and mean velocity between time-tagged 

positions along the track of iceberg B 10A. The straight blue line in Figure 2.1-11 

indicates a mean velocity over the entire track of 2.9 km day -1 . The slow mean 

velocity of the iceberg over the entire drift track is strongly affected by the lack of 

movement in the first three years of drift. The largest distance between successive 

positions (1437 km) coincides with the data gap of 120 days. The iceberg maintains a 

steady velocity along most of its track until it reaches Drake Passage, in which it 

experiences its maximum velocity in late May 1999 when it reached speeds of 

29.3 km day -1  near the South Shetland Islands. 
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2.1.6 Iceberg B1OB 
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Figure 2.1-12: The drift track of iceberg B1OB in the Ross Sea. Magenta crosses 
indicate the start and end date, and the position of the iceberg annually. Red stars 
indicate the monthly position of the iceberg. The grey shading represents land and 
red crosses indicate the position of land marks Hull Bay, Terra Nova Bay, Cape 
Adare, and Mertz Glacier. 

Iceberg BlOB is the third iceberg of three that drifts in the Ross Sea (the others are 

737n165 and 74n131). Its drift track starts at 72.66°S 126.94°W on the 13 th  of 

September 1995 and travels for 762 days (145 time-tagged positions) covering a 

distance (great circle distance between positions) of 4405 km. The end of the drift 

track is at 67.03°S 167.69°E on the 14 th  of October 1997. The track of B1OB is very 

similar to iceberg 74n131 (Figure 2.1-6), though it drifted in this region more than 

two years earlier and takes a more westerly route than 74n131. 
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Figure 2.1-13: (a) Distance travelled between successive positions along the track of 
iceberg BlOB and (b) the mean velocity of iceberg BlOB along each interval (red) 
and the mean velocity over the entire track (blue). 

The mean velocity of iceberg BlOB over the entire track is 5.8 km day -I , the second 

fastest iceberg on average in this study. The velocity remains near average 

(excluding periods of no movement) with the exception of two sections of the 

iceberg track in which the iceberg speed increases substantially. During these periods 

it starts reaching speeds of 15 km day-I . The first period occurs between March 1996 

and September 1996 as the iceberg drifts past Hull Bay, and the second is from April 

1997 to October 1997, west of 1600  W. 

2.1.7 Apparent stationary positions in the iceberg track 

Along each iceberg track there are periods of time in which the iceberg position is 

unchanged over several 5-day intervals. The feature in the composite images (the 

position is obtained from these composite images) exhibits no displacement over the 

time interval. The iceberg must have an average velocity of 0.058 m s 	km day-I ) 
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to register a change in position (due to pixel size in scatterometer images). If there is 

no change in position between successive composite images, then the iceberg is 

apparently stationary. This will be termed as a repeated position from herein. 

There are three possible scenarios that can cause a repeated position to occur in the 

iceberg track. The first is that the iceberg is grounded, the base of the iceberg is in 

contact with the seabed (the draft of the iceberg is equal to the depth of the ocean). 

An analysis of the bathymetry data at the repeated positions indicates that for the 

majority of the positions, this is an unlikely explanation. Other scenarios are that the 

iceberg can be trapped by slow moving sea ice or trapped in an eddy which brings 

the iceberg back towards its original position within the time frame of consecutive 

composite images. In regions around Antarctica when the sea ice concentration is 

greater than 90%, the sea ice can form a solid block around the iceberg and thus 

trapping the iceberg (Lichey and Hellmer, 2001). Once the iceberg is trapped, it will 

move with the sea ice. Figure 2.1-14 shows the location of the repeated positions 

along the drift tracks of icebergs 737n165, 74n131 and Bl OB over the bathymetry of 

the Ross Sea region. For the purpose of this study, model simulations only use the 

movement of the iceberg, so repeated positions were omitted from the iceberg track. 

One of the model tests uses the ocean current field to determine if the simulation will 

continue, as explained in Section 3.2. 
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Bathymetry around icebergs 737n165, 74n131, B1OB 

Figure 2.1-14: Bathymetry map of the Ross Sea region with the drift tracks of 
icebergs 737n165, 74n131 and BlOB. The colour map indicates the depth (in metres) 
of the ocean, the key signifies iceberg tracks, the grey shading indicates land, and the 
yellow asterisks indicate the location of each repeated position in the track. 

The track of iceberg 737n165 has only a few occasions when the position is 

considered as a repeated position, mostly towards the end of its track. As seen in 

Figure 2.1-14 the repeated positions are located over the Bellingshausen Abyssal 

Plain, which is at least 3000 m beneath the surface of the ocean. Iceberg 74n131 has 

instances of repeated positions regularly along its track, particularly near Hull Bay 

and the entrance of the Ross Sea between 165°W and 170°E. There is only one 

position along the track of iceberg 74n131 that indicates that grounding of the 

iceberg is the most likely cause of the repeated position. This will be discussed in 

detail in Section 4.1.1. Iceberg BlOB has repeated positions concentrated east of Hull 

Bay and offshore from the continental shelf between 180°W and 165°W. It is clear 

that for a majority of these positions, the ocean depth is far greater than the draft of 

these icebergs, thus removing grounding as a cause of the repeated positions for 

these icebergs. 
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Bathymetry around the track of iceberg BO9A 
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Figure 2.1-15: Bathymetry map of the coastal region of East Antarctica between 
130°  E and the eastern entrance to the Weddell Sea (40 °  W) with  the  track of iceberg 
BO9A (red line). The colour map indicates the depth (in metres)  of  the ocean, and the 
yellow asterisks indicate the location of each repeated position in  the  track. 

Figure 2.1-15 and 2.1-16 indicate the positions of the repeated positions along the 

track of iceberg BO9A and BlOA, and the bathymetry around these tracks. The track 

of iceberg BO9A has high concentrations of repeated positions after it passes Davis 

station, the Amery Ice Shelf, Mawson station, and after it enters  the  Weddell Sea. 

The iceberg closely follows the 1000 m bathymetry contour. There is a small chance 

that the iceberg could be grounded, especially in the regions  of high  concentrations 

of repeated positions, but it  is  unlikely. 
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Bathymetry around track of Iceberg B10A 
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Figure 2.1-16: Bathymetry map around the track of iceberg BlOA (red line). The 
colour map indicates the depth (in metres) of the ocean, and the yellow asterisks 
indicate the location of each repeated position in the track. The grey shading 
indicates land. 

The track of iceberg BlOA has high concentrations of repeated positions from the 

start of its track to its most northern point before it turns east and enters the Antarctic 

Circumpolar Current. Figure 2.1-16 suggests that iceberg BlOA could be grounded in 

the early periods of its track, but grounding becomes unlikely as  it turns north out of 

the Antarctic coastal current towards deeper water over the Bellingshausen Abyssal 

Plain. 

The bathymetry at the positions that indicate movement of the iceberg between 

successive composite images are discussed in Section 4.1.1. 
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2.2 Bathymetry around Antarctica 

The bathymetry dataset used in this study is Terrainbase, a 5-minute resolution 

digital ocean and land elevation dataset developed by National Geophysical Data 

Centre (NGDC)/World Data Centre-A (WDC-A). Terrainbase supersedes the 

ETOP05 data set developed by the same organisation. 

Terrainbase was developed by combining twenty-six regional and worldwide Digital 

Terrain Models (DTM), including the superseded ETOP05 dataset, to form the 

global model. The highest quality DTM's were identified and given highest priority. 

The global model was assembled by adding the highest priority DTM first and then 

adding the next highest priority DTM in areas that the previous DIM does not cover. 

This process continued until the lowest priority DTM was added to the global model. 

Imperfections were identified and corrected by a number of methods including, 

replacing the erroneous cell with a mean of the neighbouring eight cells, and vertical 

discontinuities were identified around the southern edge of the ETOP05 bathymetry 

model near Antarctica. The ETOP05 dataset was used for the region around 

Antarctica and terminates at 78°S. For ocean cells south of 78°S, a value of 0 was 

given, producing a large area of zero elevation. A consequence of this is a sharp drop 

off occurs at 78°S where the shelf meets the edge of ETOP05 data. This problem 

only affects the southernmost regions of the Weddell and Ross Seas and does not 

affect any of the five iceberg tracks used in this study. 
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Figure 2.2-1: Bathymetry maps from the Terrainbase dataset around Antarctica 
between a) 80°W and 120°E and b) 120°E and 80°W. Contours are 1000 m, 3000 m 
and 5000 m. The colour bar indicates ocean depths (in metres) and the grey shading 
indicates land. Areas near land that are uncoloured are ocean waters less than 1000 m 
deep. 

Figure 2.2- 1 a covers the region 80°W to 120°E, which includes Drake Passage and 

the Weddell Sea. It captures the Weddell-Enderby Abyssal Plain (30°W — 60°E), 

Kerguelen Island (70°E) and Kerguelen Plateau (70°E — 85°E). 

Figure 2.2-lb shows bathymetry around Antarctica between 120°E and 80°W. The 

bathymetry data shows the Bellingshausen Abyssal Plain (80°W — 130°W), the 
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Pacific-Antarctic Ridge (155°E — 135°W), southern tip of the East Pacific Rise 

(120°W), and the Amundsen Abyssal Plain (between the Bellingshausen Abyssal 

Plain and the Pacific-Antarctic Ridge). 
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2.3 Ocean Velocity 

The ocean velocity dataset is the Tasmanian Partnership in Advanced Computing 

(TPAC) 1/8° x 1/8° global ocean circulation model using a seasonal simulation based 

on an earlier experiment that used constant wintertime forcing. It is an ocean-only 

general circulation model (based on the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory's 

Modular Ocean Model, version 3.0). The constant wintertime forcing model is 

described in Meijers et al. (2007). Ocean temperature and salinity perturbations that 

represent the seasonal variation, along with the sea surface temperature anomalies 

and time varying wind anomalies are introduced to create the ocean model used in 

this study. The ocean velocities are stored as monthly averages centred on the 15 th  

day of each month. One compromise for using monthly averaged ocean velocity 

dataset is that small temporal scale eddies are smoothed out, which will have an 

effect on the motion of the modelled iceberg tracks. The domain of the ocean model 

extends from 80°N to 80°S and circumpolar in longitude and consists of 24 depth 

levels between the surface and the seafloor (Meijers et al. 2007). 

The iceberg assimilation work uses the monthly mean ocean velocities between 48°S 

and 80°S, and circumpolar in longitude. Each monthly mean field is assigned a 

nominal date corresponding to the 15 th  of each month. Velocity fields for 

intermediate dates are then derived from the mean fields by linear interpolation 

against time. The time span of the monthly fields used in the iceberg assimilation is 

1991 to 2001. Two ocean velocity fields are used corresponding to depth levels in the 

ocean model of 103 m and 238 m. The depths were chosen because the deepest base 

of the icebergs in this study is about 300 m. The outer edge of the Ross Ice Shelf has 

a base depth around 250 m (Holland et al. 2003). 
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Figure 2.3-1: Mean ocean velocity at (a) 103 m and (b) 238 m  in  the Ross Sea 
region for January 1998. Iceberg tracks 74n131 (red) and BlOA (magenta) are 
included. The grey shading indicates land. 
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Figure 2.3-2: Mean ocean velocity at (a) 103 m and (b) 238 m in the Ross Sea region 
for July 1998. Iceberg tracks 74n131 (red) and BlOA (magenta) are included. The 
grey shading indicates land. 

Figures 2.3-1 and 2.3-2 display the mean ocean velocities at 103 m and 238 m for 

January 1998 and July 1998. The Antarctic Coastal Current is seen as a strong 

westward flowing current near the coast until it turns northwest near 160°W. This 

movement is consistent with the location of the upper break of the continental slope 

observed in Figure 2.1-14. A large clockwise gyre can be seen between 175°W and 
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130°W in the northeast Ross Sea, offshore from the continental slope. At both 103 m 

and 238 m, there is flow towards the Ross Ice Shelf region on the eastern side 

(165°W) and outflow from this region on the western side near 170°W. 

This dataset is sourced from the TPAC website: 

http://opendap.dc.apac.edu.au/nphdods/g11/variableforcing/monthly_averages  
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2.4 Wind Velocity 

The dataset chosen as the wind velocity in this study is the NCEP-DOE Reanalysis 2 

Gaussian Grid 10 m winds. The Reanalysis 2 (R-2) dataset is an improvement on the 

Reanalysis 1 (R-1), in that human errors discovered in the R-1 dataset have been 

fixed and an upgrade to the forecast model and diagnostic package was conducted 

(Kanamitsu et al. 2002). Data used in both reanalyses includes global rawindsonde 

data, Comprehensive Ocean-Atmosphere Data Set (COADS) surface marine data, 

aircraft data, surface land synoptic data, satellite sounder data, and satellite cloud 

drift winds. The model used in the reanalysis is the T62/28-level NCEP global 

spectral model, and is described in Kalnay et al, (1996). 

This study uses the 10 m NCEP-DOE Reanalysis 2 Gaussian Grid winds between 

latitudes 48.5 °  S and 88.5 °  S and circumpolar in longitude. There are four fields per 

day corresponding to the times 00z, 06z, 12z, and 18z. The time span for the wind 

velocity data set used in this study is from 1991 to 2001. Wind velocities are in units 

of m s. 

The NCEP winds dataset was sourced from the TPAC Oceans and Climate Data 

Portal website: http:// 

ngportal.sf.utas.edu.au/thredds/dodsC/library/ncep2/gaussian_grid/uwnd.10m.gauss  
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Figure 2.4-1: Mean wind velocity fields over the Ross Sea region between 130°E and 
120°W for (a) January 1998 and (b) July 1998. The grey shading indicates land. 

Figure 2.4-1 shows the mean wind velocity fields for January 1998 and July 1998 

over the Ross Sea region. In Figure 2.4-1a, the mean position of a low pressure 

centre is near 68°S 175°W and a low pressure trough extending to the northwest near 

63°S 140°E and southeast towards 73°S 175°W. The location of the low pressure 

trough in July propagates north of its mean position in January, due to the 
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strengthening land high pressure system as evident in the extension of the 

anticyclonic circulation in the July mean. The wind regime in both months suggests 

strong katabatic offshore flow over the Ross Ice Shelf region, particularly over the 

western sector (west of 175°W). Winds in the western sector of the Ross Sea have 

peak speeds of around 11 m s -I . The westerly winds near the coast (near 130°W) in 

January are replaced by weaker south-easterly winds and the winds north of 64°S 

turn westerly in July in response to the northward propagation of the low pressure 

trough. 
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2.5 Sea Ice Datasets 

2.5.1 Sea Ice Concentration 

The sea ice concentration data set used in this study is the Bootstrap Sea Ice 

Concentrations from Nimbus-7 Scanning Multi-channel Microwave Radiometer 

(SMMR) and Defence Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) Special Sensor 

Microwave Imager (SSM/I). The sea ice concentration dataset is available from the 

National Snow and Ice Data Centre (NSIDC) website, http://www.nsidc.org . 

The Bootstrap algorithm is described in detail in (Comiso 1995). The algorithm uses 

data from two passive microwave detection channels to determine the sea ice 

concentration in a cell with a spatial resolution of 25 km x 25 km. For the Antarctic 

region the vertically-polarised 19 GHz and 37 GHz channels are used. Two tie points 

are determined by plotting the measured brightness temperatures of two microwave 

channels against each other and recognising linear correlations that represent near 

100% sea ice concentration and open ocean conditions. A line is drawn through a 

measured data point connecting the two linear tie point lines, which represents sea 

ice concentration between 0% and 100% for a particular sea ice type. The minimum 

brightness temperature along the open ocean tie point is used to connect the two tie 

points, because the brightness temperature in open ocean conditions increases under 

stormy conditions through wave action and atmospheric disturbances (Comiso 1995). 

The brightness temperatures at either end of the drawn line and the measured 

brightness temperature are input into a mixing equation to return the calculated sea 

ice concentration. 
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The sea ice concentration dataset is provided as a set of daily digital images on a 

Polar Stereographic Projection grid with the scale set at 70°S, and grid cell resolution 

of 25 km x 25 km. Each image is generated from the accumulation of passive 

microwave data over a 24-hour period. The derived sea ice concentration values 

range between 0 and 100%, and have an assigned uncertainty of 10-15% (Comiso 

1995). 

A spatial interpolation is first applied to any isolated empty point using the average 

of the good surrounding points. A time interpolation is then applied to the spatially 

interpolated map based on a weighting scheme, in which, the closer in time the 

missing point is to the good point, the higher the weighting value. For the SSM/I 

data, mostly adjacent days are used for temporal interpolation of missing points. 

Aircraft and ship measurements have verified against the areas of 100% sea ice 

concentration. The distance between the ice edge and the inner pack is longer than 

measured field observations. A change of one degree Kelvin in physical temperature 

of the emitting surface can cause an error of 0.91% in the Antarctic region (Comiso 

1995). In the Weddell and Ross Seas the change in physical temperature is small due 

to the snow layer providing a good insulation for the surface, thus reducing the error 

in these regions. 

Sea ice concentration errors are very difficult to quantify due to changes in 

emissivity of evolving sea ice (e.g. grease ice to nilas to young ice to first year ice to 

multiyear ice). These changes in emissivity can cause the sea ice concentration to be 

less than would be observed because the emissivity of this ice is less than pack ice. In 

areas of 100% sea ice concentration where the ice is thin (first-year ice), the 

calculated sea ice concentration could be a low as 80%. (Lichey and Hellmer 2001) 
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considered the sea ice strength as an additional condition for the ability for sea ice to 

trap an iceberg. They determined that for sea ice in the Weddell Sea (which is mainly 

made up of first year ice due to the large area of divergence), the sea ice would only 

need to be a minimum of 88 cm thick to be strong enough to trap a large tabular 

iceberg. 

The subset of the Bootstrap Sea Ice Concentration dataset used in this study are daily 

grids covering latitudes 55°S to 85°S, and circumpolar in longitude. The SSM/I 

dataset is used between 1991 and 2001. Values between 0 and 100 represent sea ice 

concentration percentage within the grid cell and a value of 1200 identifies a land 

position. 

The sea ice concentration files are daily files, with two additional files giving the 

position of the data points. These additional files were used to convert the data onto a 

grid compatible with the model grid. Nearest neighbour interpolation was used to 

calculate the sea ice concentration at each grid cell point. There was only one file 

that contained no data, 1 1th  March 1998. Data for this date was linearly interpolated 

between data from the 10th  and 12 th  of March 1998, and rounded to the next integer. 

This method of interpolation did not affect the land mask in the data since both data 

files contain the same land mask. 

2.5.2 Sea Ice Velocity 

As discussed in Section 2.1.7, the iceberg tracks show periods of repeated positions 

which are likely to be caused by stationary sea ice. The sea-ice motion is therefore 

likely to be important in some regions, mainly during winter and spring months. New 

developments in remote sensing mean that sea-ice motion can be detected and used 
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in the model developed in Chapter 3. 'The data set used for the sea-ice velocity is the 

Polar Pathfinder Daily 25 km EASE-Grid Sea Ice Motion Vectors, available from 

National Snow and Ice Centre website. The sea ice motion vectors were calculated 

using data sourced for the Antarctic region using the Advanced Very High 

Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR), Scanning Multichannel Microwave Radiometer 

(SMMR) and Special Sensor Microwave / Imager (SSM/I) instruments. 

An optimal interpolation process using cross-correlation of sea ice vectors from all 

sources is used to minimise the error variance. A simple exponential function is used 

to model the correlation between datasets. Each velocity component is interpolated 

separately and reprojected onto 25 km EASE-Grids (Fowler 2003). 

Data downloaded from the website was converted onto a grid to make them 

compatible with the model grid. Daily grids between January 1991 to December 

2001 with latitude coverage of 55°S to 85°S and circumpolar in longitude are used in 

this study. Sea ice velocities are in units of m s -I . 
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Figure 2.5-1: Mean sea ice concentration extent for (a) January 1998 and (b) July 
1998 over the Ross Sea. The colour bar indicates the different ranges of sea ice 
concentration used in the iceberg model. Colours represent open ocean (blue), sea ice 
drag influence (green), and sea ice trapping (yellow — red). Grey shading indicates 
land. 

Figure 2.5-1 illustrates the change in the mean sea ice concentration and extent over 

the Ross Sea region between January 1998 (austral summer) and July 1998 (austral 

winter). The jagged edge effect on Figures 2.5-1, 2.5-2 and 2.5-4 are the result of the 
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sharp delineation of the colour contour scheme. During July 1998,  an  extensive area 

of high concentrations of sea ice (> 80%) covers the Ross Sea  region.  Near 100% sea 

ice concentrations are evident close to the coast, east of 165°W  and  the region at 

between 160°E and 180°W, indicating the extent of the Ross Ice  Shelf.  These areas of 

near 100% sea ice concentration appear to be constant throughout  the  year since they 

are also present in the January mean shown in Figure 2.5-1. The  mean  sea ice 

concentrations in January 1998 indicate that the sea ice retreats considerably with 

only two main regions of sea ice cover, the first along the coast  near  150°E and the 

other extending from 170°W to 120°W in Figure 2.5-1a. The  western  Ross Sea is 

almost free of sea ice during January 1998, and the formation of a coastal polynya 

near Getz Ice Shelf (130°W) can be seen in Figure 2.5-1a. 
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Figure 2.5-2: Changes in sea ice concentration in the Ross Sea during January 1998. 
The time stamps are (a) 5 th, (b) 15 th, and (c) 25 th  of the month. The colour bar 
indicates the different ranges of sea ice concentration used in the iceberg model. 
Colours represent open ocean (blue), sea ice drag influence (green), and sea ice 
trapping (yellow — red). The grey shading indicates land. 

The change in sea-ice concentrations and sea ice motion vectors during January 1998 

are shown in Figures 2.5-2 and 2.5-3. The days chosen to show these changes are the 

5 th , 15 th , and the 25 th  of January 1998. The retreat of the sea-ice extent is evident over 

the whole region throughout the month with an increase in sea-ice concentrations 
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Figure 2.5-3: Sea ice vectors in the Ross Sea over the month of January 1998. Dates 
shown are the (a) 5 th , (b) 15 th -, 

1J and (c) 25 th . Grey shading indicates the coastline. 

The creation of a coastal polynya by the 15 th  of January is evident in Figure 2.5-2b 

and remains throughout the remainder of the month. The velocity of the sea ice in the 

eastern Ross Sea increases between the 5 th  and 15 th  of January, during which time a 

change in direction of movement occurs near 72°S 150°W. The sea-ice flow changes 

from a weak clockwise circulation (centred near 69°S 140°W) on the 5 th  to a stronger 
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anti-clockwise circulation by the 15 th• This change in direction creates a strong 

convergent region near 72°S 145°W as sea ice to the northwest drifts southeast and 

meets sea ice drifting northeast. The sea ice flow will contribute to the reduction in 

sea ice extent in the area and reduced sea ice concentrations north and south of the 

convergence (assuming no sea ice formation). 

The change in direction of sea-ice flow near the coast at 155°E identifies the sea ice 

concentration change between the 15th and 25 th  of January. On the 15 th, the sea ice to 

the north is drifting southwest, causing the retreat of the sea ice extent and an 

increase of sea-ice concentrations closer to the coast. Between the  15th  and the 25 th, 

the sea ice drift becomes northerly and slightly stronger in speed  on  the eastern flank. 

The sea-ice concentration is reduced, primarily on the northern  and  eastern flanks 

during this period, with a maximum centred near the coast. 
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Figure 2.5-4: Changes in sea ice concentration in the Ross Sea during July 1998. The 
time stamps are (a) 5 th, (b)  15 th and (c)  25th 2J of the month. The colour bar indicates 
the different ranges of sea ice concentration used in the iceberg model. Colours 
represent open ocean (blue), sea ice drag influence (green), and sea ice trapping 
(yellow — red). The grey shading indicates land. 

Figure 2.5-4 and Figure 2.5-5 show the changes in sea-ice concentration and motion 

over the Ross Sea region between 130°E and 120°W for July 1998. The entire region 

is covered in high concentrations of sea ice with a large area extending as far north as 
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Figure 2.5-5: Sea ice vectors in the Ross Sea over the month of July 1998. Dates 
shown are the (a) 5 th , (b) 15 th, and (c) 25 th• Grey shading indicates the land. 

On the 5 th  of July 1998 (Figure 2.5-5a) rapid southward movement of the sea ice 

centred near 68°S 155°W transports sea ice into the central region of the Ross Sea, 

coinciding with the sea-ice concentration maximum in Figure 2.5-4a. Sea ice motion 

in this maxima becomes slow and variable on the 15 th , but by the 25 th, southward 

flow on the western edge increases and turns southeast which, combined with weaker 
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offshore flow contributes to the increase in sea-ice concentration along a coastal belt 

between 170°W and 125°W (assuming no sea-ice formation). 

A strong concentration gradient occurs along the northern extent of the sea ice, and 

the sequence in Figure 2.5-4 indicates the growth of the sea ice extent during July, 

most notable near 150°W. A reduction in the sea-ice concentration over the southern 

edge of the sea-ice extent lies between 150°E and 155°W. The reason for this is most 

likely related to the southern transport of sea ice, as observed in Figure 2.5-5c. 
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3 The Iceberg Model 

The iceberg model determines (or simulates) the drift of an iceberg under the 

influence of forcing by the atmosphere, ocean and, if present, sea ice. It is a dynamic 

model based on the model of Lichey and Hellmer (2001). The forcing terms 

considered in this study are: ocean drag on the basal surface of the iceberg; 

atmospheric drag on the upper surface; form drag on the vertical sides of the iceberg; 

Coriolis force; sea surface slope; and the effect of absence / presence of sea ice about 

the iceberg. The model requires input data to calculate the change in velocity 

(acceleration) of the iceberg due to the influence of atmospheric and oceanic forces 

over a prescribed duration of time. The input variables used in this model are wind 

velocity at 10 m height, ocean currents at 103 m and 238 m depth, sea ice 

concentration and velocity, and time-tagged positions of five drifting icebergs around 

Antarctica. The input data used by the iceberg model are described in Chapter 2. 

The model will use the forces listed above to predict the movement of each iceberg 

using its observed track in a piecewise fashion between known positions and 

corresponding dates. 

In this chapter, the equations defining the forcing terms, the methods used to derive 

the relevant values of the input variables, and the assumptions used in the iceberg 

model will be described. 

3.1 Equations in the Iceberg Model 

The equations in this iceberg model are based on those used and described in the 

iceberg model by Lichey & Hellmer (2001). Their study tracked iceberg C7, a large 
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iceberg that drifted in the Weddell Sea for a period of two years. The iceberg model 

in this study differs from that used by Lichey and Hellmer (2001) in the different 

implementation of the sea-ice strength for the trapping of icebergs, and for a wider 

range of icebergs in varying oceanographic and sea-ice environments. 

3.1.1 The Basic Equation 

The movement of an iceberg can be described by the sum of the forces acting on the 

iceberg due to atmospheric and oceanic mechanisms. 

The Basic Equation is given in the form: 

du - - — M— = F A  +F +F +F +F 
dt 

(1) 

where M is the mass of the iceberg, n is the velocity of the iceberg, and t is the time 

over which the forces are acting on the iceberg. 

Equation (1) states that the acceleration of an iceberg in sea ice covered ocean equals 

the sum of all influencing atmospheric and oceanic forces. These forces are Air ( P, ) 

and Water Drag ( Pw  ), the Coriolis force ( Fe ), Sea Surface Slope (Pss ), and Sea Ice 

Interaction ( Ps, ). A simple rearrangement of this equation enables the velocity of the 

iceberg to be calculated along each time step. 

3.1.2 Air and Water Drag 

The drag force is caused by the difference in velocity between an object and the 

medium it moves through. It is calculated using the general drag relationship 

described in Smith and Banke (1983). The difference between the velocity of the 

iceberg and the wind or ocean currents influences the strength of the drag forcing 
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imposed on the iceberg. Only the horizontal drag forcing is used in the iceberg 

model, although both horizontal and vertical faces of the iceberg will contribute to 

the drag forcing. 

The drag relationship is: 

k'x = [(oxc,A) -F (P,cdxAh,)]  Ix —id (i5, — 	(2) 

where the subscript x describes those variables and constants related to the air and 

the ocean. 

This study uses the same constant values as used by Lichey and Hellmer (2001). The 

values are presented in Table 3-1. 

In Equation (2), px  is the air and ocean density, c, is the dimensionless coefficient 

of resistance, and cd, is the dimensionless drag coefficient for very smooth surfaces. 

The size of the iceberg plays a major role in the magnitude of the drag affecting the 

iceberg. A, is the vertical area of the iceberg facing the wind/ocean current (the 

sides of the iceberg), and Ay, is the horizontal area in contact with the wind/ocean 

(the top and base of the iceberg). The iceberg position and size is obtained using 

satellite imagery (as described in Section 2.1). 
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PA 1.293 kg 111-3  Pw  1027.5 kg 111 -3  

C A  0.4 cw  0.85 

CdA 2.5 x 104  Cdw  5 x 104  

Table 3-1: Values of the drag forcing constants used in this iceberg model. 

An example of how the magnitude of the drag forcing changes can be demonstrated 

by using the size characteristics of iceberg BO9A (31 km wide by 45 km long), and 

assume that 12% of the iceberg is exposed to the atmosphere. The area of the side of 

the iceberg in contact with the wind and ocean currents (A vx) is 41.85 x 109  m2  and 

306.9 x 109  m2  respectively. These areal values are obtained assuming that the 

iceberg is oriented with its width perpendicular to the flow of the wind and the ocean 

current, the height of the iceberg above and below the surface of the ocean is 30 m 

and 220 m respectively. The horizontal area of the iceberg (AO in contact with the 

wind and ocean currents is the surface and the base of the iceberg. The iceberg is 

assumed to take the shape of a rectangular prism, so these surfaces are equal in area. 

The area of the surface of iceberg BO9A is 1.4 x 10 9  m2 . The wind and ocean velocity 

is represented by -)", , and ii is the iceberg velocity in Equation (2). 

An iceberg the size of BO9A moving at 0.1 m s -1 , experiencing a wind speed of 

10 ms feels a drag equal to 4.88 x 10" N. An increase in wind speed of 5 m s -1  

increases the air drag magnitude to 11.1 x 10" N. If the iceberg reduced in size by 

10 km x 10 km, then the air drag would be 6.4 x 10" N (assuming no change in wind 

speed). Therefore a change in wind speed will have a stronger influence on the air 

drag forcing than a change in size. A constant iceberg size is assumed throughout all 

simulations, thus the air and water drag forcing are strongly determined by the 
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accuracy of the input variables, wind and ocean velocities and the method of 

calculation of such velocities. 

3.1.3 Coriolis Force 

The Coriolis Force (Fe ) is an apparent force created by the rotation of the Earth 

which results in deflecting moving objects to the left of the movement vector in the 

Southern Hemisphere and to the right in the Northern Hemisphere. 

The equation for the Coriolis Force is: 

= fM x = 2Mc2 sin 0( x 	 (3 ) 

where M is the mass of the iceberg, f is the Coriolis parameter ( f = 2f2sin 0 ), 	is 

the rotational speed of the Earth (7.27 x 1 0 -5  s -1 ), 0 is the latitude of the iceberg 

(negative in the Southern Hemisphere), k is a unit vector perpendicular to the 

Earth's surface, and U is the velocity of the iceberg. The magnitude of the Coriolis 

force is strongly influenced by the velocity of the iceberg and to a lesser extent, the 

latitude. For example, the Coriolis parameter ( f = 212 sin 0 ) is purely a function 

of the latitude of the iceberg because the rotational speed of the Earth is assumed 

constant. The value of the Coriolis parameter ( ) is strongest towards the pole (90 0  

latitude). 

Figure 3-1 shows the change in f due to the change in latitude of the iceberg 

between 85°S and 55°S. Each model simulation uses sections of each iceberg track 

determined by the change in position of the iceberg. The centre of the iceberg is 
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assumed to represent the position of the iceberg for each time step of each 

simulation. Another assumption is made for the value of f for each time step. The 

Coriolis parameter is assumed to be constant over the area of the iceberg and is 

calculated using the latitude at the centre of the iceberg for each time step. Due to the 

size of these icebergs there may be more than 1 °  difference between the corners of 

each iceberg. Assuming that the latitude of the iceberg is 65 °  S, the largest difference 

in the value of f between corners of the iceberg is 0.8 x 10 -7  s-1 (iceberg B 10A has 

the largest side, 90 km), negligible compared to the value of f at 65 °  S 

(1.318x 10 4 s). 

X10-4  

-1.15 

-1.2 

-1.25 

'co -1.3 

-1.35 

-1.4 

-1.45 

-1.5 
-85 	-80 	-75 	-70 	-65 	-60 	-55 

latitude (°) 

Figure 3-1: The change in the Coriolis parameter ( f ) over the Antarctic region 
between 85 °S and 55 °S. The change in the Coriolis parameter from 85 °S to 55°S is 
approximately 0.2 x 10 4  s -1 . 
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The Coriolis force described in Equation (3) is presented in vector form: 

F = jM 
	

(4) 

Where f is negative in the southern hemisphere, u and v are the zonal and 

meridional components of the iceberg velocity. 

3.1.3.1 Verifying the numerical stability of the model  

There are two possible schemes that can be used to calculate the iceberg velocity at 

each time step. The first is an explicit numerical scheme that is solved using the 

current iceberg velocity to calculate a new iceberg velocity at each time step 

(Equation (5)). This method introduces large errors into the solution, which can be 

seen from the large increase in iceberg velocity and distance travelled, as shown in 

Figures 3-2 and 3-3. The second scheme is a semi-explicit numerical scheme that 

uses the iceberg velocity at half time steps. This scheme has the advantage of energy 

conservation, that is, the velocity of the iceberg doesn't decay (in the absence of 

friction) and in time the iceberg motion will become parallel to the contours of sea 

surface height. The adoption of the semi-explicit scheme is important here because it 

reduces the numerical error of an explicit scheme, and makes for a stable numerical 

system (Figure 3-4). 

The numerical stability of the model is tested by modelling an iceberg of unit mass 

with an initial velocity and only influenced by the Coriolis force. In Equation (1), we 

make all terms on the right hand side equal to zero, except Pc  . Substituting Equation 

(4) into the right hand side of Equation (1) gives: 
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dt 
	

vul 

	
(5 ) 

Converting the iceberg velocity in Equation (5) into vector form and rearranging 

using a constant time step gives: 

[ui,,i_[ 1 	fiiruj i 
L_fi i]Lvi i (6) 

Figure 3-2 illustrates the resultant iceberg track when only influenced by the Coriolis 

[0.02 
.011 

u force using an initial iceberg velocity of = 	m s and time step of one hour. 

The segments in the iceberg track in Figure 3-2 indicate that the distance travelled 

increases with each time step. This is confirmed in Figure 3-3, which indicates that 

an exponential change in velocity of the iceberg is experienced after only 60 hours of 

simulation. 
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Figure 3-2: An iceberg of unit mass is under the influence of only the Coriolis force 
using Equation (6) to test the stability of the iceberg model. The red stars indicate the 
position of the iceberg every 15 hours. The track shows the rotation of the iceberg 
track is anti-clockwise. It is clearly seen that Equation (6) creates an unstable model. 

The stability of the model is strongly dependent on the time step used. The larger the 

time step, the faster the model destabilises. 

Velocty components of model iceberg using Coriolis force only 

0 	10 	20 	30 	40 
	

50 	60 
	

70 
Hour 

Figure 3-3: The change in velocity of the iceberg under the influence of the Coriolis 
force alone. It can be seen  that  the  velocity of the  model  iceberg fluctuates 
dramatically after only 10 hours of movement. 
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Figure 3-3 shows that the speed of the iceberg using the explicit numerical scheme 

(Equation (5)) increases from 2.24 x 10 -2  m s to 9.87 m s -1  in just 60 hours. A semi-

implicit numerical scheme is introduced to create a stable system by using the mean 

velocity of the iceberg over two consecutive time steps (current and forward) instead 

of the current velocity. The mean velocity of the iceberg can be written 

as (fi,+1  + it, )/ 2, where the subset i indicates the current time step and i +1 indicates 

the next time step. Substituting (fi, + , + ü1 )/2 into Equation (5) gives: 

Converting the right hand side of Equation (7) into vector form and rearranging 

gives: 

(8) 

The same simulation that used Equation (5) is conducted using Equation (8). The 

result is shown in Figure 3-4, which indicates that the path taken by the iceberg is a 

circular pattern consistent with the Coriolis term causing deflection to the left. It 

takes approximately 14 hours to complete one revolution and the distance travelled 

along each segment in Figure 3-4 indicates that the velocity of the iceberg remains 

relatively constant. 
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Figure 3-4: The Coriolis term described by Equation (8) provides a stable model with 
the iceberg following a circular track. The axes represent the zonal and meridional 
distance travelled by the iceberg in units of metres. 

3.1.4 Sea surface slope 

The sea surface slope (F ) defines a pressure gradient term that largely drives the 

motion of the iceberg. In this case, the ocean model did not explicitly carry the 

surface height field. The gradient of the surface height field was estimated from the 

ocean velocity assuming that the ocean velocity field was in geostrophic balance 

with the Coriolis force. This is a good approximation for the velocity layers that are 

below the Ekman velocity field. In the case of the ocean model input used as part of 

this study, the winds are introduced into the surface layers as a body force, and thus 

layers below the surface layer are close to having a geostrophic balance. 

Consequently we use Equation (10) to estimate the sea surface slope term from the 

ocean velocity. 
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2f2sin 4 x Il= gtani 	 (9) 

The iceberg is affected by the horizontal PGF and so the sea surface slope term is 

equivalent to the Coriolis force acting on the ocean current, but in the opposite 

direction. Therefore, Equation (10) describes the sea surface slope force acting on the 

iceberg. 

Pss = mf(k• x fr) 	 (10) 

where V is the ocean velocity taken from the ocean model. Note that the ocean 

velocity field is being used as a proxy for the sea surface slope. This ocean velocity 

is also used in the ocean drag relationships described in Section 3.1.2, but there it has 

a quite different role on the motion of the iceberg. 

3.1.5 Sea ice interaction 

Sea ice plays an important role in the movement of an iceberg around Antarctica. 

Lichey and Hellmer (2001) include sea ice interaction in the iceberg model used to 

simulate the track of iceberg C-7. They use the sea-ice concentration and sea-ice 

strength as an indicator for how the sea ice will interact with the iceberg. If the sea-

ice concentration and strength are sufficiently high, the iceberg is deemed to be 

trapped in the sea ice. The sea-ice strength is only used in this case. For lower sea-ice 

concentrations, the iceberg is influenced by sea ice drag forcing, and when there is 

very little sea ice, no interaction with the iceberg occurs. 

This study also uses the sea-ice concentration to determine how the sea ice interacts 

with the iceberg. The criteria used in this study are similar to those used in Lichey 
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and Hellmer (2001), with the exception that iceberg trapping is not dependent on the 

sea ice strength. 

The force exerted on the iceberg due to the presence of sea ice is defined as: 

10 .:A_15% 

frs/ =--- —21  PmcstAsill7s/ — /71(f;si —u ) : 15% < A< N 

--( -EA 1- -Ew  + -Ec  +frss ) :A ?_N 

where A is the sea-ice concentration, N is the sea-ice concentration that distinguishes 

between sea ice drag and iceberg trapping, Psi  is the density of the sea ice 

(917 kg m-3), Cs!  is the dimensionless coefficient of resistance for sea ice equal to 

1.0, As, is the product of sea-ice thickness and the iceberg width, v is the velocity 

of the sea ice and ü is the velocity of the iceberg. 

Equation (11) describes the equations used in the iceberg model, determined by the 

sea-ice concentration at the iceberg position. When the sea-ice concentration is 

< 15%, the iceberg is deemed to be in open ocean conditions and no interaction with 

the sea ice occurs, therefore the sea ice forcing term is set to zero. The reason for this 

choice of limit for open ocean conditions is explained in Section 3.2.3. The value of 

N in Equation (11) is examined through experimentation in this study. If the sea-ice 

concentration is greater than the value of N, then the iceberg will be trapped by the 

sea ice, and the iceberg moves with the sea ice. If the sea-ice concentration lies 

between open ocean conditions (< 15%) and N, then the iceberg is affected by sea ice 

drag forcing calculated using the width of the iceberg, due to the assumption of the 

orientation of the iceberg (Section 3.3). 
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(12) 1 
± —2 Pvcs/Asils/ 	(/ 

3.1.6 The complete equation: 

Combining all the forces we have a complete equation which looks like: 

[ 1 ( 	A  \ ( 	A 	z i 	[1 
kP A C  A ilvA 	kP A CdA zlhA

\ 	 ( 
v  A — " IV A — U  I + 	kPW C W Av{V) ±  (PIV Cdffi AhW)1 

dt 	2 	 2 

3.1.7 Complete unit analysis of terms in Equation 1 

A complete unit analysis is conducted using the complete formulation in Equation 

(12) to show that all terms in Equation (1) are forces. 

The units of force is the Newton (N), which is the force required to give a 1 kg mass 

an acceleration of 1 m s -2  (Pond and Pickard). In the International System of Units 

(S I), A Newton is kg m s -2 . 

The air and water drag terms are shown in Equation (2). The calculation of the drag 

force is (density) x (area) x (velocity)2, so the units are kg fT1-3  X M2  X (111 s-1 )2  which 

equates to kg m s -2 . The sea ice drag is shown in Equation (11) when 15% < A <N. 

The sea ice drag is the same calculation as shown for air and water drag, 

(density) x (area) x (velocity) 2 . Therefore air, water and sea ice drag terms are forces 

in units of Newtons. 

The equation for the Coriolis force is shown in Equation (3). The unit calculation for 

the Coriolis force is s -1  x kg x m s-I , which equates to kg m s -2 • Therefore Coriolis is 

a force with units of Newtons. 
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Equation (10) describes the sea surface slope terms. The unit calculation for sea 

surface slope is s -1  kg m s , the same as Coriolis, so sea surface slope is a force in 

units of Newtons. 

The terms on the right hand side of Equation (1) are all forces with units of Newtons. 

The left hand side of Equation (1) is a unit calculation of (mass) x (acceleration), 

kg x m s-2  which results in kg m s-2 , a force. 

It has been shown that all terms in Equation (1) are forces. If both sides of the 

equation are multiplied by —

dt 

, then the result will be a velocity. As a result, the 

contribution of each force towards the new velocity can be calculated. 

3.1.8 Size analysis of each contributing force 

In Equations (2) and (11), the only terms that are not constant are the velocity terms. 

The constant terms in Equations (2) and (11) will be used to determine which forcing 

terms may dominate the drift of an iceberg. The mass of the iceberg is calculated 

based on a sea ice density of 917 kg 111-3 . Crepon (1988) use a value of 850 kg m-3  for 

the sea ice density. The density of the ocean and sea ice is three orders of magnitude 

greater than the density of the air. The area exposed to the ocean current is one order 

of magnitude greater than the area exposed to the winds, and three orders of 

magnitude greater than the area in contact with the sea ice. The other constant terms 

are of similar magnitude, so by looking at the constants, the ocean drag will 

dominate the drag forces. Coriolis and sea surface slope terms will be of equal 

magnitude (since they contain the same constant terms) and are one order of 
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magnitude greater than the ocean drag, therefore the dominant terms are the Coriolis 

and sea surface slope forcing (constant terms only). 

The difference between the wind and the iceberg velocity is much larger than the 

difference between the iceberg and sea ice, or iceberg and ocean current velocities. 

This means that the magnitude of the air drag forcing is similar to the water drag and 

the sea ice drag (at times larger) when the velocity difference is considered, but the 

Coriolis and sea surface slope terms remain the largest forcing terms when the 

velocity is included. 

The magnitude of each term is strongly dependent on the velocity terms. The smaller 

the difference between the iceberg and the ocean current, sea ice velocity and the 

wind velocity, the smaller the drag forcing is. The Coriolis and sea surface slope 

forces are only dependent on the iceberg and ocean velocities and mass of the 

iceberg respectively. 

3.2 Assumptions used in the model 

Section 3.1 describes the equations used in the iceberg model to calculate the 

velocity of the iceberg at each time step and create a drift track. In this section the 

assumptions used in the iceberg model will be detailed. 

3.2.1 Shape, size and orientation of iceberg 

The size statistics of each iceberg are listed in Table 2.1. Each iceberg has one side 

greater than the other and is assumed to be the shape of a rectangular prism. The size 

and shape of the model iceberg remains unchanged during each model simulation. 
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The orientation of the iceberg is not specified during its drift, so to determine the 

latitude and longitude of the iceberg corners, the assumption is made that the iceberg 

will be orientated with its length east to west at each time step during each model 

simulation. 

3.2.2 Constant values 

As stated in the first paragraph in this chapter, the iceberg model is a similar model 

to that used by Lichey and Hellmer (2001), which was successful in simulating the 

track of iceberg C7 (an iceberg of similar size and drift track as iceberg BO9A in this 

study) as it drifted around the coast of East Antarctica and into the Weddell Sea. The 

values of the constants for air and water drag are those used by Lichey and Hellmer 

(2001) and are listed in Table 3-1. The constants used in the Coriolis force, sea 

surface slope and sea ice drag are detailed in the text. Table 3-2 shows the area of the 

iceberg that is affected by the air (A), water (W) and sea-ice (SI) drag forces. 

A  h A (m2) A  v A (I112) Aviv (m 2) A s 1 (m2) 

737n165 200x 106  0.6x 106  4.4x 106  0.02x 10 6  

74n131 200x 106  0.6x 106  4.4x 106  0.02x 106  

BO9A 1395 x 106  0.93 x 106  6.82 x 106  0.031 x 106  

BlOA 2070 x 106  0.97 x 106  7.08 x 106  0.023 x 106  

BlOB 550x 106  0.87x 106  6.39x 106  0.022x 106  

Table 3-2: The vertical (v) and horizontal (h) area of the iceberg that is exposed to 
the air (A), ocean (W), and sea ice (SI) forces. 

The vertical area of the iceberg exposed to the drag forces listed in Table 3-2 is based 

on the assumption that the flow fields (wind, ocean currents and sea ice) act over the 
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width of each iceberg. This assumption implies the minimum exposed area for 

icebergs BO9A, BlOA and B1OB, since their width is less than their length. This 

assumption is not what occurs in reality and the area exposed to these forces is not a 

constant, but a changing value according to the relative direction of the flow field 

and orientation of the iceberg. As a result, the drag forcing in this study is 

underestimated for all iceberg tracks. 

3.2.3 Choice of sea ice interaction criteria 

Equation (11) shows the three possible sea ice interaction scenarios as no interaction 

with the sea ice, sea ice interaction through sea ice drag forcing, and trapping of the 

iceberg by the sea ice. 

The limit of no interaction (15% sea-ice concentration) was chosen because the limit 

of the sea-ice extent is only distinguishable through satellite detection processes 

when the sea-ice concentration is greater than ten percent. Due to different 

techniques of sea-ice concentration detection methods (Bootstrap and NASA Team) 

a value of 15% is chosen to represent the sea-ice extent (Comiso and Steffen 2001). 

The value of 15% to represent the sea-ice extent was also used by (Heil and Allison 

1999; Lichey and Hellmer 2001). 

Sea-ice concentrations between 15% and the nominated trapping limit suggest that 

there is enough sea ice in the area to cause drag forcing on the iceberg. The strength 

of the drag is dependent on the thickness of the sea ice. In this study, a sea ice 

thickness of 1 m was used, although lower thicknesses of around 0.5 m in East 

Antarctica have been reported by Heil and Allison (1999). 
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The sea-ice concentration used as the criterion for when an iceberg is considered to 

be trapped in sea ice is similar to that used in Lichey and Hellmer (2001). They use 

trapping criterion based on a 90% sea-ice concentration at the iceberg position and a 

condition that the sea-ice strength must also be able to keep the iceberg confined. In 

this study, the trapping criteria is tested by using 85% and 90% sea-ice 

concentrations, but removing the condition of sea-ice strength. It is assumed that the 

sea ice is thick enough to trap an iceberg. Model simulations have been completed 

using 85% and 90% sea-ice concentration as the trapping limit for all five iceberg 

tracks. The results of these simulations are discussed in Chapter 4. 

3.2.4 Time step 

The choice of time step used in the model simulation is a compromise between 

computational processing time and limiting divergence in the numerical scheme so as 

to faithfully produce an iceberg drift track. There is also the consideration of the 

spatial resolution of the input variable fields. If a chosen time step causes little 

movement such that the value of the input variables remains constant, then a larger 

time step can be used. Different time steps will produce slightly varying drift tracks 

for a modelled iceberg starting from the same time and position. Lichey and Hellmer 

(2001) use a time step of 10 minutes, while other authors have used smaller time 

steps (Mountain 1980; Smith 1993; Bigg et al. 1997). Testing was conducted on the 

drift track of iceberg BO9A to determine a suitable time step. It was found that there 

was very little difference between simulations using 30 minute, 1 hour or 2 hour time 

steps. The time step chosen for this study is 2 hours. 
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3.2.5 Mass of iceberg 

The mass of the iceberg is assumed to remain constant throughout the run of the 

model. This assumption may lead to errors in the values of the forces involved, but 

could be considered as a first approximation. There are interactions between the 

atmosphere, ocean, and sea ice that will lead to changes in the iceberg mass and 

centre of gravity. If the iceberg centre of gravity is changed, it could result in the 

iceberg tilting or flipping over, completely changing the shape of the iceberg above 

and below the ocean surface, though this response is confined to icebergs with a 

width of less than 200 m (Budd et al. 1980). Snowfall on the surface will cause an 

increase in the mass, while basal melt, rainfall, and surface melt can cause the 

iceberg to shrink in size and hence result in a loss of mass. Ocean wave action and 

collision with other icebergs and sea ice can cause calving and deterioration of the 

iceberg. Lichey and Hellmer (2001) found that including iceberg melt in the track 

calculations didn't significantly alter the track of icebergs with drafts of 100-400-m. 

3.2.6 Initial velocity of the iceberg 

The initial velocity of the model iceberg is dependent on which sea ice interaction 

criterion is current. If the sea-ice concentration is less than the trapping criteria, then 

the iceberg is given an initial velocity equal to the ocean current. If the sea-ice 

concentration is greater than the trapping criteria, then the initial velocity is set to 

that of the sea ice. 

3.3 Calculation of the data variables 

The input variables used in the model are ocean, wind and sea ice velocity, and sea-

ice concentration. The starting position of the model iceberg is provided by the 
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iceberg track. The data for each input variable is arranged on a rectangular grid and 

linear interpolation between grid points is the technique used to calculate the value of 

the ocean velocity, wind velocity and the sea ice velocity at each time step in the 

model. Nearest neighbour interpolation is used to calculate the sea-ice concentration. 

This method of interpolation finds the nearest grid point and assigns that value to the 

position of the iceberg. This has an effect of increasing the size of the land domain 

by 0.062° (the resolution of the sea-ice concentration data set is 0.125°). This method 

is necessary because the land point value is 1200, and linear interpolation will have 

the effect of calculating sea-ice concentrations greater than 100% at the iceberg 

position, when within 0.125° of the coast. The resolution of the input variable data 

sets is discussed in Chapter 2. The position of the iceberg, date and time are used to 

determine the value of each input variable. 

The input data are interpolated to an intermediate point using bi-linear interpolation. 

This data are assumed to vary linearly in each grid direction, and the interpolation 

process apportions the values at the neighbouring grid points according to the 

distance of the model point from the grid point. 
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Figure 3-5: Schematic of the nine points used to calculate the data variables in the 
iceberg model. Arrow in top right comer indicates direction of north. The length of 
the iceberg is assumed to be parallel to lines of constant latitude and the iceberg 
width is along meridians of longitude. 

The icebergs considered in this study are very large and so may straddle two or more 

grid intervals. The values of the data fields vary between grid points. The linear 

variation is assumed only for the inter-grid point interval. Thus the size of the iceberg 

is used to determine the average wind velocity, ocean velocity and sea ice parameters 

across the area of the iceberg. The ocean, wind and sea ice velocity, and sea ice 

concentration are calculated at nine points on the iceberg. Figure 3-5 illustrates the 

assumed shape of the model iceberg and its relation to parallels of latitude and 

meridians of longitude, and the position of the points used to calculate the input 

variables. The position of the iceberg supplied in the iceberg track is considered to be 

the centre of the iceberg. The distance across the iceberg is calculated from the size 
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information of the iceberg. Equations (13) and (14) show how the dimensions of the 

iceberg in degrees of latitude and longitude are calculated. 

EA = —1 (360  W   j 	 (13) 
2 	2;rR 

—CA = 1 (360 L  
2 	27rR cos 0 

_  
where EA is the distance between the centre of the iceberg and the centre of its 

_  
length, CA is the distance between the centre of the iceberg and the centre of its 

width, W and L are the width and length of the iceberg respectively, R is the radius 

of the Earth (6371 km), and 0 is the latitude at the centre of the iceberg. 

The latitude and longitude of the nine points around the iceberg perimeter are 

determined by simply adding or subtracting the half length distance according to the 

position of the points B to I on Figure 3-5 from the centre position. Due to the shape 

of the Earth, the angular length of each iceberg will change as its latitude changes, 

but the angular width will not change (1° latitude z 111 km). The distance of 10  of 

longitude decreases as latitude increases. For example, the latitude range over the 

entire drift track of iceberg BlOA is 14.6°. This means that the angular length of the 

iceberg will vary between 1.57 0  (at its northernmost position) and 2.87° at its 

southernmost position. This has the result of more grid points in the input data field 

covering the area of the iceberg. The value used at each time step for each input 

variable is the average of these nine points on the iceberg. 

3.4 Testing within the model 

The data sets have circumpolar coverage but limited coverage in the north-south 

direction, so a model iceberg position test is required to determine if any part of the 
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iceberg has moved beyond the limits of the model region or has reached the coast of 

Antarctica. The northernmost bound is 48.57° S and the southernmost bound is the 

coast of Antarctica. The northern limit was set to ensure that the model domain 

would include all of the real iceberg tracks. If the initial position of the model 

iceberg is outside the test zone, then the model will be unable to calculate any input 

variables and the simulation ends. 

There are three tests during each time step to determine whether the entire iceberg is 

located over land points or has moved beyond the model domain. The first test is 

executed when the sea-ice concentration is calculated. Land points in this data set are 

valued at 1200 and the sea-ice concentration ranges between 0 and 100%. If all the 

points on the iceberg are valued at 1200, the simulation for that movement period 

stops and the model moves on to the next movement period. The second test involves 

the ocean velocity data. Land points in this dataset are set to 0, so if the average 

velocity over the area of the iceberg is exactly zero for both zonal and meridional 

components, then the iceberg is deemed to be on land and the simulation for that 

movement period ceases. The last check determines if the new position of the model 

iceberg has ventured out of the model domain. 

If some of the calculation points on the iceberg have an ocean velocity or sea-ice 

concentration value equal to the land point, then the mean value over the area of the 

iceberg is calculated by removing these points, providing a mean value using less 

than nine values. 

There were many obstacles to overcome in order to increase the computational speed 

of the model. Large amounts of data are used to calculate the change in position of a 
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model iceberg and store the results of the model simulation at each time step. Each 

dataset is split into daily files or monthly files. To reduce computational time, a date 

check is issued at each time step which identifies when a change in date (and/or 

month) has occurred, if so, then a new data file is loaded. This check saves 

computational time by not reloading the same data set on every time step. 

3.5 Conclusion 

The iceberg model has been developed using a semi-implicit numerical scheme and 

includes air and ocean drag, Coriolis, sea surface slope, and sea-ice constraints. Even 

this relatively simple model of the dynamics of the iceberg makes high demands on 

the input fields needed to simulate the iceberg trajectories. In addition to the 

assumptions around the dynamics, there are significant uncertainties around the input 

fields, as discussed in Chapter 2 and again in Chapter 4. 

This model does not include thermodynamics, for example iceberg interaction with 

the ocean and atmosphere, or the accumulation of snow on the iceberg surface. While 

outside the scope of this study, thermodynamics is clearly an important contribution 

to the evolution of the iceberg along its trajectory. 
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4 Model Run Results 

This chapter brings together the data and model inputs (Chapter 2) combined with 

the results of theory and its implementation in the iceberg model (Chapter 3) with 

simulations of the five iceberg tracks discussed in Chapter 2. The model simulations 

take two forms, the first is including the effects of sea ice (that is, iceberg trapping in 

sea ice concentrations greater than 85% and 90%, and sea ice drag effects) and 

secondly, no iceberg trapping in the sea ice (that is, the only interaction the iceberg 

has with the sea ice is drag forcing). 

Lichey and Hellmer (2001) use 90% sea ice concentration and sufficient sea-ice 

strength as the trigger for iceberg trapping. The iceberg model in this study 

experiments with this criterion by conducting model simulations that allow icebergs 

to be trapped by the sea ice when the sea-ice concentration is greater than 85% or 

90%. This study omits the dependence on sea-ice strength as an additional condition 

for an iceberg to be trapped in sea ice. A trapped iceberg will drift with the sea ice, . 

matching the sea ice velocity and is not deemed subject to direct atmospheric and 

oceanic forcing (Chapter 3). Model simulations including iceberg trapping by sea ice 

will identify locations where iceberg drift is strongly affected by sea ice movement 

and may identify weaknesses in the iceberg model that include iceberg trapping. 

The final position error is the difference between the final position of the model track 

and the initial position of the next model track. Weaknesses in the iceberg model 

conditions will be exposed when there are large errors in the model iceberg final 

positions. Various authors have established that sea ice concentrations less than 15% 

signify open ocean conditions (Heil and Allison 1999; Lichey and Hellmer 2001), 
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and as such this limit is used in the iceberg model to omit sea ice interaction in model 

simulations that include sea ice interaction. 

All simulations use ocean currents at either 103 m or 238 m, and the wind velocity at 

a height of 10 m. The choice to use two different levels of ocean currents is to 

determine which level has the stronger influence on iceberg drift. The levels are 

chosen to represent the mid-level depth of the iceberg draft (103 m) and the base of 

the iceberg (238 m). It is expected that the model simulations using the 103 m ocean 

currents would under-estimate the ocean drag contribution to the iceberg velocity 

because only the width of the iceberg is considered to interact with the ocean current. 

The freeboard height of each iceberg is around 30 m (Table 2.1-1), so 10 m winds 

will adequately describe the winds interacting with the iceberg. 

For all of the iceberg tracks, the final position of each interval model run is equal to 

the start position of the next interval. The final interval uses the last known position 

in the data track as the final position of the iceberg. The aim of this model is to get 

the iceberg as close as possible to the start position of the next interval. The final 

position of the model track is compared to the position of the iceberg track on the 

same date. A simple calculation of subtracting the position of the real iceberg from 

the final position of the model track determines the error in the model track. The 

difference is noted in terms of zonal (east-west) and meridional (north-south) 

components. 

The position error is thus calculated using: 

Model minus berg = Final position of model iceberg — position of iceberg track 
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If the meridional difference is positive then the model iceberg is north of the real 

iceberg position, and south if the difference is negative. If the zonal difference is 

positive, then the model iceberg is east of the real iceberg, and west if the difference 

is negative. 

The aim of this study is to determine the effects of sea ice interaction on the drift 

tracks of five icebergs around Antarctica, and identify which depth of ocean current 

has the greatest influence on iceberg drift. The model conditions are varied for each 

model simulation and the optimum conditions for each iceberg are identified. The 

analysis includes a comparison between the final position of the model track and the 

position at the start of the next model track. This determines the error in the position 

of the model iceberg. 

Some of the terminology used in this chapter is described below: 

• An interval is defined as the period of time between composite images (i.e. 

iceberg positions) which determine the official track of each iceberg. 

• A repeated position is when consecutive composite images register the same 

position (i.e. there is no change in the position of the iceberg from one 

interval to the next). 

• A movement period is defined as the period of time between two time-tagged 

positions which show a change in position. It includes any gaps in data or 

repeated positions. 

• Model simulations including iceberg trapping will be referred to as model 

simulation (trapping criteria) / (ocean current depth). E.g. model simulation 

85/103m uses 85% sea ice concentration as the iceberg trapping criteria and 

ocean currents at 103 m depth. Simulations that do not include iceberg 
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trapping will be referred to as (no trap) / (ocean current depth). E.g. model 

simulation no trap/103m is the simulation with no iceberg trapping and ocean 

currents at 103 m depth. 

• The initial position of an iceberg is defined as the position at the start of the 

first movement period. This should be the start position of the first interval on 

the iceberg track. In the case of iceberg BO9A, the initial position of the first 

model track is not the start of the observed drift track because the first 55 

days indicates that the iceberg may be stationary. 

• A model simulation is defined here as recreating the movement of the iceberg 

using the entire track under particular experimental conditions (such as no 

trapping and 238 m ocean currents). 

• A model track is the simulation of each movement period within the official 

track under a particular model simulation. 

This chapter describes the results of all model simulations described above and 

discusses these results in the context of the input variables and measures the skill and 

validation of the simulations such as: 

• Initial conditions of the input variables sea ice concentration and velocity, 

bathymetry, and ocean velocity for each model track. 

• The sea ice concentration along all model tracks for each iceberg. 

• Analysis of the drift of the model iceberg tracks for each model simulation 

and an error analysis of the final position of each model track. 

• Diagnosis of the changes in the forces that move an iceberg, with particular 

attention to model tracks that show significant error or diverge from the 

observed drift track of the iceberg. 
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Iceberg Total no. 
of intervals 

No. of repeated 
positions 

No. of movement 
periods 

737n165 40 4 35 
74n131 195 48 146 
BO9A 206 54 151 
BlOA 502 303 197 
BlOB 145 30 114 

Table 4-1: Total intervals, repeated positions and movement periods for each iceberg 
track. See text for definition of terms. 

The total number of intervals, number of repeated positions and number of 

movement periods for each iceberg are listed in Table 4-1. Each position of the 

iceberg is acquired through composite images taken over a maximum of five days. It 

was shown in Chapter 2 that most of the intervals were five days in length. Table 4-1 

indicates that less than 30% of all intervals for each iceberg are defined as repeated 

positions, except in the case of iceberg BlOA, in which 60% of intervals are defined 

as repeated. A repeated position can occur if the iceberg is grounded (the draft of the 

iceberg is deeper than the bathymetry), trapped in slow moving sea ice or slow ocean 

currents, or the iceberg completes a circuit of a small ocean current gyre, which 

brings the iceberg back to or near its original position. 

4.1 Important variables calculated at the initial position of 
- the model iceberg. 

The bathymetry of the ocean is important because it is a key component to determine 

if the iceberg is grounded or simply slow moving. If the draft of the iceberg is greater 

than the depth of the ocean at a position along the iceberg track, then the iceberg has 

made contact with the seabed and is most likely grounded at that position. The sea 

ice concentration at the start of each model track is important because it is used to 

choose whether the model iceberg has an initial velocity equal to the sea ice or the 

ocean current, as discussed in Chapter 3.1.5. 
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When the sea ice concentration at the model iceberg position is less than the 

designated iceberg trapping criterion, the initial velocity of the model iceberg is 

equal to the ocean current. For no trapping simulations, the ocean current is always 

used as the initial velocity of the model iceberg. When the initial velocity of the 

model iceberg is equal to the ocean current, the resulting effect is that the Coriolis 

and sea surface slope exactly oppose each other and the water drag contribution to 

the iceberg velocity is zero. The sea ice concentration values at the initial position of 

each movement period for all model tracks are shown in Figure 4.1-2. 

4.1.1 Bathymetry 

The minimum draft of all icebergs in this study is 220 m (Table 2.1-1) and the 

maximum draft of the icebergs in this study is 300 m (B10A and BlOB). Figure 4.1-1 

shows the depth of the ocean at the initial position of each model track for all 

icebergs. The only iceberg in this study located in ocean shallower than its draft is 

iceberg 74n131, which occurs between the 18 th  and the 28th  of November 1997 when 

it is in waters 182 m deep. It is concluded that iceberg 74n131 is grounded during 

this period. 

An ocean current of zero velocity indicates a land point in the ocean dataset. A 

condition in the iceberg model is that if the ocean velocity is equal to zero, then the 

model iceberg is on land and the model stops simulating that particular model track 

and moves to the start of the next model track representing the next movement 

period. Any model run for this iceberg using ocean currents deeper than 182 m will 

return no result due to zero ocean velocity at this level. 
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Jul94 	Dec95 Apr97 Sep98 Jan00 May01 

Figure 4.1-1: Bathymetry of the ocean at the initial position of each model track for 
all icebergs. Icebergs are 737n165 (*), 74n131 (o), BO9A (0), B1OA (+) and BlOB 
(0) 

Table 4-2 lists the shallowest and deepest ocean depths below each iceberg track, the 

iceberg locations and dates when at this location. All icebergs in this study spend 

time in ocean waters with a depth from 500 m to 4500 m deep, except iceberg 

737n165. The entire track of this iceberg is in ocean waters deeper than 3500 m. All 

icebergs except 737n165 move from waters shallower than 1000 m to ocean deeper 

than 4000 m. 

Iceberg Min 
Depth (m) 

Time Position Max 
Depth (m) 

Time Position 

737n165 3880 2 May 97 73.39°S 4398 9 Sep 97 70.28°S 
163.57 °W 157.15 °W 

74n131 182 18 Nov 97 74.07°S 4010 3 Mar 99 74.01 °S 
130.91 °W 165.47°W 

BO9A 425 26 Apr 00 68.27°S 3608 14 Nov 00 73.02°S 
33.44°E 29.51 °W 

BlOA 632 25 Jun 94 73.42°S 4600 4 Sep 97 67.01 °S 
113.20°W 126.13 °W 

BlOB 541 5 Apr 96 74.24°S 4229 18 Dec 96 72.20°S 
138.54°W 166.23 °W 

Table 4-2: Range of ocean depths beneath each iceberg at the start of each model 
track, the date and location of the iceberg when this occurs. 
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The position when icebergs 74n131 and BlOB are in the shallowest depths on their 

tracks (182 m and 541 m respectively) is when these icebergs are located near Hull 

Bay (near 135 °  W). The positions of the shallowest and deepest waters for iceberg 

737n165 (3880 m and 4398 m respectively), the deepest waters for B1OA (4600 m), 

74n131 (4010 m) and BlOB (4229 m) are when these icebergs are over the 

Bellingshausen Abyssal Plain. 

The shallowest depth along the track of iceberg BO9A (425 m) occurs when the 

iceberg is near Riiser-Larsenhalvoya (near 34°  E), and the deepest waters (3608 m) 

are when the iceberg enters the Weddell Sea. The shallowest waters for the track of 

iceberg B1OA (632 m) is when the iceberg is located near Cape Herlacher (near 

115°W). 

4.1.2 Sea Ice Concentration 

Section 3.5.1 discussed the effect of sea ice concentration on the movement of an 

iceberg. Table 4-3 shows the number of times when the sea ice concentration at the 

start of each model track is either less than 15%, between 15% and 85%, 85% to 

90% and greater than 90%. The last two ranges of sea ice concentration indicate the 

difference in the number of model tracks that begin trapped in sea ice or free of 

trapping in iceberg trapping simulations. If the iceberg trapping criterion is 85% the 

last two ranges indicate trapping for any trapping simulation and the last range 

indicates trapping for simulations using 90% iceberg trapping criterion only. 

The model iceberg has no interaction with the sea ice when the sea-ice concentration 

is less than 15%. The only interaction between the model iceberg and the sea ice 
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when the sea ice concentration is between 15% and 85% is drag forcing. If the 

iceberg is trapped, then the assumption used by the iceberg model  is  that the iceberg 

moves with the sea ice and all other forces are neglected. This assumption is 

discussed in more detail for each iceberg track below. 
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Figure 4.1-2: Sea Ice Concentration at the starting position of each model track for 
icebergs 737n165 (*), 74n131 (o), BO9A (0), BlOA (+) and BlOB (0). 

Figure 4.1-2 shows the sea ice concentration for the initial position of all model 

tracks and dates that these occur on. There are regions of heavy scatter concentrated 

around sea ice concentrations greater than 65%. There are very few model tracks that 

start with sea ice concentrations less than 15% and the majority of model tracks for 

iceberg BlOB are in waters with sea ice concentrations greater than 85%, suggesting 

that a good proportion of the iceberg tracks occur in regions of high sea ice 

concentrations. 

Table 4-3 shows the number of model tracks (movement periods along each iceberg 

track) that start with a particular range of sea ice concentrations.  The  maximum 

number of model tracks to start trapped in sea ice occurs when the iceberg trapping 
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criteria used is 85%. No model tracks for iceberg 737n165 start in open ocean 

conditions, but over 80% start in high sea ice concentrations and are often trapped in 

the sea ice when the iceberg trapping criterion is 90%. The proportion of model 

tracks which starts trapped by the sea ice increases to 90% when the iceberg trapping 

criterion is 85%. 

For iceberg 74n131, 69% of all model tracks in the 85% iceberg trapping simulations 

are not trapped by sea ice at the start of their movement. There are 21 model tracks 

that start trapped in sea ice for the 90% iceberg trapping criteria simulations, six less 

than the number of model tracks for 85% iceberg trapping criteria simulations. 

Iceberg <15% 15-85% 85%-90% >90')/0 

737n165 0 3 3 29 

74n131 18 101 • . 21 

BO9A 9 79 34 29 

BlOA 47 144 4 2 

BlOB 4 24 12 74 

Table 4-3:The number of model tracks in each iceberg track that begin with a sea ice 
concentration 5_ 15% (open ocean), 15% - 85% (sea ice drag), 85% - 90% (iceberg 
trapping), and ? 90% (iceberg trapping). 

The model tracks for iceberg BO9A are mostly free of trapping, but 42% of the 

model tracks begin trapped in sea ice when the iceberg trapping criteria is 85%. Only 

19% of the model tracks begin trapped in sea ice when 90% iceberg trapping criteria 

is used. 
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For iceberg B1OA, 76% of all model tracks interact with sea ice,  and  a maximum of 

2% are trapped in sea ice. 24 % of model tracks for iceberg BlOA  start  their 

movement in open ocean conditions (no interaction with sea ice). 

Iceberg BlOB has a maximum number of 86 model tracks  from 114  trapped in sea 

ice at the start of their tracks. This suggests that sea ice will play a major role in the 

drift track of this iceberg. 
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Figure 4.1-3: Positions where sea ice concentration at the start of the model tracks is 
85% to 90% (blue) and >90% (red) for (a) icebergs 737n165 (*), 74n131 (o) and 
BlOB (0), (b) iceberg BO9A, and (c) iceberg BlOA. Landmarks in capitals in (b) are 
Riiser Larsenhalvoya (RL) and in (c) Cape Herlacher (CH). 

The combination of Figure 4.1-2 and Table 4-3 clearly shows that icebergs are 

frequently in high sea ice conditions (with two icebergs spending a majority of their 

track in such conditions) and at some point each iceberg is trapped in sea ice, under 

the conditions of the iceberg model. It is expected that sea ice will play a major role 

in the modelled drift tracks of these icebergs. The skill of the model simulations with 

and without trapping in sea ice are compared and assessed by use of the physics of 

iceberg trapping as represented in this model. 

4.1.3 Initial Model Iceberg Velocity. 

The initial velocity of the iceberg model is important for the accuracy of the 

subsequent modelled drift track. The duration of most of the model tracks is only five 

days, so if the model iceberg starts at rest, it would take it about one or two inertial 

periods to attain equilibrium velocity with the environment (about 12-24 hours). This 
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study only models the movement periods of each iceberg and as such we must 

assume that the iceberg is initially moving and it has already attained equilibrium 

with the ocean current or moving with the sea ice. The model is designed to choose 

between the ocean current and the sea ice velocity of the model iceberg determined 

by the sea ice concentration at the iceberg position. Here, the process to determine 

the initial velocity of the model tracks is discussed. 

In Section 3.5.1, it was explained that an iceberg is trapped in sea ice is assigned an 

initial velocity equal to that of the sea ice, otherwise its initial velocity is equal to the 

local current. Table 4-3 shows that most of the model tracks for all icebergs will start 

with an initial velocity equal to the local current. The exception are icebergs 737n165 

and BlOB in which the majority of their model tracks start the simulation with an 

initial velocity equal to the sea ice velocity. 

Figures 4.1-4 to 4.1-8 show the average velocity over each movement period and the 

initial velocity of the model track determined by the sea ice concentration using 

model simulation 85/238m for each iceberg. The average velocity is the distance 

travelled by the iceberg over the duration of each movement period. 
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Figure 4.1-4: The average velocity of iceberg 737n165 for each of the movement 
periods (blue line) and the initial velocity of the model track indicated by initial 
velocity used, sea ice velocity (red star) or ocean current at 238 m (green star) in 
model simulation 85/238m. Part (a) indicates zonal movement and part (b) indicates 
meridional movement. The black line marks the difference between north-south and 
east-west movement. 

Figure 4.1-4 shows that the majority of the model tracks are initialised with the 

velocity of the sea ice, and also that the sea ice primarily moves southwest. On 

average the movement of iceberg 737n165 is northeast, opposite to the movement of 

the sea ice. This suggests that the initial movement of the model iceberg will diverge 

from the movement of iceberg 737n165. The initial velocity of the model track as 

inferred from the sea ice velocity field is much higher than iceberg 737n165 due to 

the stronger movement of the sea ice. 

Figure 4.1-2 shows that iceberg 737n165 is in waters with high sea ice 

concentrations. The large difference between the initial velocity of the model tracks 

and the average velocity of iceberg 737n165 indicates that there could be large errors 

in the final position of the model iceberg at the end of its simulation. In Section 4.2 

the results of the model simulations for iceberg 737n165 are discussed. 
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Figure 4.1-5: The average velocity of iceberg 74n131 for each of the movement 
periods (blue line) and the initial velocity of the model track indicated by initial 
velocity used, sea ice velocity (red star) or ocean current at 238 m (green star) in 
model simulation 85/238m. Part (a) indicates zonal movement and part (b) indicates 
meridional movement. The black line marks the difference between north-south and 
east-west movement. 

Most of the initial velocities of the model tracks for iceberg 74n131 indicate that the 

model track begins to move with the ocean current (Figure 4.1-5), and the ocean 

currents at 238 m show good comparison to the average velocity of iceberg 74n131. 

The sea ice movement differs greatly to the average velocity of iceberg 74n131 and 

as such any model tracks that begin trapped in sea ice could show  large  error in fmal 

positions. For some model tracks, the indication from Figure 4.1-5  is  that the sea ice 

will move the model iceberg in a completely different direction to  the  movement of 

iceberg 74n131. 
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Figure 4.1-6: The average velocity of iceberg BO9A for each  of the  movement 
periods (blue line) and the initial velocity of the model track  indicated  by initial 
velocity used, sea ice velocity (red star) or ocean current at  238  m (green star) in 
model simulation 85/238m. Part (a) indicates zonal movement  and  part (b) indicates 
meridional movement. The black line marks the difference  between  north-south and 
east-west movement. 

The movement of iceberg BO9A is primarily westward with the occasional 

movement back towards the east. The ocean current at 238 m  closely  follows this 

westward movement, suggesting that when the iceberg is not  trapped  in sea ice, the 

ocean current is a good first approximation for the iceberg  velocity.  The western 

movement of the sea ice is much less than the average velocity of iceberg BO9A 

during periods when the model iceberg is trapped in sea ice,  suggesting  that the sea 

ice may act to slow the model iceberg. The sea ice primarily  has  westward (as noted 

by Heil et al. 1998) and northward components, though its  meridional  movement 

does have a weak southern component at times. The difference  between  the sea ice 

movement and the average velocity of the iceberg will cause larger errors in the final 

position of the model iceberg if it stays trapped in sea ice for  extended  periods. 
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Figure 4.1-7: The average velocity of iceberg BlOA for each of the movement 
periods (blue line) and the initial velocity of the model track indicated by initial 
velocity used, sea ice velocity (red star) or ocean current at 238 m (green star) in 
model simulation 85/238m. Part (a) indicates zonal movement and part (b) indicates 
meridional movement. The black line marks the difference between north-south and 
east-west movement. 

Most of the initial positions of the movement periods in the track of iceberg BlOA 

are in waters with sea ice concentrations less than 85%. This suggests that the 

iceberg will start most of its model simulations moving with the ocean current. The 

ocean current shows a general westward movement for most of the first 70 model 

tracks before a general eastward movement begins and continues for the remainder 

of its track. Figure 4.1-7 indicates very little northward movement, but there is 

according to the time-tagged drift track. The model tracks in the region of northward 

movement by BlOA will most likely diverge from the iceberg's drift track. 

Figure 4.1-7 shows that in most of these cases, the ocean currents  at  238 m are much 

slower than the average velocity of iceberg BlOA. Since most of the model tracks 

have an initial velocity equal to the local current, there could be large errors in the 

final position of the model track. The general direction of the ocean current at 238 m 
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suggests that the model tracks may not diverge from the iceberg track, in most cases. 

In the few instances where the model tracks start in high concentration sea ice, their 

initial velocity is comparable to the movement of iceberg BlOA. 

  

  

120 

Figure 4.1-8: The average velocity of iceberg BlOB for each of the movement 
periods (blue line) and the initial velocity of the model track indicated by initial 
velocity used, sea ice velocity (red star) or ocean current at 238 m (green star) in 
model simulation 85/238m. Part (a) indicates zonal movement and part (b) indicates 
meridional movement. The black line marks the difference between north-south and 
east-west movement. 

As observed in Figure 4.1-8, there is very little agreement between the average 

velocity of iceberg BlOB and the initial velocity of the model tracks when the 

iceberg is in high concentrations of sea ice, with discrepancies in velocity of at least 

20 cm s-1 . Differences in direction also suggest divergence will occur between the 

model track and the movement of iceberg BlOB. When the model iceberg starts its 

movement using the ocean current, there is relatively good agreement with the 

average velocity of iceberg BlOB. This suggests that we could expect good results 

for model tracks that start their simulation in the open ocean with less than 85% sea 

ice concentration. 
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4.2 Iceberg 737n165 

Iceberg 737n165 drifted northwards in the Ross Sea between April and November 

1997. The drift track is detailed in Section 2.1.3 and its size characteristics are listed 

in Table 2.1-1. 

4.2.1 Sea ice concentration along the modelled iceberg track 

Section 3.2.3 details the criterion used to determine the impact of the sea ice 

interaction on the iceberg. An analysis of the sea-ice concentration along all 

modelled tracks, for all icebergs, is conducted to gain a perspective on the effect the - 

three conditions in Equation (12) have on iceberg drift tracks. The sea ice 

concentration is used as the measure for the criterion. The sea ice concentration 

along the modelled iceberg track for the model simulation 851103m is shown in 

Figure 4.2-1. Model positions coloured orange or brown indicate the model iceberg 

is in sea ice concentrations greater than 85% and 90% respectively. Section 3.2.3 

mentions that the criteria for trapping an iceberg is tested using sea ice 

concentrations of 85% and 90%. To distinguish between the effects of using these 

different simulation scenarios, model positions coloured green for the respective 

figures indicate that the sea ice concentration is > 85%, but less than 90%. As a 

consequence, the iceberg will be regarded as trapped in sea ice at these positions 

when using 85% sea ice concentration as the criteria for trapping and not trapped in 

simulations using 90%. 

A model track is deemed to be completely trapped in sea ice when the sea ice 

concentrations for all model positions are greater than the set criterion for iceberg 

trapping. If all the model positions are in sea ice concentration greater than 90%, 
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then the results in the model simulations will not differ by changing the iceberg 

trapping criteria. Figure 4.2-1 and similar figures for the other four icebergs is a 

representation of the sea ice concentration at each time step for the indicated model 

simulation in the figure caption. There is a total of 60 time steps for each model track 

that covers five days of iceberg drift. When the sea ice concentration is greater than 

85%, it will be shown in Figure 4.2-1 as green (if it is less than 90%), orange and 

brown (if greater than 90%). For example, the first model track for the model 

simulation 85/103m has more than 90% sea ice concentration at each time step, so 

each time step will be represented in Figure 4.2-1 as both orange and brown. 

The movement of the modelled icebergs will be highly influenced by the surrounding 

sea ice because there are no time steps in which the iceberg is in open ocean 

conditions (i.e. sea ice concentration < 15%). About 71% of all model tracks spend 

their entire drift track in high concentrations of sea ice, suggesting that the modelled 

tracks for iceberg 737n165 will be dominated by the movement of the sea ice, and 

will most likely be deemed trapped in the sea ice. 
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Figure 4.2-1: Sea ice concentration (sic) at each time step for iceberg 737n165 in the 
model simulation 85/103m. Sea ice concentrations are represented by five different 
ranges, as denoted by the legend. 

In all model tracks, the model iceberg spends the majority of its drift in sea ice 

concentrations greater than 85% (coloured green, orange or brown in Figure 4.2-1). 

Since the minimum criterion for iceberg trapping in this study is 85%, most of the 

model tracks of iceberg 737n165 will move with the sea ice and there will be little 

difference in the drift of the model iceberg regardless of iceberg trapping criteria 

used in the model simulations. 

The first model track is simulated over twenty days and is deemed trapped in sea ice 

for the entirety of the model track. For model track 23, the iceberg is free of the sea 

ice in 20% of modelled positions. In model track 23, 43% of the model positions 

have sea ice concentrations greater than 90%, suggesting little change in iceberg 

trapping simulations for these model tracks. Iceberg 737n165 moves into a region of 
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reduced sea-ice cover at the end of its track (Figure 4.2-1), signified by more 

positions along the model tracks in sea-ice concentrations less than 85%. 

For model track 23, only 20% of modelled positions in the model simulation 

90/103m are deemed trapped in sea ice, 23% less than the model simulation 

85/103m. There is only one model position in model track 35 that is deemed to be 

trapped in sea ice during the simulation 90/103m. This means that the model iceberg 

will be influenced by all forcing terms over the majority of model tracks 23 and 35. 

4.2.2 Model tracks for iceberg 737n165 

The modelled tracks for iceberg 737n165 for the model simulation 85/103m are 

displayed in Figure 4.2-2. Differences between model simulations 85/103m and 

90/103m are confined to model tracks that are in regions in which the sea ice 

concentration is less than 90% and these differences are highlighted below. 

Iceberg 737n165 was tracked from 73.7 0  S 164.9°  W and concluded at 69.5 °  S 

156.7°  W. The modelled tracks of iceberg 737n165 are dominated by sea ice 

movement along most of its track. Figure 4.2-2 shows the movement of iceberg 

737n165 (red) and the modelled tracks (blue) for the model simulation 85/103m. The 

immediate concern with these model tracks are that the majority of them show strong 

divergence from the track of iceberg 737n165. The model tracks in Figure 4.2-2 

indicate that the sea ice generally drifts in a westward direction. 
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Figure 4.2-2: Model tracks for iceberg 737n165 for the model simulation using an 
iceberg trapping criteria of 85% and ocean currents at 103m. The red line indicates 
the track of iceberg 737n165 and the blue lines represent the model tracks. 

The source of this error must be in the condition of iceberg trapping. This condition 

states that if the sea ice concentration is greater than the iceberg trapping criteria, the 

model iceberg is deemed trapped in sea ice and moves with the sea ice. The model 

simulation no trap/103m does not trap icebergs in the sea ice and  the  model tracks 

from this simulation are shown in Figure 4.2-7. 

Comparing Figure 4.2-2 and 4.2-7, it can be seen that the sea ice velocity is much 

stronger than the ocean velocity in this region (based on the model iceberg moving 

with the sea ice when trapped). The only sea ice interaction felt  by  the iceberg when 

it is not trapped in the sea ice is drag forcing. 
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Figure 4.2-3 : Error in the final position of model tracks for iceberg 737n165. The 
model simulations are 85/103m and 90/103m. The blue line indicates the latitude 
difference and the red line indicates longitude difference. Negative values for both 
directions indicate that the final position of the model iceberg is south west of 
iceberg 737n165. 

Figure 4.2-3 shows the error in final positions between the model iceberg and 

737n165 for the model simulations 85/103m and 90/103m. The major influence on 

the movement of the model iceberg is the zonal component of the sea ice velocity. It 

is this component that generates the greatest error in final position of the model 

tracks. The range of meridional error is -1.004 °  to 0.66°, and the range of zonal error 

is -4.02°  to 2.52°. The same error ranges occur when 90% iceberg trapping criteria 

are used. This last result is expected because when the sea ice concentrations are 

high, they are generally over 85%, so regardless of trapping criteria used, the iceberg 

will be trapped in the sea ice and follow a similar track. 

Figure 4.2-3 shows that most of the model tracks finish west of the position of 

iceberg 737n165 and that there are a considerable number of large errors, one in 

particular is model track number 1. 
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Figures 4.2-4 to 4.2-6 indicate the oceanic and atmospheric conditions, and the 

contribution to the iceberg velocity from the forcing terms for  the 1st  model track in 

the model simulation 85/103m. 

The iceberg velocity (Figure 4.2-4) correlates exactly with the sea  ice  velocity 

(Figure 4.2-5) because the model iceberg is deemed trapped in the  sea  ice and moves 

with the sea ice. The drift of the first model track can be seen in Figure 4.2-2 starting 

at 73.7°  S 164.9°  W and travels for 20 days, initially moving southeast. The iceberg 

velocity for model track one is displayed in Figure 4.2-4. The  model  iceberg then 

turns southwest after 32 hours (position 17) before taking a  stronger  southerly 

movement. At position 110 (Day 9), the model track turns  northwest,  then reverts to 

the more regular southwest movement after position 175 (day 14). 
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Figure 4.2-4: The ocean velocity, wind velocity, and iceberg velocity for the 1st 
model track in the simulation 85/103m for iceberg 737n165. The red line indicates 
the meridional component and the blue is the zonal component of  the  velocities. All 
velocities are in m s -1  and the x-axis is the position number along  the  model track. 
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Since the iceberg is trapped in sea ice during the entire track, there is no contribution 

from the atmospheric or oceanic forcing for this model track. It is important to note 

that in this region, the sea ice velocity is of similar magnitude to the ocean current 

velocity, and at times faster than the ocean current, but different in direction. 

The wind regime over the iceberg shows subtle changes in direction and strength as 

weather systems move through (Figure 4.2-4). Of note, and explained in more detail 

later in this section is the sudden change in the winds around position 140 (day 11), 

in which the iceberg experiences a gale force south-westerly wind. The sea ice 

velocity at the same time indicates that the sea ice has reacted to these winds and 

changes direction towards the northeast. 

The time scale of the south-westerly gales are short lived and become north-

easterlies once the atmospheric system passes through. The zonal component of the 

sea ice velocity is too strong in the westward direction for these gales to swing the 

sea ice movement eastward. A similar response is apparent in the sea ice and iceberg 

velocity towards the end of the track, when gale force winds from the east impact on 

the iceberg. The sea ice reacts to this wind change and its course changes from a 

slow southeast movement to an almost westward drift, as seen in the model track in 

Figure 4.2-5. 
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Figure 4.2-5 : The sea ice velocity, sea ice concentration and sea  ice  drag forcing for 
the 1st model track model simulation 85/103m. For the sea ice  drag  and the sea ice 
velocity, the red line indicates the meridional component and the  blue  is the zonal 
component with units of m s-i . Units for sea-ice concentration are percent. The x-axis 
is the model position number. 

Figure 4.2-5 shows that the model iceberg is deemed trapped in  sea  ice for the entire 

model track, and hence the sea ice velocity is equal to the iceberg velocity shown in 

Figure 4.2-4. The four main forcing terms acting on the model iceberg during the 

first model track in the simulation 85/103m is shown in Figure  4.2-6.  These forces do 

not directly affect the movement of the iceberg when it is trapped  in  the sea ice, but 

they show some interesting results that would be translated into iceberg movement 

when the iceberg trapping condition is removed. 

The potential contribution to the iceberg velocity from the air drag forcing is much 

larger than expected, due to the large difference between the wind velocity and the 

iceberg velocity (around 100 times as strong when wind strength reaches its peak 

velocity at around 20 ms-1 ). At its peak, this force is equal in magnitude to the 

residual force from the combined Coriolis and Sea Surface Slope forcing, giving it 

greater control of the iceberg movement. 
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Figure 4.2-6 : The contribution to the iceberg velocity for the 1st model track of the 
model simulation 851103m. From top left, air drag, water drag, Coriolis and sea 
surface slope. Red indicates the meridional component and the blue is the zonal 
component. All velocities are in m s l  and the x-axis is the along track position 
number. 

The sea ice drag forcing is not a drag force when the model iceberg is deemed 

trapped in sea ice, but the negative of the sum of the remaining forces (air and water 

drag, Coriolis and sea surface slope). For simplicity, this naming convention will 

continue. The sea ice drag contribution to the iceberg velocity is  of  similar 

magnitude to the other forcing terms. The ocean and sea-ice  velocity  are similar in 

magnitude and the contribution from the sea ice drag term when  the  model iceberg is 

not trapped in sea ice will be small. 

Section 4.2.3 shows the results of the model simulation notrap/103m for comparison. 

This choice of criterion means that an iceberg in a region of high  sea  ice 

concentration will not be trapped but the model iceberg is only influenced by the sea 

ice in the form of sea ice drag forcing. 
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There is very little difference between model simulation with sea ice removed and no 

sea ice trapping because the sea ice drag term is at least three orders of magnitude 

less than air drag, Coriolis and sea surface slope terms. The sea ice drag term is very 

small because the velocity of the iceberg and the sea ice are very similar and the area 

of the iceberg in contact with the sea ice is very small (sea ice thickness taken to be 

1m). 

4.2.3 Results from model simulation no trap/103m. 

The model simulation for no iceberg trapping means that the iceberg is influenced by 

all the forces in the model. Effectively, the iceberg is not trapped by the sea ice and 

the sea ice does not control the iceberg motion. This simulation differs from the 

model simulation 85/103m because all of the model tracks in the simulation 

no trap/103m start with a velocity equal to the ocean currents. The model simulation 

no trap/238m produced similar results to this simulation, with evidence that the 

ocean currents at 238 m are slower than at 103 m. 

Figure 4.2-7 shows the model tracks for the model simulation no trap/103m. The 

model tracks show a definite southwest movement in all but two sections, around 

71 °  S 166°  W and 69°  S 158°  W. Model track 1 still produces large error in the final 

position of the model track. The model iceberg takes a very distinct westward 

movement finishing 4.9 °  W of the position of iceberg 737n165. The track runs for 20 

days and during the entire time the ocean current remains very close to a westward 

flow (Figure 4.2-9), with a strengthening southerly component over the first five 

days of drift. 
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Figure 4.2-7 : The model tracks for iceberg 737n165 with no sea  ice  trapping and 
ocean current at 103 m. The red line indicates the track of iceberg 737n165 and the 
blue lines represent the model tracks. 

Most of the model tracks do not travel as far as those tracks  in  iceberg trapping 

simulations, suggesting that the sea ice velocity is stronger than  the  ocean current in 

this region. 
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Figure 4.2-8 : Error in the final position of model tracks for iceberg 737n165. The 
model simulations are no trap/103m and no trap/238m. The blue line indicates the 
latitude difference and the red line indicates longitude difference. Negative values for 
both directions indicate that the final position of the model iceberg is south west of 
iceberg 737n165. 

The error in the final positions of the model iceberg and iceberg 737n165 for model 

simulations no trap/103m and no trap/238m are shown in Figure 4.2-8. This figure is 

very similar to the results from iceberg trapping simulations using 103m ocean 

currents (Figure 4.2-3), but an improvement in error is seen for simulations with no 

iceberg trapping. This may be a combination of slower input variables (ocean 

current) and more agreeable directional movement. 

The largest error in Figure 4.2-8 is the zonal component. Similar to model 

simulations using iceberg trapping, the final position of the model track finishes 

southwest of iceberg 737n165. This can also be seen in Figure 4.2-7. The range of 

error in meridional position is between -0.59°  and 0.48°, and -4.5r and 1.94°  for 

zonal error, a slight improvement on the range of error for iceberg trapping 

simulations. 
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Figure 4.2-9 : The ocean velocity, wind velocity, and iceberg velocity for the 1st 
model track in the simulation no trap/103m for iceberg 737n165.  The  red line 
indicates the meridional component and the blue is the zonal component of the 
velocities. All velocities are in m s and the x-axis is the position number along the 
model track. 

The iceberg velocity is almost equal to the ocean velocity (Figure 4.2-9), with the 

exception of inertial oscillations caused by air drag variations. The wind velocity, 

ocean velocity and iceberg velocity for model track 1 in the model simulation 

no trap/103m are shown in Figure 4.2-9. 

There are 3 main spikes (positions 35, 139, and 226) in the wind profile, which in all 

three cases the wind increases to near gale force in intensity. The first occurs when 

the wind turns from a south-easterly to a strong south-westerly (17 m s-I ) at position 

35. The iceberg reacts to this change with an increase in its meridional component 

and a decrease in its zonal component (the iceberg turns towards the northwest). The 

reason for this can be seen in Figure 4.2-10. 
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Figure 4.2-10 : The contribution to the iceberg velocity for the 1st model track of the 
model simulation no trap/103m. From top left, air drag, water  drag,  Coriolis and sea 
surface slope. Red indicates the meridional component and the  blue  is the zonal 
component. All velocities are in m s -1  and the x-axis is the  along  track position 
number. 

The wind speed increases substantially, thus increasing the air  drag  acting on the 

iceberg. The air drag will cause the iceberg to react and move  towards  the northeast. 

Coriolis acts to the left of the iceberg velocity and will  force  the iceberg to move 

towards the south (iceberg velocity is to the west), but  the  sea  surface  slope moves 

the iceberg towards the north. The Coriolis and the Sea surface  slope  almost oppose 

each other leaving the air drag as the dominant term.  The  reaction  from  the iceberg to 

the increase in air drag is to increase its velocity, which in turn increases Coriolis. 

The magnitude of the Coriolis force becomes stronger  than  the  sea  surface slope and 

air drag terms, so Coriolis briefly dominates. The iceberg turns  towards  the 

northwest. As the wind velocity decreases, the iceberg velocity  also  decreases and 

the Coriolis forcing reduces, but the magnitude of the Coriolis force remains stronger 

than the air drag forcing. The iceberg turns back on a westward heading, similar to 

the ocean current. The ice drag and ocean drag contributions  towards  the iceberg 
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velocity are 3 orders of magnitude less than the air drag, Coriolis and sea surface 

slope, so these forces have minimal effect on the velocity of the iceberg. 

A similar reaction occurs at position 139, except that the wind strength is much 

larger and is maintained for a longer period. The iceberg has a stronger reaction to 

this change in wind speed as it initiates strong inertial oscillations (Figure 4.2-9). 

These oscillations hinder the overall movement of the model iceberg and cause the 

drift track to assume an anticyclonic spiral pattern. Despite these oscillations, the 

iceberg continues to move southwest. After the wind eases, the iceberg turns 

northwest, while predominantly maintaining a westward trajectory. It is clear that the 

fluctuation in the wind field after the initial south-westerly burst is not enough to 

reduce the amplitude of the inertial oscillations, but an easterly wind surge late in the 

simulation does have a dampening effect on these oscillations because the wind acts 

to reduce the velocity of the westward moving iceberg, and hence the Coriolis 

forcing. This causes the general movement to turn north-northeast (i.e. the iceberg 

slows down). 

Figure 4.2-11 shows that there is an improvement in final position error in 60% of 

the model tracks for meridional error and 62.9% for zonal error when the 

no trap/238m simulation is used when compared to the simulation no trap/103m. The 

largest improvement in the simulation no trap/238m in terms of meridional error was 

52.9% for model track 33 (0.016°  closer) and 28.4% for zonal error for model track 

19 (0.18°  closer). The largest increase in meridional error was 23% for model track 

32 (0.018°  further away) and 77.9% for the zonal error for model track 6 (0.015 °  

further away). 
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Figure 4.2-11: Improvement on final position difference in no trap/238 m over the 
no trap! 103 m simulation. Bars indicate the percentage improvement in latitude 
difference (a) and longitude difference (b). 

Figure 4.2-12 shows the percentage improvement in the final position error between 

model simulations 85/103m and no trap/103m. A comparison of the final position 

error between these simulations indicates an improvement in both the meridional and 

zonal error in 71.4% and 74.3% of the model tracks respectively. The greatest 

improvement for latitude error is in model track 13, with an improvement of 94.39% 

(0.177°  closer) and for longitude error is model track 19 with a 93.7% improvement 

(0.95°  closer). The model tracks that exhibit the highest increase in position error 

show a longitude increase of 2363% and a latitude increase of 777.22% (both 

occurring in model track 31). The mean latitude increase is 132.83%, with the 

increase of 777.22% in model track 31 having a strong influence. 
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Figure 4.2-12: Improvement on final position difference in model simulation 
85/103m and no trap/103 m. Bars indicate the percentage improvement in latitude 
difference (a) and longitude difference (b). Improvement in model track 31 was 
scaled by 10 to show results of other model tracks. 

The simulations with sea ice trapping for model track 31 indicates that the model 

iceberg is trapped in sea ice during the entire simulation and the iceberg is guided by 

the sea ice to finish only 0.0061 0  N 0.021 °  W of the position of iceberg 737n165. In 

the simulation without the sea ice trapping, this model track follows a southward 

movement and finalises its position 0.054 °  S 0.523 °  E of iceberg 737n165, travelling 

further east. It is clear that for this model track, the iceberg trapping condition works 

very well. 

In all simulations it was surprising to see that the air drag term can play such a 

dominant role in the movement of an iceberg. This is due to the difference in strength 

between the wind velocity and the iceberg velocity. The difference is seen from 

model track 1 in which the wind speed reaches as high as 20 m  s -1  pushing an iceberg 

travelling at around 0.02 m s -1 , a difference of 3 orders of magnitude (or 1000 times 

as strong). The water drag forcing is similar in magnitude to the  sea  ice drag due to 
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the small difference between the iceberg velocity and the ocean current. Although air 

drag forcing is a major contributor, the inclusion of the Coriolis force and the sea 

surface slope forcing keeps the effect of air drag to a minimum, so that the iceberg 

will continue to follow the ocean current. 

Iceberg 737n165 spends all of its drift track in high sea ice concentrations and as 

such most of its model tracks are defined as trapped in the sea ice. This condition has 

proved to cause large divergence in the drift tracks of the model icebergs compared 

to the movement of iceberg 737n165. There are also large differences between the 

input variables (sea ice velocity and ocean currents) that contribute to large errors in 

the final positions of the model tracks. The model simulations without iceberg 

trapping provide improved results, although average velocity is much less than that 

observed by tracking the drift of iceberg 737n165. 
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4.3 Iceberg 74n131 

Iceberg 74n131 is the second iceberg in this study that travels through the Ross Sea. 

It has the same dimensions (10 km x 20 km) as iceberg 737n165 and as such, shares 

the title as the smallest iceberg in this study (Table 2.1-1). The drift track of iceberg 

74n131 takes it past Hull Bay (near 1400 W) closely following the coast until it turns 

northwest near 158 °  W (Figure 2.1-6). The drift track is very similar to the drift of 

iceberg B1OB, except 74n131 travelled this route over two years after BlOB and 

covered around 500 km more than iceberg BlOB. 

4.3.1 Sea ice concentration along the modelled iceberg track 

The sea ice criteria for trapping remains the same, 85% and 90% sea ice 

concentration. Model simulations were undertaken for both trapping criteria and for 

two levels of ocean current, 103 m and 238 m, for a total of four simulations. The 

shallower ocean current is approximately the midpoint of the iceberg draft, while the 

deeper level approximates the base of the draft of the iceberg. Thus, the shear of the 

ocean flow is partially taken into account in the form drag and the bottom drag terms. 

This section investigates the changes in sea ice concentration over the duration of the 

track of iceberg 74n131. This iceberg was tracked for a period of four years, over 

which it entered the Ross Sea, then towards the end of its track left the Ross Sea area 

and continued to follow the coastal current. The Ross Sea is typically ice free during 

austral summer (Assmann, 2003) and therefore we expect to see that the sea ice 

concentration over the entire track will show a seasonal variation and affect the 

iceberg motion. Figure 4.3-1 shows the sea ice concentration along all of the 

modelled tracks for the simulation 85/238 m. 
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Figure 4.3-1 : Sea ice concentration (sic) at each time step for iceberg 74n131 in the 
model simulation 85/238m. Sea ice concentrations are represented by five different 
ranges, as denoted by the legend. 

In the first model track for  all  simulations using 238 m ocean  currents,  the modelled 

iceberg was grounded at the start of the track. In this case, the  simulation  moved on 

to the next model track, so  no  data were created for this model  track.  There are 

regular periods of very high sea-ice concentration (non blue  colouring,  Figure 4.3-1), 

in which iceberg 74n131 is either trapped within the sea ice or interacting with the 

sea ice, through sea ice drag forcing. There are ten model tracks  in  which the iceberg 

is trapped for the entire period of the model track (only orange and brown bars, 

Figure 4.3-1). 

The movement of these model tracks is determined by the sea ice flow. There are 

twelve model tracks in which there is not enough sea ice to interact with the iceberg 

for the entire period of the model track (dark blue bars, Figure 4.3-1), and 47 model 

tracks where the iceberg interacts with the sea ice through sea ice drag forcing for the 

entire period of the model track (light blue bars in Figure 4.3-1) .  The  periods where 
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potential iceberg trapping occurs for the entire model track are May to November 

1998 (model tracks 14 —49), May to October 1999 (model tracks 70 — 97), and July 

to September 2000 (model tracks 129 — 137). The periods that are relatively free of 

sea ice (dark blue bars in Figure 4.3-1) follow the austral summers. 

By April 2000 (model track 111 in Figure 4.3-1), the iceberg has moved into an ice-

free region of the Ross Sea and interacts with sea ice briefly between July and 

September of the same year. The sea ice concentrations for all simulated model 

tracks are relatively the same for all four simulations that include trapping, except 

that there is one extra model track that is in open ocean conditions for its entire track 

during the simulations 85/103m and 90/103m. The extra model track is number four 

(February 1998) and the sea ice concentration remain under15% during the entire 

track. 

Unlike iceberg 737n165, discussed in Section 4.2, there is some variation in sea ice 

concentration when comparing simulations. There are two extra model tracks in 

which the model iceberg is deemed to be trapped in sea ice when 85% trapping 

criterion is used. This is due to the lower trapping criteria capturing icebergs, when 

they are free of the sea ice in 90% iceberg trapping simulations. The change is 

noticed when comparing model tracks in Figure 4.3-2 and Figure 4.3-3 for tracks 

near 156°  W and 178°  W. 

4.3.2 Model tracks for iceberg 74n131 

The model icebergs follow the observed track of iceberg 74n131 very well in all 

simulations, with only a few intervals in which the model iceberg moves 
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significantly away from the target position. This similarity in model simulations to 

the observed track of 74n131 can be seen in Figure 4.3-2 and 4.3-3, in which the 

model track from the simulations 85/238m and 90/238m are shown. There is very 

little difference between simulations using 103 m and 238 m ocean currents and only 

the 238 m simulations are shown. The small differences between these two choices 

of ocean velocity means that the two terms that relate to ocean drag on the iceberg 

have relatively little impact because vertical shear is small. 

The difference in final positions of model tracks for no trap/103m and no trap/238m 

are shown in Figure 4.3-6. There is very little difference between the ocean velocity 

at 103 m and 238 m, shown by the similar values in the error of the simulations. Both 

of these model simulations use the ocean currents as the model iceberg initial 

velocity and no iceberg trapping occurs (Figure 4.3-6). The larger differences 

between the simulations are when the sea ice trapping criteria simulations are 

compared. 
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Figure 4.3-2 : The modelled icebergs along the track of iceberg 74n131 for the model 
simulation 85/238m. The blue lines represent the model tracks and the red line is the 
track of iceberg 74n131. The grey shaded regions are the Antarctic coastline. The 
Ross Sea lies in between these coastlines. 

Most of the modelled tracks in the iceberg trapping simulations show good 

agreement with the direction of movement in the track of iceberg 74n131 (Figure 

4.3-2 and 4.3-3). The speeds of the modelled tracks differ from the speed of iceberg 

74n131 in some regions, mainly when the modelled iceberg round the Antarctic 

coastline near 135°  W, and once iceberg 74n131 begins to leave the Ross Sea, west 

of 1800  W. There are regions where the direction of movement in the modelled 

iceberg diverges from the track of iceberg 74n131. These regions are near 156 °  W, 

178°  W and 174°  E. The larger differences occur near 1560  W and 178 °  W, where 

both of the simulated tracks move east instead of west. These tracks will be discussed 

later. 
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Figure 4.3-3 : The modelled icebergs along the track of iceberg 74n131 for the model 
simulation 901238m. The blue lines are the modelled tracks and the red line is the 
track of iceberg 74n131. The grey shaded regions are the Antarctic coastline. The 
Ross Sea lies in between these coastlines. 

The differences between simulations using 85% and 90% sea ice concentration for 

iceberg trapping are seen by comparing Figure 4.3-2 and.4.3-3.  The  model track near 

1560  W doesn't turn to the east, the tracks near 170 °  W have a stronger velocity, the 

track near 178°  W moves southeast in 85% iceberg trapping simulation, but north in 

90%, and the tracks near 174 °  E move west when the official track moves northeast. 
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Figure 4.3-4 : The modelled icebergs along the track of iceberg 74n131 for the model 
simulation no trap/238m. The blue lines are the modelled tracks  and  the red line is 
the track of iceberg 74n131. The grey shaded regions are the Antarctic coastline. The 
Ross Sea lies in between these coastlines. 

There is very little difference between the model simulations for  no  iceberg trapping. 

There are a few model tracks in the 103 m simulation that travel further than the 

same tracks in the 238 m simulation, increasing the error in final position of the 

model track. For this reason, the tracks from the 238 m simulation (Figure 4.3-4) 

have been chosen to represent the no trapping condition and can be compared to the 

iceberg trapping condition (Figure 4.3-2 and.4.3-3). 

The main difference between the model simulation for no trapping and trapping is a 

model track starting at 76.36°  S 156.67°  W (model track 36). In the simulations with 

iceberg trapping (85% and 90%) the model track moves east and finishes at 76.41 °  S 

158.470  W in the 238 m ocean current simulation, 0.17 0  S 4.46°  E from the target. 

The trapping simulation starts the model iceberg in ocean with sea  ice  concentration 

above 90%, therefore the iceberg is trapped in the sea ice and in  all  iceberg trapping 

simulations moves with the sea ice, east. As the model iceberg continues to move to 
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the east, it enters waters with higher sea ice concentrations and remains fixed to the 

sea ice. 

The model iceberg in the no trapping simulation starts in sea ice concentrations 

greater than 90%, but since the iceberg isn't trapped, it is free to move with the ocean 

velocity and the iceberg moves in the same direction as the official track, west-

northwest. Consequently, the model iceberg moves into waters that are less 

concentrated with sea ice. This will not affect the movement of the model iceberg, 

but there is a clear contrast between trapping and no trapping assumptions. 

4.3.2.1 Difference between the model and iceberg final positions 

The difference between the final position of the model iceberg and the position of 

iceberg 74n131 gives an indication of how close the model tracks are to the track of 

iceberg 74n131. 
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Figure 4.3-5: Difference between the final position of model icebergs using 238 m 
ocean currents and sea ice trapping and the iceberg 74n131. The red lines indicate the 
longitude difference and the blue is the latitude difference. The model track in March 
2000 has been scaled by 2 to show the variation in the other residuals. 

Figure 4.3-5 shows the error in the final position of the model iceberg when 

compared to the iceberg 74n131. Model track 86 starts at 69.54 0  S 177.76°  W and 

finishes 3.3 °  east of iceberg 74n131 in the model simulation 85/238m, but in the 

model simulation 90/238m, the model iceberg is 1.9 °  closer to 74n131. This track 

moves southeast at quite a good speed when using the 85% sea-ice concentration as 

the iceberg trapping criteria, but moves northward when 90% sea-ice concentration is 

used. This track will be discussed below. 
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Figure 4.3-6: Difference between the final position of model icebergs using 103 m 
and 238 m ocean currents and no sea ice trapping and the iceberg 74n131. The red 
lines indicates the longitude difference and the blue is the latitude difference. The 
model track in March 2000 has been scaled by 2 to show the variation in the other 
residuals. 

The main difference between the final model iceberg positions occurs for simulations 

using no trapping and trapping at either of the two levels for ocean current between 

June 1998 and September 1998. The longitudinal difference in final positions from 

the trapping iceberg simulations during this time period shows an error range of -1.0 °  

to 4.5°. In simulations with no iceberg trapping, the longitude difference for these 

tracks is mostly less than 1.5 0  (with only two model tracks greater than 1.5 0  error, 

model tracks 25 and 28). Although there is some improvement in most the model 

tracks in the simulation notrap/238m, an error of around 0.5 °  west of 74n131 

becomes a 2.56°  difference west of iceberg 74n131 for model track 28. 

There is also improvement in the track in August 1999 when an error of around 3•3 0  

east of the target is reduced to 1.2°  east of 74n131 in the model simulation no 

trap/238m. In August 2000 a difference of 2.1 °  west of 74n131 is reduced to 0.17°  

west of 74n131 (model track 135) in the simulation no trap/238m. 
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The final position error provides information on the distance between the model 

iceberg and the track of the time-tagged positions of the iceberg. The root mean 

square (rms) is introduced to provide a measure of which all models can be 

compared and identify which model simulation is performing the best. The rms 

values are calculated over all model tracks for each model simulations and over 

every ten model tracks of each simulation. 

The root mean square error for the latitude and longitude difference for each model 

simulation is listed in Table 4-4. It shows that there is a less overall error over the 

entire track for the simulation with no iceberg trapping and using the ocean currents 

at 238 m. 

4.3.3 Assessing the skill of iceberg simulations of iceberg tracks 

The rms is a measure of the magnitude of the final position difference between the 

model track and the track of iceberg 74n131 for each interval. One disadvantage of 

the RMS analysis is that any large outliers in the data will significantly increase the 

results. All modelled simulation conditions show very good comparison with each 

other, including outliers, with the simulation no trap/238m returning the smallest rms 

values. This means that the magnitude of the final position error of this simulation is 

close to zero, with the iceberg arriving closer to the target position. 
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Figure 4.3-7: Root mean square values for every 10 intervals along the modelled 
tracks in the simulation no trap/238m for iceberg 74n131. The red line indicates the 
longitude RMS and the blue line indicates the latitude RMS. The red and blue 
straight thin lines indicates the relative rms value for the entire track. The horizontal 
axis indicates the set of 10 model tracks used in the model simulation. 

For example, the simulation no trap/238m has a rms value of 0.20 °  for latitude 

difference and 0.99°  for longitude difference. The latter rms is significantly increased 

by model track 108, starting at 67.097°  S 178.575°  W. The longitude difference for 

this model track is 7.30 °, which gives a rms value for intervals 101 — 110 of 2.35 °. If 

this outlier is removed from the data set, then the longitude rms over the entire track 

will be reduced to 0.79 °, and over the 10 intervals 0.48 °. 

This is a major difference and means that all model iceberg tracks finish closer to the 

target position except this model track. The latitude rms for every 10 intervals along 

all simulations remains close to the rms for the entire track. This suggests that the 

model icebergs finish very close to the target latitude and that the major influence on 

the movement of the model icebergs is the zonal component of the sea ice and ocean 

velocity data sets for each model simulation. 
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Latitude RMS (°) Longitude RMS (°) 
85% trapping, 103 m 0.2365 1.1558 
90% trapping, 103 m 0.2197 1.0975 
85% trapping, 238 m 0.232 1.1398 
90% trapping, 238 m 0.2159 1.0799 
No trapping, 103  m 0.206 1.0273 
No trapping, 238  m 0.2003 0.9897 

Table 4-4: The root mean square over the all modelled tracks for each model 
simulation. 

4.3.4 Model tracks 35 and 36 
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Figure 4.3-8: Model tracks for simulations between 159 °  W and 147°  W for iceberg 
trapping criteria 85% (blue) and 90% (magenta) using 238 m ocean currents. Model 
track 35 is the third track from the left and model track 36 is the second from the left. 

Figure 4.3-8 shows the model tracks between 147 °  W and 159°  W for trapping 

simulations 85/238m and 90/238m. Model track 35 starts at 76.07 °  S 156.18 °  W and 

is expected to take a south-southwest movement to its target position (76.37 °  S 

156.67 °  W). In the model simulation 85/238m, the iceberg is trapped in sea ice for 

the first 12 hours and moves southeast very slowly. For the next 72 hours, the sea-ice 
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concentration fluctuates around 85%, meaning that the model iceberg moves in and 

out of trapping conditions every two hours. This results in short periods of the 

iceberg moving with the sea ice instantly when trapped and then being influenced by 

all forcing terms in Equation (1). 

The ocean current is moving west-southwest during the entire model track, so the sea 

surface slope acts to the north-northwest. When the iceberg becomes free of the 

trapping condition, it retains its west-northwest movement (i.e. the sea ice velocity) 

until all forcing terms influence the iceberg movement. During the time the iceberg is 

fluctuating between trapped and freedom, the sea ice velocity has increased and the 

difference in velocity of the iceberg and the sea ice increases, which increases the 

water drag each time the model iceberg is released. The magnitude of the Coriolis 

force has also increased due to the stronger iceberg velocities with each release. 

The sea surface slope term dominates when the iceberg is released and as such, the 

iceberg velocity increases and the iceberg turns northwest. This causes Coriolis to 

increase, but the southern component of Coriolis will not match the magnitude of the 

northern component of the sea surface slope. As a result, the iceberg will continue to 

move northward. The wind velocity is small, so the air drag term has a minor 

contribution to the iceberg velocity. The result is a movement towards the north until 

the iceberg is trapped again for the rest of its journey and it moves with the sea ice in 

a east-northeast direction, finishing a long way from the target position. 

In the 90% sea ice trapping simulation, the iceberg is only deemed trapped a few 

times lasting 12 hours the first time, then 2 hours and 4 hours the other two times. 

When the iceberg is freed from the sea ice the same behaviour occurs as in the 85% 
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simulation, but the iceberg  is  free for longer periods and this  allows  the iceberg to 

react to the other forces for longer. The ocean velocity remains west-southwest, so 

the sea surface slope will push the iceberg north-northwest. The sea-ice velocity is 

generally westward and increases from day two. When the model iceberg is trapped, 

it  moves with the sea ice so upon release, Coriolis increases and  acts  towards the 

south. The water drag is strong in this model track because of the difference between 

the ocean velocity and the model iceberg velocity, mainly upon release. The water 

drag acts to the southwest. 

Ocean Velocity 

Figure 4.3-9: The ocean velocity, wind velocity, and iceberg velocity for the 35th 
model track in the simulation no trap/103m for iceberg 737n165. The red line 
indicates the meridional component and the blue is the zonal component of the 
velocities. All velocities are in m s and the x-axis is the position  number  along the 
model track. 

The sea surface slope is a stable force due to the constant speed  and  direction of the 

ocean current during this simulation. The sea surface slope forcing remains towards 

the north-northwest, only to be opposed by the oscillating Coriolis force and water 

drag forcing acting towards the south-southeast. The northward component of the sea 

surface slope is strong enough for the iceberg to continue moving north, until a 
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strong north-easterly wind moves in and the air drag forcing is enough to balance the 

northward sea surface slope and then exceed it so that the iceberg starts moving 

towards the south. 

The consistent sea surface slope and increased air drag is enough  to  slowly reduce 

the speed of the iceberg, thus reducing the strength of the Coriolis force and water 

drag forcing (as the iceberg velocity approaches the ocean velocity). Eventually the 

iceberg attains a westward movement (with the northward movement being almost 

zero due to force interaction). 
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Figure 4.3-10: The contributions to the iceberg velocity by air drag (a), water drag 
(b), Coriolis (c), and sea surface slope (d) along model track 35 for iceberg 737n165. 
No iceberg trapping and 103 m ocean currents are used. The red indicates the v 
component and the blue is the u component. Units are m s. 
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The model iceberg for this interval under no trapping conditions and 238 m ocean 

currents moves in the general direction of the official track. The model iceberg starts 

in sea ice concentration greater than 90%, as in the trapping simulations, but since no 

trapping occurs the iceberg moves with the ocean currents, west-southwest. It 

describes a very smooth track, following the ocean currents because the air drag is 

one order of magnitude less than the dominant Coriolis and sea surface slope forcing 

(Figure 4.3-10). Sea ice drag and ocean drag are smaller again and have a minor 

contribution to the iceberg velocity. 

One of the possible causes of the inertial oscillations in the model tracks observed in 

Figure 4.3-8 is explained below. 

The sea surface slope acts to the right of the ocean current, so when the iceberg is 

moving at the same velocity as the ocean current, the sea surface slope term pushes 

the iceberg to the right and the Coriolis force acts to the left of the iceberg. If the 

iceberg is travelling at exactly the same velocity as the ocean current, these two 

forces would cancel each other out and the iceberg would follow the ocean current 

exactly. In this situation, the water drag would be zero. 

Air drag causes the iceberg to shift direction away from the direction of flow of the 

ocean current. If the effect of the air drag was to increase the speed of the iceberg, 

the Coriolis force would also increase and cause the iceberg to veer to the left. The 

sea surface slope will remain unchanged (assuming a constant ocean velocity), so the 

sea surface slope and the Coriolis force would not oppose each other. Water drag 

would then start making a small contribution to the iceberg velocity because the 

iceberg and ocean velocities are not equal, but Coriolis would continue to cause 

deflection to the left, unless air drag and water drag can oppose this forcing. The 
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the ocean current. 

4.3.4.1 Model track 89 
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result is that the iceberg would rotate anti-clockwise around the general direction of 
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Figure 4.3-11: Model tracks for simulations between 178°  E and 175°  W for sea ice 
trapping 85% (blue) and 90% (magenta) at 238 m ocean currents. 

The model track starting at 69.54°  S 177.76°  W has two completely different tracks 

for model simulations 85/238m and 90/238m. In the model simulation 85/238m, the 

iceberg is deemed trapped in the sea ice for the entire model track and moves with 

the sea ice. In the model simulation 90/238m the model iceberg is initially free of the 

trapping condition and moves to the north under the influence of the ocean current. 

Both simulations with no trapping show agreement with the result in the model 

simulation 90/238m. 

The cause of the difference between these model tracks is the change of trapping 

criteria from 85% to 90%. In the model simulation 90/238m, the  model iceberg 
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moves northward and has two short periods during days 2 and 3 in which it is 

deemed trapped in sea ice. Before trapping, the iceberg has a velocity similar to the 

ocean current (north-northwest), but instantly the iceberg velocity changes to match 

the sea ice when trapped (southeast). Since the iceberg continues to move with the 

sea ice when trapped and all other forces play no role in the direction of movement 

for the model iceberg, the effect of this change isn't felt straight away. 

When the iceberg is freed once again it retains the sea ice velocity allowing all 

forcing terms to influence its movement. The sea ice velocity is much stronger than 

the ocean velocity in this region, so the effect of iceberg trapping increases the 

velocity of the model iceberg and causes large reactions by the iceberg due to the 

water drag and Coriolis upon release. This reaction causes large amplitude inertial 

oscillations (seen by the of the model track in Figure 4.3-4) similar to those 

explained in Section 4.3.4. The iceberg continues in an oscillating movement slowly 

moving back towards the ocean current direction of flow. 
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4.4 Iceberg BO9A 

Iceberg BO9A is the only iceberg in this study that moves along the eastern coastline 

of Antarctica. A study by Lichey and Hellmer 2001, used iceberg C7, whose track 

moved into the Weddell Sea, similar to BO9A. The track of iceberg BO9A shows a 

close connection to the Antarctic coastal current, which suggests that the ocean 

currents are the primary component in forcing an iceberg around eastern Antarctica. 

4.4.1 Sea ice concentration along the modelled iceberg track 

All of the iceberg trapping criteria simulations provided similar results for the sea ice 

concentration at each position of all model tracks. There are slight variations along 

those positions for the same model track between iceberg trapping criteria used. If 

the sea ice concentration is between 85% and 90%, the iceberg will not be deemed 

trapped in the model simulations 90/103m and 90/238m, and will most likely have a 

slightly different track for the same model tracks in the model simulations 85/103m 

and 85/238m because they are affected by different forcing. 

Figure 4.4-1 displays the sea ice concentration for all model positions in the model 

simulation 90/238m for iceberg BO9A. The iceberg is trapped or near trapped during 

most of its track, with the longest period of trapping for the entire model track 

between July and October 1999 (Model tracks 77 to 87 in Figure 4.4-1). During this 

period the iceberg is tracking close to the coast near Cape Borley. The iceberg is 

never trapped in sea ice during austral summer, but does at times experience sea ice 

drag forcing. 
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Figure 4.4-1: Sea ice concentration (sic) at each time  step for iceberg  BO9A in the 
model simulation 85/238m. Sea ice concentrations are  represented by  five different 
ranges, as denoted by the legend. 

4.4.2 Model tracks for iceberg BO9A 

The model tracks of iceberg BO9A for all simulations  show very good  agreement 

with the official track of iceberg BO9A in terms  of direction. The  general movement 

of the iceberg is west, with slight meandering at times  along the track.  Figure 4.4-2 

and 4.4-3 show the difference between model  simulations 90/238m  and 

no trap/238m. There are regions (observed in Figure 4.4-2  and 4.4-3  ) where the 

model iceberg movement is very slow (65°  S 1150  E, 65°  S 92°  E, 66°  S 75°  E and 

67°  S 45 °  E) and other regions where the iceberg moves  quickly (64°  S 1000  E, 66°  S 

55 °  E, and in areas west of  10°  E). 

The model icebergs tend to finish west of their target  position in the  no trapping 

simulations, suggesting that the model iceberg over--shoots  the intended  target 
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position and that sea ice plays a more important role on the east coast, or the ocean 

model is too fast in the zonal movement of the ocean currents. 

Model simulations for iceberg BO9A using trapping and 103 m ocean currents show 

this over-shooting more clearly because the ocean currents at this level are stronger 

than those at 238 m. The model iceberg spends very short periods trapped in sea ice 

(even in the 85% trapping criteria), so its track is dominated by the movements of the 

ocean currents. 

Due to the large scale of the track of iceberg BO9A, it was necessary to split the track 

into two sections, west and east in order to show detail in the following figures. 
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Figure 4.4-2: Model simulation of iceberg BO9A with iceberg trapping set to 90% 
and 238 m ocean current depth. The red line is the track of iceberg BO9A and the 
blue lines are the modelled tracks. The grey shaded region is the Antarctic coastline. 
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Figure 4.4-3: Model simulation of iceberg BO9A with no iceberg trapping and 238 m 
ocean current depth. The red line is the track of iceberg B09A and  the  blue lines are 
the modelled tracks. The grey shaded region is the Antarctic coastline. 

There are regions where the model icebergs produce large deviations from the 

general flow of the iceberg and will be investigated in this section. These deviations 

occur in model tracks starting near Cape Carr at 65.1 °  S 128.7°  E (model track 4), 

near Davis Station at 66.72 °  S 76.71 °  E (model track 53), near Cape Borley at 66.53 °  

S 62.57°  E (model track 73) and 66.34 °  S 58.370  E (model track  85),  73.08°  S 21.87°  

W (model track 137), and near the Riiser Larsen Ice Shelf at 73.44 °  S 24.97°  W 

(model track 140). 
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Model track 4 starts at 65.1 °  S 128.7°  E and is expected to finish near 65.09 °  S 

120.43 °  E after travelling for 100 days, the longest period of time for all model tracks 

for iceberg BO9A. The model iceberg is initially in sea ice concentrations over 70%, 

but does not become trapped in the sea ice until day 9 (for model simulation 

90/238m), at 65.04 0  S 127.71 °  E. Prior to trapping, the iceberg follows the ocean 

current, moving northwest after an initial west-southwest movement. During the 

trapping period, the iceberg instantly (condition of the model) moves west-

southwest, then west-northwest with the sea ice flow. On day 10, the iceberg is 

released from the sea ice as the concentration drops below 90%. The release of the 

iceberg from the sea ice means that all forces are now able to interact with the 

iceberg and changes to the iceberg velocity are as follows. 

The ocean current is west-northwest, so the sea surface slope forcing pushes the 

iceberg to the north-northeast. The velocity of the ocean current is stronger than the 

sea ice, but similar direction, so as a result the Coriolis force is weaker than the 

opposing sea surface slope forcing and the iceberg reacts by changing direction to be 

north-northwest and its velocity increases. This change in iceberg velocity causes the 

western component of the Coriolis to increase in response to the increase in the 

northern component of the iceberg velocity. The western component of the iceberg 

velocity increased slightly by the change in velocity of the iceberg, so the southern 

component of the Coriolis had a small increase. The sea surface slope magnitude and 

direction remain relatively unchanged due to a steady ocean current, so the sea 

surface slope term keeps pushing the iceberg towards the north-northeast. The 

western component of the Coriolis force is now greater than the eastern component 

of the sea surface slope forcing, but the northern component of the sea surface slope 
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forcing is still greater than the Coriolis force, so the iceberg reacts by moving west-

northwest. 

Eventually the magnitude of the Coriolis forcing is greater than the sea surface slope 

forcing and the iceberg will move west-southwest until a point is reached when the 

component magnitude of the sea surface slope will again be greater than Coriolis and 

the iceberg move back towards the north-northeast again. This oscillation continues, 

but the magnitude will reduce as the Coriolis begins to better balance the sea surface 

sloping force. The iceberg becomes trapped in sea ice many times over the first 27 

days, during which times the iceberg velocity is instantly changed to the sea ice 

velocity. When the iceberg is released again, the inertial oscillations will start again, 

their magnitude dependent on the strength and directions of the ocean current and sea 

ice. The magnitude of the inertial oscillation reduces with time as the Coriolis force 

begins to balance the sea surface slope forcing. The iceberg never becomes trapped 

in sea ice for the remainder of its track for this model track and thus closely follows 

the coastal current, before it finishes 0.41 °  S 1.75 °  W of the intended target at 65.5 0  S 

118.68°  E.• 

The model simulation 85/238m follows a similar track to the model simulation 

90/238m. The greater difference between simulations is between the 103 m and 

238 m ocean current simulations (independent of trapping criteria) because the ocean 

current is stronger at 103 m. The iceberg is not trapped in sea ice for very long in 

iceberg trapping simulations for this model track and as such the 103 m simulations 

will move further and on a slightly different track to the 238 m simulations. 
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Figure 4.4-4: The ocean, wind and iceberg velocity for simulation 90% iceberg 
trapping and 238 m ocean currents, model track 4. The red line indicates the v 
component and the blue is the u component of the forcing terms. 
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Figure 4.4-5: The air and water drag, Coriolis force and sea surface slope force for 
simulation 90% iceberg trapping and 238 m ocean currents, model track 4. The red 
line indicates the v component and the blue is the u component of  the  forcing terms. 
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Figure 4.4-6: The sea ice velocity, concentration and drag during  the  90% iceberg 
trapping and 238 m ocean current simulation for model track 4.  The  red line is the v 
component and the blue is the u component terms. 

Model track 53 starts at 66.72 °  S 76.71 °  E and is modelled for  10 days.  The sea ice 

concentration at no point exceeds 77%, so the iceberg does not become trapped and 

thus follows the ocean currents. The track of this model iceberg is expected to finish 

at 66.34°  S 75.23°  E, northwest of the starting position. The ocean current in this 

region is primarily westward before turning southeast near 66.8 °  S 74.5°  E. The sea 

ice velocity in this region suggests that if the iceberg was trapped  in  sea ice, then the 

track would be slow in the first 14 days, then it would move northwest, with a 

meander to the southwest for a short period around day 19, before returning to a 

west-northwest movement. 

The movement of iceberg BO9A for this period is northwest, to finish at 66.34 °  S 

75.23°  E. The aforementioned movement of the sea ice and the general westward 

movement of the ocean currents suggests that the sea ice concentration in this region 

is underestimated and that iceberg BO9A is indeed trapped in sea ice, and moves with 

the sea ice for a period of time. 
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Model track 73 starts at 66.53°  S 62.57°  E and travels for only 5 days. The sea ice 

concentration for this track never drops below 85%, so the iceberg will be trapped for 

the entire time in the model simulations 85/103m and 85/238m. In the model 

simulations 901103m and 90/238m, the iceberg has some periods when the iceberg is 

released by the sea ice and moves with the ocean current. A similar reaction by the 

iceberg to that in model track 4 occurs when released by the sea ice. The ocean 

velocity is west-northwest, so the sea surface slope forcing is to the north-northeast. 

The sea ice is moving northwest so when the iceberg is released, Coriolis wants to 

move the iceberg to the southwest. The ocean velocity is west-northwest, so upon 

release, the sea surface slope will act towards the north-northeast. The meridional 

component of the sea surface slope is dominant over the Coriolis due to the stronger 

westward component of the ocean current to the iceberg velocity (which has the 

same velocity as the sea ice upon release). The iceberg initially continues to move 

northwest upon release, but at a much stronger speed due to the dominance of the sea 

surface slope meridional component and the Coriolis zonal component. The strength 

of the meridonal component of the Coriolis force becomes stronger than the 

meridional component of the sea surface slope due to the increase in westward 

iceberg velocity and causes the iceberg to turn southwest. Over the next 10 hours, the 

iceberg continues to turn southwest to the point where the zonal component of the 

iceberg velocity tends towards zero. This has the effect of reducing the strength of 

the meridional component of the Coriolis force and eventually, the meridional 

component of the sea surface slope begins to dominate and the iceberg changes 

direction towards the northwest. 
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This oscillation continues until the iceberg is trapped again in sea ice and follows the 

sea ice floe north, away from the official track. The simulation for no trap/238m 

shows the model track moving to a position very close to target position (Figure 

4.4-3). This suggests that the sea ice concentration may be over estimated in this 

region, or the sea ice isn't strong enough to trap the iceberg. The ocean current in this 

region is very strong with speeds up to 25 cm s -I , much faster compared to only —10 

-1 i cm s n the east. 

Starting at 73.08 °  S 21.87°  W, model track 137 is expected to finish at 73.12 °  S 

23.61 °  W after travelling for 5 days. This track is another example of the effect that 

sea ice trapping has on the track of the model iceberg. The sea ice concentration is 

always above 90%, so the iceberg will be trapped for the entire track under any 

iceberg trapping simulation. The movement of the sea ice, and the trapped iceberg is 

generally northwest. The strong ocean currents (-44 cm s -I ) in this area move 

southwest so in the no trapping simulation, the iceberg follows the ocean current and 

moves southwest at around 40 cm s -I . The model iceberg finishes 0.26 °  N 1.11 °  E of 

the target position in the model simulation 90/238m and 0.37 °  S 1.27 °  W of the target 

for the model simulation no trap/238m. 

In this region, sea ice plays the role of slowing the model iceberg, but as mentioned, 

the sea ice moves the iceberg northwest instead of west. It is suggested that the 

iceberg starts trapped in sea ice, moves northwest, but is released towards the end of 

the period and moves with the strong southwest ocean current to finish west of its 

starting position. 
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Figure 4.4-7: Error in the final positions of the modelled iceberg  to  the official track 
of iceberg BO9A. 
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Figure 4.4-8: Error in the final positions of the modelled iceberg to the official track 
of iceberg BO9A. 

The error in the final positions varies between simulations, with the no trapping 

simulations showing the highest error in the June 1999 to January 2001. The cause of 

this high error is the strong ocean currents moving the model icebergs. The range in 

error for this simulation is 2.16°  to 11.15 °  latitude and longitude respectively. The 

better performing simulation for iceberg BO9A is the model simulation 90/238m 

(Figure 4.4-7), with very little change the error for the model simulation 85/238. 

Trapping an iceberg acts to slow the iceberg, but may send it in the wrong direction 

as the sea ice floe can be different to the ocean current and the official iceberg track. 

The range in error for the model simulation 90/238m (Figure 4.4-8) is 1.84°  for 

latitude difference and 8.84°  for longitude difference. It is clear from Figure 4.4-3 

that the zonal flow of the iceberg is too strong and main cause of error. 

4.4.3 Root Mean Square (RMS) Analysis 

The rms analysis is clearly affected by the error in the final position between the 

iceberg and the model tracks in the region between 54 °  E and 60°  E (June 1999 to 
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January 2000, Figure 4.4-7 and 4.4-8), and west of 16 °  E (June 2000 to January 

2001, Figure 4.4-7 and 4.4-8). Model tracks in these regions show the greatest error 

(excluding model track 4 which is caused by the time period of the track). The model 

simulations with no iceberg trapping were the worst performing model tracks for 

iceberg BO9A, purely due to a lack of iceberg trapping in sea ice and ocean currents 

too strong in these regions. 

The rms of the error in position for the model simulation no trap/238m is 0.274 °  for 

latitude and 1.164°  for longitude. The rms for no trap/103m is greater due to stronger 

ocean currents at this depth. The best performed model simulation was simulation 

90/238m. The rms for this simulation was 0.229°  and 0.915 °  for latitude and 

longitude difference respectively. The large errors in model position occurs when the 

iceberg is not trapped and this significantly increases the rms for this simulation. 

When iceberg trapping occurs at 90% sea-ice concentration, the rms is significantly 

less due to periods of trapping in these model tracks either slowing the iceberg or 

moving the iceberg towards the target position. Table 4-5 shows the rms values for 

the entire simulation and Figure 4.4-9 and 4.4-10 display the rms change over every 

10 model tracks for the simulations no trap/238m and 90/238m respectively. 

Latitude RMS (°) Longitude RMS (°) 
85% trapping, 103 m 0.264 1.066 
90% trapping, 103 m 0.265 1.104 
85% trapping, 238 m 0.244 0.950 
90% trapping, 238 in 0.229 0.915 
No trapping, 103 m 0.305 1.553 
No trapping, 238 m 0.274 1.164 

Table 4-5: The Root Mean Square (RMS) over the entire modelled track under the 
varying model conditions. 
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Figure 4.4-9: RMS value for every 10 model tracks for longitude (thick red line) and 
latitude error (thick blue line) along the track of iceberg BO9A using no iceberg 
trapping and 238 m ocean currents. The RMS for all model tracks for the longitude 
(straight red line) and latitude error (thin blue line) are also shown. 
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Figure 4.4-10: RMS value for every 10 model tracks for longitude (thick red line) 
and latitude error (thick blue line) along the track of iceberg BO9A using 90% 
iceberg trapping and 238 m ocean currents. The RMS for all model tracks for the 
longitude (straight red line) and latitude error (thin blue line) are also shown 
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4.5 Iceberg BMA 

Iceberg BlOA is the largest iceberg of the five in this study. It starts at 73.3 °  S 

112.170  W near Cape Herlacher and drifts for eight years in West Antarctica before 

, drifting through Drake Passage, where the track ends at 59.21 °  S 55.44°  W. Its drift 

track has a total of 502 recorded positions, but from these positions there are only 

197 changes in position. This suggests that the iceberg either spends a long time in 

weak ocean currents, or is trapped in slow moving sea ice, or the iceberg is 

grounded. In section 4.1.1, it is shown that the minimum ocean depth beneath the 

iceberg during the changes in position (632 m) is deeper than the draft of the iceberg 

(300 m) and as such the possibility of grounding can be omitted. 

4.5.1 Sea ice concentration along the modelled iceberg track 

Sea ice concentrations along the modelled iceberg tracks are very similar when 

comparing tracks using the same iceberg trapping criteria. Figure 4.5-1 indicates that 

the iceberg is rarely trapped in sea ice and most of the interaction is sea ice drag 

forcing when 90% iceberg trapping criterion is used. In this simulation there are 39 

model tracks in which open ocean conditions are experienced for the entire track, 

130 model tracks experience sea ice drag forcing and no model tracks have sea ice 

concentrations greater than 85% for the entire model track. 
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Figure 4.5-1 : Sea ice concentration (sic) at each time step for iceberg BlOA in the 
model simulation 90/238m. Sea ice concentrations are represented by five different 
ranges, as denoted by the legend. 

There are two regions in which the iceberg is in open ocean conditions for the 

duration of the entire model track. The first is between 68.28 °  S 113.2 °  W and 67.37 °  

S 109.71 °  W from March to May 1998 (model tracks 137 — 151), and the second is 

between 67.98 °  S 87.92°  W and 59.12 °  S 59.04°  W from December 1998 to 

September 1999 (model tracks 177 — 197). The last region covers a location along 

the drift track of iceberg BlOA when it is along the western coastline of the Antarctic 

Peninsula and the entrance to Drake Passage. Iceberg BlOA is near the entrance to 

Drake Passage from April 1999 to September 1999. The lack of sea ice along the 

position track in this region suggests that the sea ice didn't extend as far north as the 

iceberg position during this period. 

The number of model tracks which experience open ocean conditions, sea ice drag 

forcing and trapping by sea ice for the entire period of the model track are listed in 

Table 4-6. 
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Open Ocean Sea Ice Drag Trapping 
1 85%, 103 m 38 117 

85%, 238 m 39 115 1 
90% 103 m 38 129 0 
90% 238 m 39 130 0 

Table 4-6: Number of model tracks along the track of iceberg BIOA in which open 
ocean, sea ice drag and trapping occurs during the entire period of the model track. 

There is only one model track which is trapped in sea ice for the entire period of its 

track when 85% iceberg trapping criterion is used and no tracks are trapped when 

90% is used, independent of ocean current depth. This model track starts at 72.23 °  S 

116.4°  W (model track 26) in October 1994 and is expected to finish at 72.13 °  S 

115.42°  W, five days later. This model track actually finishes 0.051 °  S 1.08°  W 

(WSW) of the target position in the model simulation 85/238m. In the model 

simulation 901238m the model track finishes 0.12 °  S 0.504°  W (WSW) of target 

position. The effect of increasing the iceberg trapping criteria to 90% means that the 

iceberg finishes further south of the target position, but east of the model track using 

85% iceberg trapping criteria and closer to the target position. This track has no 

positions with sea ice concentrations greater than 90%, so the iceberg is not trapped 

in model simulations 90/103m and 90/238m. Figure 4.5-2 shows the sea ice 

concentrations along all model tracks for simulation 85/238m. Only one model track 

is identified as being trapped in sea ice for the entire model track. 
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Figure 4.5-2 : Sea ice concentration (sic) at each time step for iceberg BlOA in the 
model simulation 85/238m. Sea ice concentrations are represented by five different 
ranges, as denoted by the legend. 

The higher values of sea ice concentration in the model tracks seen in Figure 4.5-1 

and 4.5-2 occurs during austral winter between 1994 and 1997. 

4.5.2 Model tracks for iceberg BlOA 

The majority of interaction with the sea ice experienced by the model iceberg is drag 

forcing, with very occasional trapping. There are regions along the track of iceberg 

BlOA in which the ocean currents are very slow and this may account for the large 

number of repeated positions along the iceberg track. All model tracks show very 

little variation between simulations, with the main difference being due to the 

difference in speed of the two levels of ocean currents used. Figure 4.5-3 to 4.5-5 

show the model track for BlOA using model simulation 901238m split into three 

sections (west, central and east) to better highlight these model tracks. 
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Figure 4.5-3: Model tracks for iceberg BlOA in the western sector between 135° W 
and 105°  W. 90% iceberg trapping and 238 m ocean currents are used. The blue 
tracks indicate the model tracks and the red line indicates the official track of iceberg 
BlOA. The grey shaded regions are the Antarctic coastline. 

The western sector of the track of iceberg BlOA shows that there  are  regions where 

the modelled tracks follow the iceberg track very well and other regions where the 

model icebergs drift in a totally different direction. Iceberg BlOA moves very slowly 

over the first three years before drifting into a strong north-northwest ocean current 

(40cm s -1 ) near 73°  S 113°  W. The official track escapes from this current and drifts 

northwest at a much slower speed. The iceberg track along 72 °  S  is  the region where 

the majority of the repeated positions that are recorded for BlOA (Figure 4.5-3). The 

model tracks in this region confirm that the ocean currents are  slow  moving and are a 

plausible reason for the numerous occurrences of repeated positions. In March 1996 

at 71.67°  S 130.95 °  W, the official track moves northward until it reaches an 

eastward current, possibly the Antarctic Circumpolar Current near 67.1 °  S 129.3 °  W 

in July 1997. The model tracks in the northward movement  of  the iceberg (67 to 108) 

indicate the presence of a southward ocean current that will act to keep the iceberg 

closer to the coastline. None of these model tracks are trapped in  sea  ice for the 

duration of the model track, but track 76 (starting at 71.40  S  132.3°  W) is the only 
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model track that is trapped in sea ice for a short period of time. Figure 4.5-10 to 

4.5-12 show the variables and forcing contributions to the iceberg velocity for model 

track 76 and details are explained further in the text. There is slight agreement in the 

general movement of the model icebergs around 68 °  S, in which the model tracks 

move east, although the iceberg track indicates a continuing northward track. When 

the iceberg track turns eastward in July 1997, the model tracks show an eastward 

movement, though much slower than iceberg BlOA. One exception to this eastward 

movement is with model track 136 which starts at 67.4 °  S 116.69°  W. Iceberg BlOA 

drifts north from this position on the 13 th  December 1997 and returns to this position 

on the 28th  December 1997 (when model track 136 starts). Model track 136 moves 

southwest with the ocean current over a period of 65 days during which time the sea 

ice concentration along the model track reduces from 40% to 0%. The only 

interaction with the sea ice is drag forcing and the magnitude of this isle, negligible 

compared to the other forces (10 -2). 
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Figure 4.5-4: Model tracks for iceberg BlOA in the central sector between 102 °  W 
and 72°  W. 90% iceberg trapping and 238 m ocean currents are used. The blue tracks 
indicate the model tracks and the red line indicates the official track of iceberg 
BlOA. The grey shaded regions are the Antarctic coastline. 
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In the central sector, the model tracks are moving very slowly, but generally in 

agreement with the actual track of BlOA. In September 1998, the iceberg has a rare 

moment of iceberg trapping with the sea ice (Figure 4.5-1). In chapter 2, figure 

2.1.16 shows that this is a region in which the iceberg position is unchanged over 

long periods. The model track starting at 67.98°  S 87.92°  W (model track 180) 

appears to show an increase in ocean current speed (Figure 4.5-13). Model track 180 

is simulated for 125 days (25 times as long as expected). Due to the extended length 

of this model track it is not showing an increase in ocean current speed, but in fact a 

track similar to the previous tracks adjusted to account for a period that is 25 times 

longer in duration. Figure 4.5-13 to 4.5-15 show the variable and forcing 

contributions to the iceberg velocity for this track. This model track has interesting 

implications in the rms calculations due to the large error in its final position. 
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Figure 4.5-5: Model tracks for iceberg BlOA in the eastern sector in Drake Passage 
between 64°  W and 54°  W. 90% iceberg trapping and 238 m ocean currents are used. 
The blue tracks indicate the model tracks and the red line indicates the official track 
of iceberg BlOA. The grey shaded regions are the Antarctic coastline. 

In the eastern sector, the iceberg enters Drake Passage, a narrow strip of ocean 

between the southern tip of South America and the northern tip of the Antarctic 

Peninsula. The ocean currents in Drake Passage are much stronger than those further 
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west and east because they are squeezed by this narrow passage. The iceberg appears 

to be too far south to experience the strong currents near 59 °  S (Figure 4.5-5) in 

Drake Passage, but the model track experiences an increase in the ocean currents. 

The official track of BlOA suggests that it might be caught in a cyclonic eddy at 

58°  W, but this eddy has not been resolved in the ocean current due to eastward 

movement of the model tracks in Figure 4.5-5. There is no iceberg trapping in this 

region. 
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Figure 4.5-6: Error in the final position of the model tracks using 90% iceberg 
trapping and 238 m ocean currents for iceberg BlOA. The red line indicates the 
longitude difference and the blue indicates the latitude difference. The units are 
degrees. 

The error in final positions between the model tracks and the track of iceberg BlOA 

are very similar for all simulations because the model icebergs are rarely trapped in 

sea ice and therefore ocean currents govern their movement. Figure 4.5-6 displays 

the fmal position error for the model simulation 90/103m and 90/238m. 

There is a slight difference between the two due to the velocity of the ocean currents 

for each model track. The difference in ocean current velocity  is marginal, but over 
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the period of the track, the iceberg travels far enough to show a difference in Figure 

4.5-6. The main cause of the large error, especially in longitude is the fact that the 

model tracks move in a completely different direction to the track of iceberg B1OA. 

The following quoted figures are results from the model simulation 90/238m. The 

most notable differences are in January 1992 (model track 3) when the iceberg is in 

strong westward ocean currents and travels much faster than iceberg BlOA. This 

track finishes 2.07°  west of the target, meaning that the ocean currents are too fast in 

this region. In July 1996 (model track 76), iceberg BlOA moves northeast, but the 

model iceberg moves southwest and causes an error in longitude of 3.55 °  west of the 

target. In January 1997 (model track 98), iceberg B1OA moves northwest, but the 

model track moves northeast producing an error of 4.5 °  east of the target. In 

December 1998 (model track 180), the model track is simulated during a gap in the 

position data of 125 days, with conditions suggesting that the ocean currents are 

much slower than expected and the model iceberg doesn't finish anywhere near the 

target position. The error for this model track is 6.56 °  S 20.96°  W of the target 

position. If this track was omitted from the statistics then the latitude error would 

range from -0.94°  to 0.82°  and the longitude error would range from -4.55 °  to 4.49° . 
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Figure 4.5-7: The ocean current (a), wind velocity (b) and iceberg velocity (c) along 
the model track 3. 90% iceberg trapping and 238 m ocean currents are used. The red 
line indicates the v component and the blue is the u component. Units are m s -I . 

This section investigates 3 model tracks that show large errors, focussed on longitude 

error. Figure 4.5-7 to 4.5-9 show the conditions along model track 3 in the model 

simulation 90/238m. The sea ice concentration (Figure 4.5-9) shows that the iceberg 

did not get trapped in sea ice, with sea ice concentrations less than 75% over the 

entire model track, but there is enough for the iceberg to be influenced by sea ice 

drag. The model track starts at the velocity of the ocean current, a strong westward 

current, and follows this current for the duration of the model track. 

The ocean current maintains its velocity for the entire track and the iceberg velocity 

remains comparable with the ocean current (Figure 4.5-7), causing the large error. 

The iceberg experiences inertial oscillations when the air drag is strong enough for it 

to influence the direction the iceberg takes. This comes about because the air drag is 

larger than the sum of the Coriolis and sea surface slope forces. The last two forces 

oppose each other leaving a smaller residual force that controls the iceberg velocity. 

The inertial oscillation has the effect of causing the iceberg to meander along its 
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general direction of movement and reduces the distance travelled by the iceberg 

(straight line distance). 
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Figure 4.5-8: The contributions to the iceberg velocity by air drag (a), water drag (b), 
Coriolis (c), and sea surface slope (d) along the model track 3 for iceberg BlOA. 90% 
iceberg trapping and 238 m ocean currents are used. The red indicates the v 
component and the blue is the u component. Units are m 
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Figure 4.5-9: The sea ice velocity (a), sea ice concentration (b), and the contribution 
to the iceberg velocity from the sea ice drag forcing (c) along model track 3 for 
iceberg BlOA. 90% iceberg trapping and 238 m ocean currents are used. The red 
indicates the v component and the blue is the u component. Units are m s -I  for (a) 
and (c), % for (b). 
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Figure 4.5-9 shows the sea ice velocity along the track and the sea  ice  was initially 

moving west then shifted northeast for about two days with the strongest speeds in 

the sea ice at this time. The sea ice speed almost reduces to zero between days 7 and 

14 before moving east overall. The track of BlOA along moves southwest, so for this 

track, the ocean currents are too fast in the westward direction and were the iceberg 

trapped, the sea ice would take the iceberg away from its target position. 
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Figure 4.5-10: The ocean current (a), wind velocity (b) and iceberg velocity (c) along 
the model track 76. 90% iceberg trapping and 238 m ocean currents are used. The red 
line indicates the v component and the blue is the u component. Units are m s -1 . 

Model track 76 is one of the few model tracks that are deemed  to be  trapped in sea 

ice for some period of its movement. In the 90% iceberg trapping simulation, the 

iceberg is trapped in sea ice after 7 days of drifting with the ocean currents. Slow (5 

-1 cm s) southwest ocean currents dominate this region, with similar sea ice speeds. 

The sea ice velocity speeds up dramatically after 7 days, coinciding with the model 

trapping. Once trapped the model iceberg moves with the sea  ice and  therefore 

travels at up to —20 cm s -1  towards the northwest. The result for  the  iceberg is 
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movement similar to the official track, but the speed is too strong  and  the model 

iceberg finishes southwest of its target position. 
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Figure 4.5-11: The contributions to the iceberg velocity by air drag (a), water drag 
(b), Coriolis (c), and sea surface slope (d) along the model track  76  for iceberg 
BlOA. 90% iceberg trapping and 238 m ocean currents are used.  The  red line 
indicates the v component and the blue line is the u component.  Units  are m s-I . 
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Figure 4.5-12: The sea ice velocity (a), sea ice concentration (b),  and  the contribution 
to the iceberg velocity from the sea ice drag forcing (c) along  model  track 76 for 
iceberg BlOA. 90% iceberg trapping and 238 m ocean currents  are  used. The red 
indicates the v component  and  the blue is the u component. Units  are m  s-I  for (a) 
and (c), % for (b). 
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Figure 4.5-13: The ocean current (a), wind velocity (b) and iceberg velocity (c) along 
the model track 180. 90% iceberg trapping and 238 m ocean  currents  are used. The 
red line indicates the v component and the blue is the u component. Units are m s -I . 

Model track 180 covers the large gap that takes iceberg B 10A  along  the western side 

of the Antarctic Peninsula to Drake Passage. The track duration is  125  days and is 

expected to take a northeast orientation from 67.98 °  S 87.92 °  W  to  the position of 

B1OA at the end of the gap  at  61.51 °  S 61.3 0  W. The sea ice concentration along the 

model track is less than 10%, so the iceberg experiences open ocean conditions for 

the entire 125 days (no sea ice interaction). The model iceberg  has  an initial velocity 

equal to the ocean current, south-southeast. 

The speed of the ocean current is very small (3 cm s -i ), giving a daily distance of 

travel of 3.19 km (377.39 km for 125 days). The distance between the start and 

expected final position along a great circle is 1408 km, so  while the  model remains in 

these ocean currents, it will only move a quarter of the distance  to  get to the expected 

final position. The model iceberg moves into a slower  northeast  ocean current after 

56 days of drift. Due to the low sea ice concentrations in this  region  during  the 
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passage of iceberg BlOA, there will be little change between model simulations and 

the only change is when simulations using different ocean currents are compared. 

The fmal position of the model track for the simulations using 238  m  ocean currents 

is 68.07°  S 82.26°  W, while using 103 m ocean currents gives a  final  position at 

67.89°  S 81.58°  W, a little closer to the target position, but still  a good  distance away 

to cause an error of 6.39 °  S 20.28°  W of the target in the model simulations using 

103m ocean currents. 
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Figure 4.5-14: The contributions to the iceberg velocity by air drag (a), water drag 
(b), Coriolis (c), and sea surface slope (d) along the model track 180 for iceberg 
BlOA. 90% iceberg trapping and 238 m ocean currents are used. The red line 
indicates the v component and the blue line is the u component. Units are m s-1. 
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Figure 4.5-15: The sea ice velocity (a), sea ice concentration (b), and the contribution 
to the iceberg velocity from the sea ice drag forcing (c) along model track 180 for 
iceberg BlOA. 90% iceberg trapping and 238 m ocean currents are used. The red 
indicates the v component and the blue is the u component. Units are m s-I  for (a) 
and (c), % for (b). 
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Figure 4.5-16: The RMS values for final position error every 10 model track along 
the track of iceberg BlOA. The red line indicates the longitude error and the blue the 
latitude error. The horizontal red and blue lines indicate the RMS for longitude and 
latitude error for the entire model track. Units are degrees. 

The rms analysis of the error in final position between the model track and iceberg 

BlOA for the model simulation 90/238m is displayed in Figure 4.5-16. The clear 
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outlier is the error caused by model track 180. This error causes bias towards higher 

rms values when included in the rms for the entire iceberg track. 

Latitude error (°) Longitude error (°) 
85% trapping, 103 m 0.515 (0.242) 2.027 (1.005) 
90% trapping, 103 m 0.515 (0.242) 2.027 (1.003) 
85% trapping, 238 m 0.525 (0.24) 1.782 (0.975) 
90% trapping, 238 m 0.526 (0.241) 2.081 (0.973) 
No trapping, 103 m 0.518 (0.247) 2.027 (0.988) 
No trapping, 238 m 0.528 (0.246) 2.081 (0.957) 

Table 4-7: The Root Mean Square (RMS) over the entire modelled track under the 
varying model conditions. 

Table 4-7 shows the rms values for each simulation over the entire track. The 238 m 

ocean currents are too slow over most parts of the iceberg track, it is not surprising 

that the rms for longitude error is the smallest for the model simulation 85/103m, 

although it is almost the worst performer for latitude error. The values in brackets in 

Table 4-7 are the rms values with model track 180 omitted. The better performed 

model simulation becomes no trap/238m when model track 180 is omitted. The 

effect that the error from model track 180 has on the overall error in the model tracks 

is quite strong. There is very little difference between iceberg trapping simulations, 

as expected with an iceberg track that experiences such little trapping. 
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4.6 Iceberg BlOB 

Iceberg BlOB is the third iceberg that moves across the Ross Sea. It travels for just 

over two years closely following the Antarctic Slope Front. The track of the iceberg 

takes it from 72.66°  S 126.95 °  W on a southwest direction before turning northwest 

near 74°  S 164°  W until the end of the observed track at 67.03 °  S 167.69°  E. The 

model tracks vary significantly in areas of high sea ice concentration between 

trapping and no trapping simulations. There is very little difference between 

simulations using different ocean currents. 

4.6.1 Sea ice concentration along the modelled iceberg track 

The sea ice concentration along the track of BlOA is quite high for most of the 

movement positions. Figure 4.6-1 shows sea ice concentration along all positions in 

the model tracks for simulation 90/238m. The iceberg will be considered trapped by 

the sea ice for the majority of the model tracks and over the duration of most of the 

model tracks. There is very little difference between sea ice concentrations along 

modelled tracks for all trapping simulations since sea-ice concentrations are so high. 
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Figure 4.6-1: Sea ice concentration (sic) at each time step for iceberg BlOB in the 
model simulation 90/238m. Sea ice concentrations are represented by five different 
ranges, as denoted by the legend. 

Model simulations using 85% sea-ice concentration as the criterion for trapping the 

iceberg deem the model iceberg trapped for the entire model track period in almost 

one and a half times that when the iceberg trapping criteria is 90%. The difference 

between the 85% and 90% iceberg trapping simulations can be seen in Figure 4.6-1 

in which the green sections of the bar indicate that the sea ice concentration is 

between 85% and 90%. 

There are a couple of times when the iceberg is in open water (<15% sea ice). This 

occurs briefly between December 1995 and March 1996 (model tracks 13 - 26), and 

again between January and April 1997 (model tracks 77 — 80). 
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Open Ocean Sea ice drag Trapped 
85%, 103 m 3 15 73 
85%, 238 m 3 15 73 
90% 103 m 3 17 47 
90% 238 m 3 18 47 

Table 4-8: The number of model tracks for iceberg BLOB in which the model iceberg 
is in these conditions for the entire model track. Conditions are open ocean, sea ice 
drag, and trapped in sea ice. 	, 

Table 4-8 shows that there is a large difference between model tracks that are trapped 

in sea ice when using the 85% sea-ice concentration trapping criterion and the 90% 

trapping criteria. There are only 47 model tracks that are trapped in sea ice for the 

entire track when 90% iceberg trapping is used, compared to 73 when 85% iceberg 

trapping criteria is used. Only three model tracks that are in open ocean conditions 

for the entire track. These occur in sequence between February and March 1997 

when the iceberg is near 71 °  S 170°  W. 

4.6.2 Model tracks for iceberg BlOB 

There are areas along the tracks of B1OB in which the model iceberg moves very 

slowly, barely leaving the initial position and other tracks that move too fast and 

overshoot the target position. The largest difference between model track occurs 

between trapping and no trapping simulations, rather than ocean currents. 
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Figure 4.6-2: The model tracks of iceberg BlOB in the western  sector  (a) and the 
eastern sector (b) using 85% iceberg trapping criteria and 238  m  ocean currents. The 
blue tracks mark the model tracks and the red line is the track  of  iceberg BlOB. The 
grey shaded areas represent the Antarctic coastline. 

It can be seen from Table 4-8 that there are a large number of  model  tracks that have 

the iceberg trapped for the entire track. This means that the iceberg will move with 

the sea ice and not with the ocean currents. It is surprising to see  that  there is very 

little significant difference in the model tracks between 85% and  90%  trapping 

simulations, especially since there is such a difference  in  the  number  of tracks 

completely directed by the sea ice. This suggests that there may  not  be too much 

difference between the velocity of the ocean currents and the sea  ice.  When an 
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iceberg is released from the sea ice it continues at a similar velocity to the sea ice and 

with velocity influenced by all the forcing mechanisms in Equation 12. 

One of two main differences between trapping simulations using 238 m ocean 

currents is exhibited by model track 35. The model track starts at 75 °  S 148.13°  W 

(Figure 4.6-2) and is simulated for five days in May 1996. The expected direction of 

movement is southwest with the final position at 75.35 °  S 150.42° W. In the model 

simulation 85/238m the model iceberg is trapped in sea ice for the entire track. The 

sea ice moves west-southwest initially, changes direction to the northwest after two 

days, and then finally changes to southeast for the remainder of the track. As the 

iceberg is trapped for the entire track, the iceberg follows this course to the position 

75.04°  S 147.03 °  W. 

In the model simulation 90/238m, the iceberg is only trapped in sea ice for 70% of 

the track. The iceberg moves from being deemed trapped to free of the sea ice during 

its track, which causes large inertial oscillations every time the iceberg is released 

because the sea ice is moving east-southeast and the ocean is moving west-

southwest. Large oscillations are created in the Coriolis, ocean and ice drag forcing 

due to the difference between the iceberg velocity, sea ice velocity and the ocean 

velocity. Sea surface slope remains steady as the ocean current velocity is 

unchanged. The effect of these inertial oscillations is that the iceberg slowly moves 

in the same direction as the ocean currents, but takes longer to get as far as if there 

were no oscillations. The model iceberg finishes at 75.06 °  S 147.87°  W, northeast of 

the target position. The main difference between these two simulations is that the 

model iceberg was allowed to be free of the sea ice and move towards the target 
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position, while in the model simulation 85/238m, there was no release and the 

iceberg followed the sea ice southeast. 

The second main difference is in model track 88. This track starts at 70.89 °  S 177.6°  

W, travels for 5 days in May 1997, and is expected to finish at 70.67 °  S 178.31 °  W, 

northwest of the start position. The iceberg is in a region of high sea ice 

concentration so in the 85% trapping criteria simulation, the iceberg is trapped in sea 

ice during the entire track duration and moves southeast, then turns southwest before 

turning again to the northwest at the end with the sea ice. In the 90% trapping criteria 

simulation, the iceberg is only trapped in sea ice for the first 12 hours and then is 

released and never trapped again during this track. The effect of the sea ice is to start 

the iceberg moving southeast with the sea ice when it is trapped and then on release, 

the iceberg still maintains the sea ice velocity, but is now affected by ocean drag, air 

drag, sea ice drag, Coriolis and sea surface slope. The ocean current at 238 m is 

northwest, so release of the iceberg creates strong reactions in all forces except air 

drag. Since the iceberg is moving southeast, Coriolis act to the northeast and the sea 

surface slope also act to the northeast (to right of ocean current). The ocean drag acts 

to the north-northwest adding to the northern component. Air drag and sea ice drag 

are of order 10 -3  and 10-8 , so have less effect on the iceberg compared to the other 

forces. The result is the iceberg changes bearing from 154°  T to 89° T. During the 

rest of the track, the iceberg bearing rotates anticlockwise, but moves to the 

northwest following the ocean current. The model iceberg finishes at 70.86 °  S 

178.03 °  W, 0.19°  S and 0.27°  E of target position. 
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Figure 4.6-3: The model tracks of iceberg BlOB in the western sector (a) and the 
eastern sector (b) using 90% iceberg trapping criteria and 238 m ocean currents. The 
blue tracks mark the model tracks and the red line is the track of iceberg BlOB. The 
grey shaded areas represent the Antarctic coastline. 

The simulation for no trapping follows the general movement of iceberg BlOB very 

well, though too fast in some areas. Earlier some of the causes of the differences 

between trapping simulations were investigated. This section will focus on the 

differences between the simulation using trapping criteria 90% and no trapping, both 

using 238 m ocean currents. The main difference between these two simulations is 

the freedom that the iceberg experiences and its ability to follow the ocean currents 

rather than the sea ice flow. 
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Model 
Track 

Start Finish Trapping 90% 
end 

No 
Trapping 
end 

Time sea ice 
>90% 

31 74.18°  S 74•470  S 74.18 °  S 74.25 °  S 97% 
140.89°  W 142.2°  W 140.96°  W 141.9° W 

42 75.57°  S 75.77°  S 75.61 °  S 75.73 °  S 100% 
154.05 ° W 155.71 ° W 152.10° W 155.30° W 

53 75.05 °  S 75.12°  S 75.22°  S 74.91 0  S 100% 
160.73 °  W 161.57°  W 158.48 °  W 160.58 °  W 

96 69.31 ° S 69.04° S 69.86° S 69.21 ° S 100% 
177.15 ° E 175.31 ° E 178.24° E 176.41 ° E 

104 68.73 °  S 68.63°  S 68.79°  S 68.67 °  S 80% 
172.92°  E 171.09°  E 172.31 °  E 172.08 °  E 

Table 4-9: The start and finish positions from the official iceberg track, the finish 
position from the model simulations 90/238m and no trap/238m, and the percentage 
of model positions that the model iceberg spend trapped in sea ice for five model 
tracks that diverge from the official track of iceberg B1OB. 

Model track 31 is trapped in sea ice for 97% of the model track. The model track is 

expected to move southwest to the finish position outlined in Table 4-9. Just before 

the iceberg is free of trapping it is moving very slowly (0.01 ms -I ) west-southwest 

and the ocean current is moving west-southwest at 0.07 ms -I . The iceberg is released 

from trapping and moves northwest and would normally start anti-clockwise rotation 

about the direction of movement of the ocean current, but the iceberg is trapped 

again very quickly and once again moves with the sea ice. The iceberg moves 

southwest for a couple of hours and then moves northwest. So the reason for the 

difference is the iceberg trapping. In the model simulation no trap/238m, the iceberg 

never gets trapped and moves with the ocean current at the start and its movement 

fluctuates around the ocean current caused by the other external forces. The model 

track moves in the general direction required. 

Model tracks 42, 53 and 96 are all examples of trapping an iceberg for the entire 

track. As a result, the iceberg moves with the sea ice flow. The general sea ice flow 

in the region of all model tracks is to the southeast, but in the case of model tracks 42 
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and 53, the iceberg BlOB moves southwest to the next position. For model track 96, 

BlOB moves northwest. The ocean current in model track 42 is southwest at a fairly 

constant speed of 0.11 ms-I . The model track finishes 0.04°  N 0.41 °  E of the expected 

final position. So the trapped iceberg moves southeast away from the expected final 

position creating a greater error in final position. If model track 42 was to get to the 

expected final position, the ocean currents would have to be stronger. In fact, the 

ocean current speed at 103 m appears to be comparable to the movement of iceberg 

BlOB. The speed of the ocean current at 103m is 0.16 ms -I , equating to an extra 20.3 

km closer to the target position, assuming no change in wind and sea ice velocities. 

The error in position of the model track in the model simulation no trap/103m is 

0.015 °  S 0.25 °  E, much less than using 238 m ocean currents for this region. 

The ocean current at model track 53 is west-northwest and the sea ice moves the 

iceberg southeast, so the most likely candidate for the track is for the iceberg to 

escape trapping after a period of time and then the ocean current takes over, although 

this would create inertial oscillations which will move the iceberg west-northwest, 

but it would not travel as far. 

Model track 96 flows with the sea ice for the entire track. The large difference in 

final positions between no trapping simulations and trapping is caused by the sea ice 

moving the iceberg southeast and the ocean current moving northwest. These two 

flows are moving against each other and depending on the criteria used will move the 

iceberg in different directions. The other model tracks in this region suggest that if 

the iceberg is trapped in sea ice, it would move southeast and not northwest as the 

official track suggests. The most likely scenario is that the iceberg is free of sea ice 
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and moves with the ocean currents, although the ocean currents in this region are 

slow compared to the movement of iceberg B1OB. 

Model track 104 is only trapped in sea ice for 80% of its track. The iceberg is trapped 

in sea ice for the first three days and is then released to flow with the ocean currents 

for only one day before being trapped once again and flow with the sea ice to the 

southwest. The sea ice floe is predominantly southwest at 0.076 m s -I . The ocean 

current when released is moving to the west-northwest at 0.083 m s -I , slightly faster 

than the sea ice. Upon release, the difference between the iceberg velocity and the 

ocean current creates inertial oscillations that cause the iceberg to move to the 

northwest but in circular motions that slow the progress northwest. In the no trapping 

simulation the iceberg is free to follow the ocean current and moves northwest. The 

ocean current at 238 m is too slow for the iceberg to reach the target position, 

although it is moving the iceberg in the correct direction. The speed of the ocean 

current at 103 m is only 0.012 ms faster than the ocean current at 238 m. This 

greater current will move the iceberg an extra 5.18 km over the duration of the model 

track. Using ocean currents at 103 m will improve the error in final position, but only 

slightly. 
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Figure 4.6-4: The model tracks of iceberg BlOB in the western sector (a) and the 
eastern sector (b) using no iceberg trapping and 238 m ocean currents. The blue 
tracks mark the model tracks and the red line is the track of iceberg BlOB. The grey 
shaded areas represent the Antarctic coastline. 
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Figure 4.6-5: The RMS values for final position error every 10 model tracks along 
the track of iceberg BLOB. The red line indicates the longitude error and the blue the 
latitude error. The horizontal red and blue lines indicate the RMS for longitude and 
latitude error for the entire model track. Units are degrees. 

The rms values over the entire model track for each simulation are listed in Table 

4-9. The best performing model simulation for position error for model iceberg B1OB 

is the simulation no trap/238m. There is a large difference between rms plots for no 

trapping and trapping simulations, but very little between trapping simulations. If the 

iceberg is trapped in sea ice then it is most likely to move in the opposite direction to 

the movement of iceberg BlOB. The simulations with no trapping suggest good 

movement but there are areas in which the iceberg is too slow or too fast. A measure 

of whether the model iceberg is passing the target position is Figure 4.6-6 in which 

negative longitudes means that the model iceberg is south and west of the target 

position. 
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Latitude RMS (*) Longitude RMS (°) 
85% trapping, 103 m 0.3968 1.4711 
90% trapping, 103 m 0.3693 1.3824 
85% trapping, 238 m 0.3891 1.4516 
90% trapping, 238 m 0.3609 1.3632 
No trapping, 103 m 0.2752 1.0346 
No trapping, 238 m 0.2569 0.939 

Table 4-10: The Root Mean Square (RMS) over the entire modelled track under the 
varying model conditions. 
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Figure 4.6-6: Error in the final position of the model tracks to the official track of 
iceberg BlOB in model simulations with no iceberg trapping. The red line indicates 
the longitude difference and the blue indicates the latitude difference. The units are 
degrees. 

The majority of model tracks in trapping simulations are south and east of the target. 

This means that when the iceberg is moving west, the model will not reach the 

longitude target and most of the movement by the model has a southern orientation. 

The main error in position between the model tracks and BlOB is longitude error. 

The models are up to 1.96°  W and 4.31 °  E of the target when 238 m ocean currents 

are used. There is very little variation between using different ocean current depths 

as can be seen in Figure 4.6-7. Likewise for no trapping criteria Figure 4.6-6. 
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Figure 4.6-7: Error in the final position of the model tracks using  90%  iceberg 
trapping and 238 m ocean currents for iceberg BlOA. The red line indicates the 
longitude difference and the blue indicates the latitude difference.  The  units are 
degrees. 

The no trapping simulation shows that 55% of modelled tracks finish west of the 

target to 45% to the east. This means that these model tracks are mostly reaching the 

target, but too many are short of the target. The main error is in the longitude 

difference in which the model iceberg can be up to 2.19 °  W and  2.16°  E of the target 

when 238 m ocean currents are used. The latitude variation differs little with a max 

error of 0.59°  S and 1.06°  N. Most of the tracks over the first year  are  too fast 

longitudinal wise and after March 1997, the number of tracks too  fast  is almost equal 

to the number too slow. 
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5 Conclusion 

This study investigated the atmospheric and oceanic forcing mechanisms that control 

the drift trajectories of icebergs about Antarctica. A dynamic semi-implicit numerical 

model, based on the equations used in the study by Lichey and Hellmer (2001), was 

used to simulate the drift of an iceberg. The model incorporates the effects of forcing 

by wind, ocean currents, sea surface slope, and the effect of the presence or absence 

of sea ice. The effects of the different forcing mechanisms are tested by way of six 

sets of conditions applied in the simulation of the drift of an iceberg. There are two 

conditions for ocean velocity where the velocity is set to be: the velocity at a depth of 

103 m in the water column; or at a depth of 238 m. There are three conditions for the 

effect of sea ice: no effect (ignore sea ice); the iceberg velocity is set to move with 

the velocity of the sea ice for concentrations above 85%; and likewise for 

concentrations above 90%. Together these conditions make six different simulations 

for an iceberg. The drift trajectories of five actual icebergs provide starting positions 

for initiating the simulations and as reference positions for assessing the accuracy of 

the model simulations. Together, these five icebergs encounter a range of conditions 

in ocean velocity and sea ice concentration along their trajectories that are used to 

test the model. 

The depth levels chosen for the ocean velocity fields relate to the mid-level depth of 

the average draft of Antarctic icebergs (103 m) and the base of the iceberg (238 m) 

and identify regions where the iceberg is sensitive to the vertical shear in the ocean 

velocity. 

The conditions relating to sea ice are to test whether the presence of sea ice provides 

any forcing on the drift of an iceberg. When sea ice is present, one of two 
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possibilities will occur, the first is that the iceberg becomes trapped within the sea ice 

using sea-ice concentration as a proxy (in the absence of sea ice strength 

information), and its drift is controlled by the movement of the sea ice. Two levels of 

sea-ice concentration are used as limits for iceberg trapping, 85% and 90% sea-ice 

concentration. The other possibility is that the sea-ice concentration is less than the 

set limit for trapping, so the sea ice interacts with the iceberg through drag forces 

acting on the sides of the iceberg. The main difference between this model and that 

developed by Lichey and Hellmer (2001) is that the strength of the sea ice is not 

explicitly included and that the iceberg is simply deemed trapped in the sea ice if the 

sea-ice concentration is greater than the assigned criterion. 

The iceberg drift tracks cover three regions of coastal Antarctica. Within each 

iceberg track, periods of iceberg motion were identified and were simulated in the 

iceberg model to reproduce these movements. Three of the iceberg tracks are in the 

Ross Sea, one in East Antarctica, and the last in West Antarctica. Three of the five 

tracks follow the Antarctic slope front current (74n131, BlOB and BO9A) for their 

entire drift track, and the other two follow a northward trajectory out of the coastal 

region and into the open ocean. Iceberg 737n165 remains in the Ross Sea region, 

while iceberg BlOA follows the coastal current initially, before turning northward 

and becoming captured by the Antarctic Circumpolar Current, which takes it through 

Drake Passage. 

The simulation of each iceberg drift track is divided into discrete "movement 

periods". A "movement period" corresponds to where an actual iceberg exhibits non-

zero displacement from one specified position on its trajectory to the subsequent 

position in its trajectory position series. The remaining periods or intervals, where 
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the iceberg is essentially stationary, are ignored. Each "movement period" along the 

iceberg drift track is simulated separately and the result is one model track. When 

taken together, the many model tracks for the discrete sections, or "movement 

periods", represent the piecewise movement of one iceberg along its trajectory. The 

accuracy of the simulation of each model track for the corresponding movement 

period is given by the difference between the coordinates of the model end point and 

the coordinates of the next point along the actual trajectory. 

The Terrainbase dataset was used to assess possible grounding sites along each 

iceberg track. The analysis of the position change of the iceberg showed that all 

icebergs exhibit periods where no change in position was recorded between 

successive positions (repeated positions). Due to the nature of the resolution of the 

composite images, an iceberg requires a speed of around 5 km day -1  to observe a 

change in position. Icebergs BlOA and BlOB have the deepest assumed draft of all 

five icebergs (300 m) and the remainder have shallower drafts of approximately 

220 m. Repeated positions occur in every iceberg track, but there is only one iceberg 

for which the bathymetry analysis indicates it is grounded. This occurs in the first 

model track in iceberg 74n131 in which the iceberg is in ocean with a depth of 

182 m. As a result, this particular model track produces no results for simulations 

using 238 m ocean currents. 

The condition for which the modelled iceberg is deemed trapped in sea ice is 

determined by the mean sea-ice concentration calculated from nine points around the 

perimeter and the centre of the iceberg. If the iceberg model deems the model iceberg 

to be trapped in sea ice, its velocity is set to equal the sea ice velocity and all other 
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forcing terms are set to zero. If the model iceberg is not trapped in sea ice, the model 

iceberg is then initialised with a velocity equal to the ocean current used. In this case, 

the Coriolis force and the sea surface slope are in geostrophic balance, leaving the 

drag forces to influence a deviation of the path of the model tracks from the ocean 

current. 

The analysis of sea-ice concentrations at the start of each model track indicates that 

the model icebergs will experience the iceberg trapping condition during all trapping 

simulations. Two model simulations do not allow the model icebergs to become 

trapped in the sea ice, so the trapping condition is not used. Iceberg BlOA is 

distinctive as the only iceberg for which most of its movement periods are not 

trapped in the sea ice. 

The initial positions of the model tracks for iceberg 737n165 indicate that the iceberg 

is surrounded by sufficiently high sea-ice concentrations throughout its drift track to 

deem the model iceberg trapped within the sea ice. The sea-ice concentration along 

all positions of each movement period in all model simulations for iceberg 737n165 

was investigated, and found that 71% of the movement periods for iceberg 737n165 

are deemed trapped in sea ice for the entire movement period. There are times when 

the model tracks of iceberg 737n165 are deemed to be released from the sea ice by 

the iceberg model. This release allows the iceberg to be influenced by all forcing 

terms (drag, Coriolis and sea surface slope). The majority of positions along all 

model tracks for all five icebergs that are deemed to be trapped in sea ice occur 

mostly around austral winter months and close to the coast. Positions of no sea ice 

interaction generally coincide with austral summer months. 
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Iceberg B1OA drifts in ocean waters that do not contain high enough sea-ice 

concentrations to deem the model iceberg trapped in all but a few of the movement 

periods. Only one of these movement periods for iceberg BlOA is deemed trapped in 

sea ice for the entirety of the track. This occurs along the coast in model simulations 

that require 85% sea-ice concentration to trap an iceberg. The effect of using two 

levels of sea-ice concentration introduces the model iceberg to more occasions of 

iceberg trapping (when the lower limit is used), leading to stronger dependence on 

the sea ice motion field. Two extra model tracks for iceberg 74n131 and 26 extra 

model tracks for iceberg BlOB are deemed to be trapped in sea ice by the iceberg 

model for the entire duration of the model track when the iceberg trapping criterion 

reduces from 90% to 85% sea-ice concentration. Analysis of sea-ice concentration 

along model tracks for icebergs BO9A and 737n165 indicate there is little difference 

in the concentration of the sea ice between model simulation scenarios. 

Throughout all simulations, where the sea-ice concentration is less than the trapping 

criterion and the iceberg experiences a wind surge, the air drag increases sufficiently 

to have a strong effect on the movement of the iceberg. If the iceberg velocity is 

increased by the winds, the Coriolis force will consequently increase and the short 

term response is to balance the Coriolis force with the acceleration creating the 

inertial oscillations. 

The area of the iceberg affected by the drag forcing is restricted to the width of the 

iceberg. This condition means that the iceberg model only allows the minimum drag 

forcing to act on icebergs BO9A, BlOA and B1OB. There is a tendency to over-

estimate the Coriolis force, particularly towards the end of each model track. This is 

due to the assumption that the iceberg mass is constant, but towards the end of the 
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drift track, it is likely to be reducing progressively. The calculation of the mass is 

also over-estimated because this study uses an iceberg density of 917 kg M-3 . 

There are four possible effects that sea ice interaction will have on the model 

icebergs, three of which involve iceberg trapping within the sea ice. The first effect is 

that the model iceberg is free of iceberg trapping and is under the influence of all 

forcing terms (drag, Coriolis and sea surface slope). In this situation, the model 

iceberg movement is initially equal to the ocean current. 

The second effect is that the model iceberg is trapped within the sea ice for the entire 

model track. In this situation, the model iceberg moves at the same velocity as the 

sea ice, that is, the movement of the model iceberg is controlled by the sea ice. 

The third effect is that the model iceberg is initially trapped within the sea ice, but 

during the simulation it is released. The model iceberg continues to move at the same 

velocity as it had when released, but its velocity will change according to the effects 

of all forcing terms in the first effect. 

The final effect is when the model iceberg is free of trapping initially, but during the 

simulation enters a region of very high sea-ice concentration and is deemed trapped. 

In this situation, the model iceberg instantly assumes the velocity of the sea ice, 

regardless of its current velocity. 

The measure of accuracy for the model tracks was to calculate the difference 

between the final positions of the model tracks to the initial position of the next 

model track. From all six model simulations and over all five iceberg tracks, the most 
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accurate model simulation was that which excluded the iceberg trapping condition 

and used the ocean currents at 238 m, with the exception of iceberg BO9A in which 

the model simulation with 90% iceberg trapping criteria and 238 m ocean currents 

performed the best. For this iceberg, the rms value for the model simulation with no 

trapping and using ocean currents at 238 m was 0.274°  and 1.164°  for latitude and 

longitude error respectively. This error decreased to give rms values of 0.229°  and 

0.915°  for iceberg trapping criteria 90% and 238 m ocean currents. 

In all simulations, most of the model tracks show good comparison to each iceberg 

track in terms of direction, but the velocity of the model iceberg was the main cause 

of error, particularly the zonal velocity component. For each iceberg the movement 

of some model tracks diverged strongly from the actual movement of the iceberg in 

all six model cases. 

The simulated tracks for iceberg 737n165 exhibited the greatest divergence in 

iceberg trapping simulations. In these simulations, the majority of the model tracks 

diverge from the path of the actual iceberg and all of these tracks were deemed to be 

trapped in sea ice. This leads to the conclusion that the inclusion in the iceberg model 

of sea-ice concentration (as a proxy of sea-ice strength) or the derived velocities of 

the sea ice does not increase the skill of the model (except for One iceberg). The 

model simulation results from iceberg 737n165 for the basis of this conclusion 

because it is the only iceberg that does not follow the Antarctic slope front current in 

the Ross Sea, but travels north between April and November 1997. The model 

simulation of no iceberg trapping and ocean currents at 103 m for iceberg 737n165 

showed improvement in the final position error over iceberg trapping at 85% sea-ice 

concentration in around 74% of the model tracks for zonal position error and 71% in 
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meridional position error. There was further improvement in the final position error 

in the model simulation with no iceberg trapping and 238 m ocean currents in around 

60% of the model tracks for meridional position error and 63% for zonal position 

error over the model simulation with no iceberg trapping and 103 m ocean currents. 

The other icebergs in this study located in the Ross Sea (74n131 and BlOB) closely 

follow the Antarctic slope front current and almost describe the same track, but over 

two years apart. 74n131 drifted between November 1997 and November 2000, while 

B1OB drifted between September 1995 and October 1997. Iceberg B1OB spends the 

majority of its drift track in high concentrations of sea ice with many of its model 

tracks deemed to be trapped in sea ice for most, if not all of the model positions. 

There are many occasions where the sea-ice concentrations are less than 90%, but 

greater than 85%. There are many model tracks that diverge away from the path of 

iceberg B1OB in the model simulation using 85% iceberg trapping criterion and 

ocean currents at 238 m, but the majority of the model tracks follow the path of 

iceberg B1OB very well in the model simulation with no iceberg trapping and ocean 

currents at 238 m, although the speed of the model tracks are an issue in some tracks. 

The rms final position error for model simulation using 85% iceberg trapping 

criterion and ocean currents at 238 m is 0.39 °  and 1.45°  for latitude and longitude 

respectively. This error improves in the model simulation with no iceberg trapping 

and ocean currents at 238 m to 0.26°  and 0.94°  respectively. This result indicates that 

iceberg BlOB was either not trapped in sea ice as often as the model iceberg and 

hence followed the ocean currents, or the iceberg trapping condition is too sharp a 

change in iceberg velocity to be realistic. 
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The model tracks for iceberg 74n131 are not as heavily dependent on the sea-ice 

velocity and perhaps show the difference between years of strong growth of sea ice 

when iceberg BlOB traversed the Ross Sea, compared to the relatively less sea ice 

presence when iceberg 74n131 traversed the Ross Sea. Only ten model tracks are 

deemed to be trapped in sea ice for the entire model track when 90% iceberg trapping 

criteria is used. Again, the best performing model simulation is the simulation with 

no iceberg trapping and ocean currents at 238 m, but due to the reduced number of 

trapping occurrences for this iceberg, the error for trapping simulations is not 

significantly less accurate. The majority of occasions when the model icebergs are in 

high concentrations of sea ice are in the regions along the coast and offshore east of 

around 170°  W. The rms for the final position error in the model simulation using 

85% iceberg trapping criterion and ocean currents at 238 m is 0.23 °  and 1.14°  for 

latitude and longitude errors. The rms improves to 0.20 °  and 0.99°  for the model 

simulation using no iceberg trapping and ocean currents at 238 m. 

The model tracks for iceberg BO9A, which drifted in the coastal current in a 

westward direction in East Antarctica and entered the Weddell Sea are more accurate 

in the model simulation using 90% iceberg trapping criterion and ocean currents at 

238m. There is very little change in the number of model tracks that will experience 

iceberg trapping between all trapping simulations, although variations in trajectories 

of model tracks between iceberg trapping criteria exist. The model tracks for all 

simulations show good agreement with the track of iceberg BO9A in terms of 

direction. For all other icebergs the simulation using no iceberg trapping and ocean 

currents at 238 m has been the most accurate simulation, but for iceberg BO9A most 

of the model tracks in this simulation move too fast, particularly between June 1999 

and January 2001. The source of this error is the ocean currents because the model 
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tracks are not subject to iceberg trapping in the model simulation no iceberg trapping 

and ocean currents at 238 m and have more error than iceberg trapping simulations. 

Simulations using ocean currents at 103 m, which are faster than ocean currents at 

238 m, create even larger errors when the model iceberg is not trapped in sea ice. 

The rms final position error for model simulation without iceberg trapping and ocean 

currents at 238 m is 0.27 °  and 1.16°  for latitude and longitude respectively. The rms 

improves when the model simulation using the iceberg trapping criterion of 90% and 

ocean currents are 238 m is 0.23 °  and 0.92°  for latitude and longitude position error 

respectively. 

Iceberg B1OA is the iceberg that experiences the least number of iceberg trapping 

instances, in fact only on the rare occasion, so the sea ice motion field will not be , 

dominant in the movement of the model tracks for trapping simulations. As a result, 

all model simulations show little variation in the model tracks, the cause being the 

difference in velocity of the two levels of ocean currents. In all model simulations the 

model tracks generally move in good comparison in direction, except when the time-

tagged track indicates movement north. In this region the model tracks indicate a 

southward trajectory and show no northward deviation in the ocean velocity field, 

although the iceberg track suggests that there should be such a northward tendency. 

When the iceberg track moves east (near 129 °  W) it enters ocean currents that are 

much slower than indicated by the movement of iceberg B1OA. When the iceberg 

reaches Drake Passage, the model icebergs indicate that iceberg BlOA does not move 

into the strongest currents in the region, but is located in weak currents that hardly 

move the modelled icebergs. The eddy that captures iceberg BlOA (according to its 

position drift track) is not well resolved (as expected, the ocean currents are 20 year 

average of the underlying ocean simulation). 
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The large gap in the iceberg track in December 1998 lasts for 125 days and as such, 

the model track is simulated for that duration. This model track finishes nowhere 

near the intended target and causes the largest error in the final position comparison 

of around 21 0  in zonal error. This in turn affects the rms calculations with the least 

accurate model simulation being that excluding iceberg trapping and using ocean 

currents at 238 m with rms values of 0.53 °  and 2.08°  in latitude and longitude 

respectively. The removal of this model track from the error calculations yielded a 

strong improvement in the final position error for all simulations, which caused the 

model simulation excluding iceberg trapping and using ocean currents at 238 m 

becoming the better performing simulation for longitude error and all simulations are 

very similar for latitude error. 

There is no evidence to support the assumption that the icebergs are indeed trapped 

in sea ice. The assumption used in this study is based on sea-ice concentrations 

around the iceberg. If the concentration is high enough, then the iceberg will be 

deemed to be trapped. Lichey and Hellmer (2001) use sea-ice strength as a measure 

of whether the sea ice has the ability to trap an iceberg. The sea ice in the Weddell 

Sea is known to be thicker than elsewhere around Antarctica and so the inclusion of 

ice strength in their study makes sense for this region, but in the case of other ocean 

basins, it is likely that the sea ice is not strong enough to trap a large tabular iceberg 

and sea-ice concentration is a poor "proxy" for sea-ice strength. 

The strongest forcing comes from the Coriolis and sea surface slope terms, which 

almost oppose each other, leaving a residual force acting on the iceberg. The third 

largest force component is the air drag, which at times of strong winds can match the 
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residual force in magnitude. The remaining forces are small and only have a minor 

effect on the iceberg movement. 

At the beginning of the study, the ocean currents were thought to be the main cause 

of uncertainty in the iceberg model. From the improved results of the model 

simulations without iceberg trapping, it suggests that the larger uncertainty lies in the 

sea ice, either as a result of biased estimates of the sea ice velocity and using sea-ice 

concentration as a "proxy" of sea-ice strength, or a focus on the strength of the sea 

ice and its ability to trap an iceberg. It is clear that including the condition of trapping 

in model simulations is not a sufficient representation of the physics (along with 

other inputs) to adequately reproduce the observed tracks of these five icebergs. 

Suggested improvements to the model and future work are: 

• The iceberg is assumed to be the same size and mass throughout the duration 

of the model simulations. In reality this is not the case and as such, a 

dissolution process should be included in the iceberg model to allow the 

iceberg to deteriorate due to melt and break-up, as well as to gain mass 

through snow accumulation. 

• The condition of trapping an iceberg within the sea ice pack and allowing it 

to move with the sea ice causes differences from the observed track of the 

iceberg. This requires a better formulation of the iceberg model, in terms of 

the strength of the sea-ice, and a more complete understanding of the biases 

and errors in the sea-ice data. Additional information around the convergence 

and divergence of the pack, its thickness and strength would be required, and 

this was beyond the scope of this study. 
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• Allow the orientation of the iceberg to vary along the model track through 

vorticity calculations of the forcing terms (dependent on trapping). 

• Calculate the area exposed to the drag forcing according to the flow field, 

rather than restricting it to the minimum area of the iceberg. 
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Appendix 

Iceberg Model Script 

t_berg_loop=[850 900]; 

for bloop=1:2 

berg_no=1; 

load iceberg_sizes 

berg_len=iceberg_sizes(berg_no,1); 
berg_width=iceberg_sizes(berg_no,2); 
berg_mass=berg len*1000*berg_width*1000*iceberg_sizes(berg_no,3)*917 

berg_area_hor=berg_width*1000*berg_len*1000; 
berg stat=[berg_len; berg width; berg_mass; berg_area_hor]; 

t=7200; 

trap_berg=t_berg_loop(bloop); 

op_oc_berg=150; 

oc_depth=238; 

load iceberg tracks 

trackl=trackl 737 n165; track2=track2 74 n131; _ _ 
track3=track3 BO9Ti 655 p130; _ _ 
track4=track4 BlOA 733 n112; track5=track5 BlOB 727 n127; _ _ 	 _ _ 
clear track*_* 

eval(['load berg',num2str(berg_no), 'run_periods']) 

load time_ocean 

eval(Pbstart=length(berg',num2str(berg_no),Lstart_run);')) 

for rn=1:bstart 

eval(Plat_iceberg=tracki,num2str(berg_no), 1 (berg',num2str(berg_no), 
'_start_run(rn),1);']) 
eval(Plon_iceberg=tracki,num2str(berg_no),'(berg',num2str(berg_no), 
'_start_run(rn),2);']) 

eval(['disp("Initial position of iceberg is 1 ,num2str(- 
lat_iceberg),' S, 1 ,num2str(lon_iceberg),' E.")']) 

eval(rstart_mod_time=trackt,num2str(berg_no), '(berg',num2str(berg_n 
o),'_start_run(rn),3);']) 

eval(rend_mod_time=tracki,num2str(berg_no), '(berg',num2str(berg_no) 
,l_end_run(rn),3);']) 

mod_time=start_mod_time; 
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disp('Created empty matrices ready to store data') 

a=(0.5*(1.293*0.4*berg_width*1000*iceberg_sizes(berg_no,3)*0.12)+(l. 
293*2.5e-4*berg_area_hor))/(berg_mass); 

w=(0.5*(1027.5*0.85*berg_width*1000*iceberg_sizes(berg_no,3)*0.88)+( 
1027.5*5e-4*berg_area_hor))/(berg_mass); 

si=(0.5*917*1*berg_width*1000*1)/(berg_mass); 

sigma=7.27e-5; 

nlim=-48; slim=-79.875; wlim=0; elim=360; 

dydeg=0.125; dxdeg=0.125; dxrad=dxdeg*pi/180; 

latresn=111120*dydeg; 

maxruns=(end_mod_time-mod_time)*(86400/t); 

partlat=nan*ones(maxruns,1); 
partlon=nan*ones(maxruns,1); 
ocean=nan*ones(maxruns,2); 
wind=nan*ones(maxruns,2); 
iceberg_vel=nan*ones(maxruns,2); 
air_drag=nan*ones(maxruns,2); 
water_drag=nan*ones(maxruns,2); 
coriolis=nan*ones(maxruns,2); 
sss=nan*ones(maxruns,2); 
si_conc=nan*ones(maxruns,1); 
ice_vect=nan*ones(maxruns,2); 
time_counter_mat=nan*ones(maxruns,1); 
ice_drag=nan*ones(maxruns,2); 

[pos_iceberg]=berg_extent(lat_iceberg,lon_iceberg,berg_len,berg_widt 
h); 

for count=1:maxruns 

eval(['disp("section ',num2str(rn),"')'1) 
eval(['disp("timestep ',num2str(count),"')']) 

if count==1 
disp(ecount=1') 

disp('Ocean data loading') 

[u_ocean, v_ocean, uocean, vocean, ri, rj, u, v, 
ocean_file_date]=ocean_vel_calc_mk2(pos_iceberg, mod_time, 
oc_depth); 

disp('Wind data loading') 
wind_file_date=[datestr(mod_time,10)]; 
eval(['disp("Opening uwind',wind_file_date,' and 

vwind',wind_file_date,'")']) 
eval(['load uwind',wind_file_date]) 
eval(['load vwind',wind_file_date]) 

eval(['uwnd=uwind_',wind_file_date,';']) 
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eval(['vwnd=vwind_',wind_file_date,';']) 
clear uwind* vwind* 

[u_wind, v_wind, uwind, vwind]=wind_vel_calc_mk3(pos_iceberg, 
mod_time, uwnd, vwnd); 

else 
disp('Count > 1') 

ui=uipl; 
xt_k=1:length(time_ocean); 
kstart=interpl(time_ocean,xt_k,mod_time); 
kp=fix(kstart); 
kpl=kp+1; 
ofd=[datestr(time ocean(kp),10) datestr(time_ocean(kp),5)]; 
eval(rofd_comp= 1 ,num2str(ofd),'- 

',num2str(ocean_file_date),';']) 
if ofd_comp==0 

disp('ofd=0, so no ocean velocity files need to be loaded') 
[u_ocean, v_ocean, uocean, vocean, ri, 

rj]=ocean_vel_calc_mk3(pos_iceberg, mod_time,u,v); 

else 

disp('ofd -=0, so new ocean velocity files loaded') 
[u_ocean, v_ocean, uocean, vocean, ri, rj, u, v, 

ocean_file_date]=ocean_vel_calc_mk2(pos_iceberg, mod_time, 
oc_depth); 

end 

wfd=datestr(mod_time,10); 
eval(rwdt=',num2str(wfd),'-',num2str(wind_file_date),';']) 

if wdt==0 

disp('wdt=0, so no wind velocity files need to be opened') 

[u_wind, v_wind, uwind, vwind]=wind_vel_calc_mk3(pos_iceberg, 
mod_time, uwnd, vwnd); 

else 

disp('Wind data loading') 
clear uwnd vwnd 

eval(['disp("Opening uwind',wfd,' and vwind' f wfd,'")']) 
eval(['load uwind',wfd]) 
eval(['load vwind',wfd]) 
eval(['uwnd=uwind_',wfd,';']) 
eval(['vwnd=vwind_',wfd,';')) 
clear uwind* vwind* 

[u_wind, v_wind, uwind, vwind]=wind_vel_calc_mk3(pos_iceberg, 
mod_time, uwnd, vwnd); 

wind_file_date=[datestr(mod_time,10)]; 
end 

end 
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if count==1 

disp('Sea Ice Data loading') 
[ice_conc,u_ice,v_ice,ice,uvect,vvect,mod2]=sea_ice_conc_mk2(pos_ice 
berg,mod_time); 

else 

if mod_time<mod2 
disp('no new data needed, mod_time<mod2') 

[ice_conc,u_ice,v_ice]=sea_ice_conc_mk3(pos_iceberg,mod_time,ice,uve 
ct,vvect); 

else 
disp('mod_time=mod2, new data loaded') 
clear uvect vvect ice mod2 

[ice_conc,u_ice,v_ice,ice,uvect,vvect,mod2]=sea_ice_conc_mk2(pos_ice 
berg,mod_time); 

end 

end 

b=find(ice_conc==1200); 
if isempty(b) 

disp('All points on iceberg are not on land, mean calculated 
using all 9 points') 
end 

if length(b)<9 
ice_conc(b)=[]; 
length (b); 
iceconc=mean(ice_conc); 

else 
disp('All iceberg points are on land') 
break 

end 

eval(['disp("Sea Ice Concentation is at ',num2str(iceconc/10),' 
percent")']) 

uice=mean(u_ice); 
vice=mean(v_ice); 

if count==1 
if iceconc<trap_berg 

ui=[uocean;vocean]; 
disp('Initial iceberg velocity is the ocean velocity') 

else 
ui=[uice;vice]; 
disp('Iceberg trapped in sea ice, thus initial velcity is 

sea ice velocity') 
end 
initial_berg_vel=ui; 
rlat=lat_iceberg; 
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eval(['disp("Initial velocity of iceberg is 
1 1 num2str(initial_berg_vel(1)),' 
',num2str(initial_berg_vel(2)),"')']) 
end 

rad=rlat*pi/180; 

lati=rlat; 

va=[uwind;vwind]; 

vw=[uocean;vocean]; 
if vw(1)==0 && vw(2)==0 

disp('Iceberg located on land position. Program will stop for 
this interval') 

break 
end 

vi=[uice;vice]; 

Al=[1 -2*t*sigma*sind(rlat)/2; 2*t*sigma*sind(rlat)/2 1]; 
A2=[1 2*t*sigma*sind(rlat)/2; -2*t*sigma*sin,d(rlat)/2 1]; 

if iceconc<=op_oc_berg 
disp('Iceberg in open water') 
p=a*t*norm(va-ui)*(va-ui)+w*t*norm(vw-ui)*(vw- 

ui)+2*t*sigma*sind(rlat)*[-vw(2)... 
;vw(1)]; 
airdrag=a*t*norm(va-ui)*(va-ui); 
waterdrag=w*t*norm(vw-ui)*(vw-ui); 
sea_surf_slope=2*t*sigma*sind(rlat)*[-vw(2);vw(1)]; 
seaice=[0;0]; 
uipl=inv(A1)*p+inv(A1)*A2*ui; 
cori=(2*t*sigma*sind(rlat)/2)*[uip1(2)+ui(2);-(uip1(1)+ui(1))]; 

elseif iceconc>op_oc berg && iceconc<trap_berg 
disp('Iceberg affected by sea ice drag') 
p=a*t*norm(va-ui)*(va-ui)+w*t*norm(vw-ui)*(vw- 

ui)+2*t*sigma*sind(rlat)*[-vw(2)... 
;vw(1)]+si*t*norm(vi-ui)*(vi-ui); 
airdrag=a*t*norm(va-ui)*(va-ui); 
waterdrag=w*t*norm(vw-ui)*(vw-ui); 
sea_surf_slope=2*t*sigma*sind(rlat)*[-vw(2);vw(1)]; 
seaice=si*t*norm(vi-ui)*(vi-ui); 
uipl=inv(A1)*p+inv(A1)*A2*ui; 
cori=(2*t*sigma*sind(rlat)/2)*[uip1(2)+ui(2);-(uip1(1)+ui(1))]; 

elseif iceconc>=trap_berg 
disp('Iceberg trapped in sea ice') 
airdrag=a*t*norm(va-ui)*(va-ui); 
waterdrag=w*t*norm(vw-ui)*(vw-ui); 
sea_surf_slope=2*t*sigma*sind(rlat)*[-vw(2);vw(1)]; 
uipl=vi; 
cori=(2*t*sigma*sind(rlat)/2)*[uip1(2)+ui(2);-(uip1(1)+ui(1))]; 
seaice=-(airdrag+waterdrag+sea_surf slope+cori); 

end 

speedi=uip1(1)./(6371e3*cos(rad)*dxrad); 
speedj=uip1(2)./latresn; 

ri=ri+t*speedi; 
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bb=find(ri>2881); 

if -isempty(bb) 
ri(bb)=ri(bb)-2881; 

end 
bb=find(ri<l); 
if -isempty(bb) 

ri(bb)=ri(bb)+2881-1; 
end 

rj=rj+t*speedj; 

rlat=interp1(1:256,-79.875:0.125:-48,rj); 
rlon=interp1(1:2881,0:0.125:360,ri); 

eval(['disp("The new position of the iceberg is ',num2str(- 
1*rlat),'S ',num2str(rlon),'E.")']) 

partlat(count,:)=rlat; 
partlon(count,:)=rlon; 

wind(count,:)=[uwind vwind]; 
ocean(count,:)=[uocean vocean]; 
si_conc(count,:)=iceconc; 
ice_vect(count,:)=[uice vice]; 

iceberg_vel(count,:)=uipl'; 

air_drag(count,:)=airdrag'; 
ice_drag(count,:)=seaice'; 
water_drag(count,:)=waterdrag'; 
coriolis(count,:)=cori'; 
sss(count,:)=sea_surf_slope'; 

[pos iceberg]=berg_extent(rlat,rlon,berg_len,berg_width); 

c=find(pos_iceberg(:,1)>-48.5705); 
if -isempty(c) 

disp('Iceberg have ventured outside data field extent, the 
program will stop') 

break 
end 

mod_time=mod_time+t/86400; 
end 

evalWtrack_737_n165_',num2str(trap_berg/10), 'ice_ 1 ,num2str(oc_dept 
• int2str(rn), '=[partlat partlon];']); 

eval(r

- 

oce

- 

an_737_n165_',num2str(trap_berg/10), 'ice_',num2str(oc_dept 
• int2str(rn), '-ocean;']); 

eval(r

- 

win

- 

d_737_n165 1 ,num2str(trap_berg/10), 'ice_ 1 ,num2str(oc_depth 
int2str(rn), '=wind;']); 

eval(rbergvel_737_n165_',num2str(trap_berg/10),'ice_',num2str(oc_de 
• int2str(rn), '=iceberg_vel;']); 

eval(rs

- 

icon

- 

c_737_n165_',num2str(trap_berg/10), 'ice_',num2str(oc_dep 
int2str(rn), 1 =si_conc;']); 

eval(Picevect_737_n165_ 1 ,num2str(trap_berg/10), 'ice_',num2str(oc_de 
• int2str(rn), '=ice_vect;']); 

evalWa

- 

drag

- 

_737_n165_ 1 ,num2str(trap_berg/10), 'ice_',num2str(oc_dept 
h), 'm_int_',int2str(rn),'=air_drag;']); 
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eval(ridrag_737_n165_',num2str(trap_berg/10),lice_',num2str(oc_dept 
h), 'mint',int2str(rn),'=icedrag;']); 
eval(rwdrag_737_n165_',num2str(trap_berg/10), 'ice_',num2str(oc_dept 
h),'m_int ',int2str(rn), 1 =water_drag;'1); 
eval(Psss_737_n165_',num2str(trap_berg/10), 'ice_',num2str(oc_depth) 
,'m_int_',int2str(rn),'=sss;']); 
eval(Pcoriolis_737_n165_',num2str(trap_berg/10),'ice_e,num2str(oc_d 
epth), 'm_int_',int2str(rn),'=coriolis;']); 

eval(['save 
int',num2str(rn), 1 _737_n165_ 1 ,num2str(trap_berg/10),'ice_ 1 ,num2str(o 
c_depth),... 

'm track_* ocean_7* wind 7*  bergvel_* siconc_* icevect_* 
coriolis_* adr* idr* wdr* sss_7* a w si berg_stat']) 
clear track_* ocean 7*  wind2 bergvel_* siconc2 icevect2 ad* id* 
wd* sss_7* coriolis_7* 
end 
end 

Iceberg perimeter calculation script 

Function 
[pos_iceberg]=berg_extent(lat_iceberg,lon_iceberg,berg_len,berg_widt 
h) 

A=[lat_iceberg lon_iceberg]; 

theta_EF=360*berg_width/(2*pi*6371); 
theta_EA=theta_EF/2; 

theta_CH=(360*berg_len)/(2*pi*6371*cos(A(1)*(pi/180))); 
theta_CA=theta_CH/2; 

B=[A(1)-theta_EA A(2)-theta_CA]; 
C=[A(1) A(2)-theta_CA]; 
D=[A(1)+theta_EA A(2)-theta_CA]; 
E=[A(1)-theta_EA A(2)]; 
F=[A(1)+theta_EA A(2)]; 
G=[A(1)-theta_EA A(2)+theta_CA]; 
H=[A(1) A(2)+theta_CA]; 
I=[A(1)+theta_EA A(2)+theta_CA]; 

pos_iceberg=[A;B;C;D;E;F;G;H;I]; 

out_bound=find(pos_iceberg(:,2)>360); 
pos_iceberg(out_bound,2)=pos_iceberg(out_bound,2)-360; 

out_bound=find(pos_iceberg(:,2)<0); 
pos_iceberg(out_bound,2)=pos_iceberg(out_bound,2)+360; 

Ocean velocity calculation 

function 
[u_ocean,v_ocean,uocean,vocean,ri,rj,u,v,ocean_file_date]=ocean_vel_ 
calc_mk2(pos_iceberg,mod_time, oc_depth) 

disp('Ocean mk2 called') 
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load ocean_lat_lon 

load time ocean 

xu_i=1:length(ocean_lon); yu_j=1:length(ocean_lat); 

for b=1:length(pos_iceberg) 
istart(b,:)=interpl(ocean_lon,xu_i,pos_iceberg(b,2)); 
jstart(b,:)=interpl(ocean_lat,yu_j,pos_iceberg(b,1)); 
end 

ip=fix(istart); 
ipl=ip+1; 
edgb=find(ip==xu_i(end)); 
if -isempty(edgb) 

ipl(edgb)=1; 
end; 

jp=fix(jstart); 
jp1=jp+1; 

disp('loading new ocean data') 
xt_k=1:length(time_ocean); 
kstart=interpl(time_ocean,xt_k,mod_time); 

kp=fix(kstart); 
kpl=kp+1; 

% decide which ocean velocity matrix to open 
% Ocean velocity files named using the YYYYMM convention. 

ocean_file_date=[datestr(time_ocean(kp),10) 
datestr(time_ocean(kp),5)]; 
ocean_file_datel=[datestr(time_ocean(kpl),10) 
datestr(time_ocean(kpl),5)]; 

eval(rdisp("Opening u',num2str(oc_depth),'oc',ocean_file_date,' 
and v',num2str(oc_depth),'oc',ocean_file_date,"')']) 
eval(['disp("Opening u',num2str(oc_depth), 'oc',ocean_file_datel,' 
and v'inum2str(oc_depth), 'oct,ocean_file_datel,"')']) 

eval(['load u',num2str(oc_depth), 'oc',ocean_file_date]) 
eval(['load vi,num2str(oc_depth), 'oc',ocean_file_date]) 
eval(['load ul,num2str(oc_depth), 'oci,ocean_file_datel]) 
eval(['load vt,num2str(oc_depth), 'oci,ocean_file_datell) 

% Create new matrix u to use in all calculations date 
independent. 

• eval(['u=u',num2str(oc_depth), 'oc',ocean_file_date,';']) 
eval(['v=v',num2str(oc_depth), 'oci,ocean_file_date,';']) 
eval(Pu(:,:,2)=u',num2str(oc_depth),'oc',ocean_file_datel,';']) 
eval(['v(:,:,2)=v',num2str(oc_depth),'oc',ocean_file_datel,';']) 

eval(['clear W 1 num2str(oc_depth)," v',num2str(oc_depth),'*']) 

for b=1:length(pos_iceberg) 
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u_ocean(b,:)=interp3(ocean_lon(ip(b):ipl(b)),ocean_lat(jp(b):jp1(b)) 

time ocean(kp:kpl),u(jp(b):jp1(b),ip(b):ipl(b),1:2),pos_iceberg(b,2) 

pos_iceberg(b,1),mod_time); 

v_ocean(b,:)=interp3(ocean_lon(ip(b):ipl(b)),ocean_lat(jp(b):jp1(b)) 

time_ocean(kp:kpl),v(jp(b):jp1(b),ip(b):ipl(b),1:2),pos_iceberg(b,2) 

pos_iceberg(b,1),mod_time); 

end % end for b 

y=find(isnan(u_ocean)); 
yl=find(isnan(v_ocean)); 
y2=length(y)-length(y1); 

if y2>0 
u_ocean(y)=0; v ocean(y)=0; 
disp('Land point found in pos_iceberg via u_ocean, now 0 m/s') 

elseif y2<0 
u_ocean(y1)=0; v_ocean(y1)=0; 
disp('Land point found in pos_iceberg via v_ocean, now 0 m/s') 

elseif y2==0 && length(y)>0 
u_ocean(y)=0; v_ocean(y)=0; 
disp('Land point found in pos_iceberg via u_ocean and v ocean, 

now 0 m/s') 
end 

if isempty(y) && isempty(y1) 
disp('No points on iceberg represent land, mean calculated over 

all points') 
end 
uocean=mean(u_ocean); 
vocean=mean(v_ocean); 

ri=istart(1); 
rj=jstart(1); 

Ocean calculation when no new data required 

function [u_ocean,v_ocean,uocean,vocean,ri,rj]=... 
ocean_vel_calc_mk3(pos_iceberg,mod_time,u,v,ocean_file_date) 

disp('ocean mk3 called') 
load ocean_lat_lon 
load time_ocean 
disp('No new data required') 
xu_i=1:length(ocean_lon); yu_j=1:length(ocean_lat); 

for b=1:length(pos_iceberg) 
istart(b,:)=interpl(ocean_lon,xu_i,pos_iceberg(b,2)); 
jstart(b,:)=interpl(ocean_lat,yu_j,pos_iceberg(b,1)); 
end 
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ip=fix(istart); 
ipl=ip+1; 
edgb=find(ip==xu_i(end)); 
if -isempty(edgb) 

ipl(edgb)=1; 
end; 

jp=fix(jstart); 
jp1=jp+1; 

xt_k=1:length(time_ocean); 
kstart=interpl(time_ocean,xt_k,mod_time); 

kp=fix(kstart); 
kpl=kp+1; 

for b=1:length(pos_iceberg) 

u ocean(b,:)=interp3(ocean_lon(ip(b):ipl(b)),ocean_lat(jp(b):jp1(b)) 

time_ocean(kp:kpl),u(jp(b):jp1(b),ip(b):ipl(b),1:2),pos_iceberg(b,2) 

pos_iceberg(b,1),mod_time); 

v_ocean(b,:)=interp3(ocean_lon(ip(b):ipl(b)),ocean_lat(jp(b):jp1(b)) 

time_ocean(kp:kpl),v(jp(b):jp1(b),ip(b):ipl(b),1:2),pos_iceberg(b,2) 

pos_iceberg(b,1),mod_time); 

end 

y=find(isnan(u_ocean)); 
yl=find(isnan(v_ocean)); 
y2=length(y)-length(y1); 

if y2>0 
u_ocean(y)=0; v_ocean(y)=0; 
disp('Land point found in pos_iceberg via u_ocean, now 0 m/s') 

elseif y2<0 
u_ocean(y1)=0; v_ocean(y1)=0; 
disp('Land point found in pos_iceberg via v_ocean, now 0 m/s') 

elseif y2==0 && length(y)>0 
u_ocean(y)=0; v_ocean(y)=0; 
disp('Land point found in pos_iceberg via u_ocean and v_ocean, 

now 0 m/s') 
end 

if isempty(y) && isempty(y1) 
disp('No points on iceberg represent land, mean calculated over 

all points') 
end 
uocean=mean(u_ocean); 
vocean=mean(v_ocean); 

ri=istart(1); 
rj=jstart(1); 
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Wind velocity calculation 

function [u_wind, v_wind, uwind, 
vwind]=wind_vel_calc_mk3(pos_iceberg, mod_time, uwnd, vwnd) 

disp('Wind_vel_calc.m called') 
load latlonwind 

wind_time=[datestr(mod_time,11)]; 
eval(['load time',wind_time]) 
eval(Ptimewind=timet,wind_time,';']) 
xu_i=1:length(lonwind); yu_j=1:length(latwind); 
xt_k=1:length(timewind); 
for b=1:length(pos iceberg) 
istart(b,:)=interpl(lonwind,xu_i,pos_iceberg(b,2)); 
jstart(b,:)=interpl(latwind,yu_j,pos_iceberg(b,1)); 
end 

kstart=interpl(timewind,xt_k,mod_time); 

ip=fix(istart); 
ipl=ip+1; 
edgb=find(ip==xu_i(end)); 
if -isempty(edgb) 

ipl(edgb)=1; 
end; 
jp=fix(jstart); 
jp1=jp+1; 

kp=fix(kstart); 
kpl=kp+1; 

%% 
for b=1:length(pos_iceberg) 

u_wind(b,:)=interp3(lonwind(ip(b):ipl(b)),latwind(jp(b):jp1(b)),... 
timewind(kp:kpl),... 
uwnd(jp(b):jp1(b),ip(b):ipl(b),kp:kpl),pos_iceberg(b,2),... 
pos_iceberg(b,1),mod_time); 

v_wind(b,:)=interp3(lonwind(ip(b):ipl(b)),latwind(jp(b):jp1(b)),... 
timewind(kp:kpl),... 
vwnd(jp(b):jp1(b),ip(b):ipl(b),kp:kpl),pos_iceberg(b,2),... 
pos_iceberg(b,1),mod_time); 

end % end for b 

uwind=mean(u_wind); 
vwind=mean(v_wind); 

Sea Ice Velocity and Concentration 

function 
[ice_conc,u_ice;v_ice,ice,uvect,vvect,mod2]=sea_ice_conC_mk2(pos_ice 
berg,mod_time) 
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load ice_grid_lat_lon 

modl=mod_time; 
mod2=mod_time+1; 

date_berg1=[datestr(mod1,7) datestr(mod1,5) datestr(mod1,11)]; 
date_berg2=[datestr(mod2,7) datestr(mod2,5) datestr(mod2,11)]! 

eval(['load ice_conc_',date_berg1]) 
eval(['load ice_conc_',date_berg2]) 
eval(['load u vect_',date_berg1]) 
eval(['load u_vect_',date_berg2]) 
eval(['load v_vect_',date_berg1]) 
eval(['load v_vect_',date_berg2]) 
eval(rice(:,:,1)=ice_conc_ 1 ,date_bergl,';']) 
eval(rice(:,:,2)=ice_conc_',date_berg2,';']) 
eval([ 'uvect(:,:,1)=u_vect_',date_bergl,';']) 
eval([ 'uvect(:,:,2)=u_vect_',date_berg2,';']) 
eval(['vvect(:,:,1)=v_vect_',date_bergl,';']) 
eval([ 'vvect(:,:,2)=v_vect_',date_berg2,';']) 

eval(['clear ice_conc_ 1 ,date_berg1]) 
eval(['clear ice_conc_',date_berg2]) 
eval(['clear u_vect_',date_bergl,' u_vect_',date_berg2]) 
eval(['clear v_vect_',date_bergl,' v_vect ',date_berg2]) 

time_ice=[modl mod2]; 
[jmt_i,imt_i,kmt_i]=size(ice); 
zt_k=1:kmt_i; 
kstart_ice=interpl(time_ice,zt_k,mod_time); 

xu_ice=1:imt_i; yu_jce=1:jmt_i; 

for b=1:length(pos_iceberg) 

istart_ice(b,:)=interpl(lon_z,xu_ice,pos_iceberg(b,2)); 

jstart_ice(b,:)=interpl(lat_z,yu_jce,pos_iceberg(b,1)); 

end 

ip_i=fix(istart_ice); 
ipl_i=ip_i+1; 
edgb_i=find(ip_i==imt_i); 
if -isempty(edgb_i) 

ipl_i(edgb_i)=1; 
end; 

jp_i=fix(jstart_ice); 
jpl_i=jp_i+1; 

for b=1:length(pos_iceberg) 

eval(['ice_conc(b,:)=interp3(lon_z(ip_i(b):ipl_i(b)),lat_z(jp_i(b):j 
p1_i(b)),time_ice(1:2),'... 
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fice(jp_i(b):jpl_i(b),ip_i(b):ipl_i(b),:),pos_iceberg(b,2),pos_icebe 
rg(b,1),mod_time,"nearest");']) 

eval(Pu_ice(b,:)=interp3(lon_z(ip_i(b):ipl_i(b)),lat_z(jp_i(b):jp1_ 
i(b)),time_ice(1:2),'... 

'uvect(jp_i(b):jpl_i(b),ip_i(b):ipl_i(b),:),pos_iceberg(b,2),pos_ice 
berg(b,1),mod_time);']) 

eval(Pv_ice(b,:)=interp3(lon_z(ip_i(b):ipl_i(b)),lat_z(jp_i(b):jp1_ 
i(b)),time_ice(1:2),'... 

'vvect(jp_i(b):jpl_i(b),ip_i(b):ipl_i(b),:),pos_iceberg(b,2),pos_ice 
berg(b,1),mod_time);']) 

end 

u_ice=u_ice/1000; 
v_ice=v_ice/1000; 

Sea ice concentration 

function 
[ice_conc,u_ice,v_ice]=sea_ice_conc_mk3(pos_iceberg,mod time,ice,uve 
ct,vvect) 

load ice_grid_lat_lon %lat_z lon_z 

%% Load sea ice data 
% modl=mod_time; 
% mod2=mod_time+1; 

% date_berg1=[datestr(mod1,7) datestr(mod1,5) datestr(mod1,11)]; 
% date_berg2=[datestr(mod2,7) datestr(mod2,5) datestr(mod2,11)]; 

eval(['load ice_conc_',date_berg1]) 
eval(['load ice_conc_ 1 ,date_berg2]) 
eval(['load v_vect_',date_berg1]) 
eval(['load u_vect_',date_berg1]) 
eval(['load u_vect_',date_berg2]) 
eval(['load v_vect_',date_berg2]) 
eval(['ice(:,:,1)=ice_conc_ 1 ,date_bergl,';']) 
eval(rice(:,:,2)=ice_conc_ 1 ,date_berg2, 1 ; 1 1) 
eval(['uvect(:,:,1)=u_vect_',date_bergl, f ;']) 
eval(['uvect(:,:,2)=u_vect_',date_berg2,';']) 
eval(['vvect(:,:,1)=v_vect_',date_bergl,';']) 
eval(rvvect(:,:,2)=v_vect_f,date_berg2,';']) 
eval(Pclear ice_conc_',date_berg1]) 
eval(['clear ice_conc_ 1 ,date_berg2]) 
eval(['clear u_vect_',date_bergl,' u_vect_',date_berg2]) 

eval(['clear v_vect_',date_bergl,' v_vect_',date_berg2]) 

time_ice=[fix(mod_time) ceil(mod_time)]; 
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[jmt_i,imt_i,kmt_i]=size(ice); 
zt_k=1:kmt_i; 
kstart_ice=interpl(time_ice,zt_k,mod_time); 

xu_ice=1:imt_i; yu_jce=1:jmt_i; 

for b=1:length(pos_iceberg) 

istart_ice(b,:)=interpl(lon_z,xu_ice,pos_iceberg(b,2)); 

jstart_ice(b,:)=interpl(lat_z,yu_jce,pos_iceberg(b,1)); 

end • 

ip i=fix(istart_ice); 
ipl_i=ip_i+1; 
edgb_i=find(ip_i==imt_i); 
if -isempty(edgb_i) 

ipl_i(edgb i)=1; 
end; 

jp_i=fix(jstart_ice); 
jp1_i=jp_i+1; 

for b=1:length(pos_iceberg) 

eval(['ice_conc(b,:)=interp3(lon_z(ip_i(b):ipl_i(b)),lat_z(jp_i(b):j 
pl_i(b)),time ice(1:2),'... 

'ice(jp_i(b):jpl_i(b),ip_i(b):ipl_i(b),:),pos_iceberg(b,2),pos icebe 
rg(b,1),mod_time,"nearest");']) 

eval(Pu_ice(b,:)=interp3(lon_z(ip_i(b):ipl_i(b)),lat z(jp_i(b):jp1_ 
i(b)),time_ice(1:2),'... 

'uvect(jp i(b):jpl_i(b),ip_i(b):ip1_i(b),:),pos_iceberg(b,2),pos_ice 
berg(b,1),mod_time);']) 

eval(Pv_ice(b,:)=interp3(lon_z(ip_i(b):ipl_i(b)),lat z(jp_i(b):jp1_ 
i(b)),time_ice(1:2),'... 

'vvect(jp_i(b):jpl_i(b),ip_i(b):ipl_i(b),:),pos_iceberg(b,2),pos_ice 
berg(b,1),mod_time);']) 

end 

u_ice=u_ice/1000; 
v_ice=v_ice/1000; 
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